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Cookingthe books

ay eu.t s
romised
for staff
by Zoe Pagnamenta

£3.86 an hour. One servitor said
"the majoritoy of us have to work
overtime to get a living w,age ,
especially since the arrival of the
poll tax." Most servitors make
about a hundred pound_s a week:

A spokesman ~t Personnel said
·that the new scheme was a
national one, designed to be more
equal. "People disadvantaged in
the past, such as part time woman
cooks will be better off. "He
emphasised
that
current
employees' wage levels would be ·
protected.

hardly be a rise at all. "It's
ridiculous," said ·one of Mr.
Cant's colleagues in George
Square, "whatever happened to
time and a half?" .

appeal will be, but _ he was ·
adamant: _"They can't do it. It's
crazy. They're supposed to -be
intelligent
people."
When
questioned, a number of servitors
said they felt they had a "good

0

UNIVERSITY MANUAL
EMPLOYEES
received
news on Friday of an
extensive re-grading system
Brian Cant, shop steward in
which if put into effect could Old College, has been working in
have a substantial effect on .the university for twelve years. He ..
Brian Cant is uncertain as to
says the fear is that the promised
·wage levels.
how
successful the servitors
April 1990 pay ·rise will now

The ninety-four University
servitors in Kings Buildings,
George Square, the Vet School
and Old College, have already
submitted their petition against
the plan. Servit0rs' wages are
-·threatened to suffer a reduction of
some £300 per annum, taken
down in grade from G4 to G 1.
Present employees' ordinary
wages will not be changed, but
incoming se~itors will be most
effected. Overtime ·pay will be
reduced from the current £4.07 to

The regrading has been ·under
discussion since December 1988
to follow new government "Job
Evaluation Scheme guidelines". _
Servitors feel they were given
little if any warning as to how
considerable a grade change they
would face.

cha~ce".

Cleaning will be affected by the
new system. As many as half of
the cleaners in Pollock Halls are
already facing dismissal owing to
university cuts, as reported in !as(
week's "Student".
·

The referendum was the fifth
was swung by students from Edinburgh Art · College, against the • referendum held by J-IWSA since
wishes of students actually at they left the NUS in 1980; the last
being held as recently as last year.
RESENTMENT is still sim- Heriot-Watt.
The victorious "Yes" campaign
As a result of the. referendum,
-mering at Heriot-Watt Unirun with little input from the
was
·held
on
Thursday
23rd
versity following the recent ·
NUS itself, and "was fully supNovember,
Heriot-Watt
were
.Students' Association deciported by all the members of the_
sion to join the National placed at the front of the national executive of the Students' AssociNUS march against loans on
Union of StudeJ.ItS (NUS). . Tuesday 28th November. Just ation", said President Paul Reilly.
It is believed that the main grie- over a hundred students from the
. It is believed that the "No"
vance at the university was the university attended, whereas dou- campaign was subject to influences outside the unive~sity
way in which the affiliation· vote ble that of E_dinburgh turned up.
by Jennie Morrison

0

.

Anti-racist protesters last Saturday. See page 2 for fuU story.

these inefude the Conservative
Collegiate Forum, although it was
not run as a Tory campaign.
Paul Reilly commented on the
"amazing turnout" of voters. Out
of around 4,000 students at the
university, 2,052 voted in the
referendum. Of these 1,092 voted
for affiliation with the NUS, and
950 voted against, giving a 142
majority to those in favour.
However, it is a fact that the Art
College vote was very heavily in

, favour of affiliation to the NUS,
while in the university the vote
was just in favour of "No".
Speaking to Student, one
Heriot-Watt student commented
:that as the Art College was
·already affiliated with the NUS,
ithey shouldn't have voted in the:referendum. Another said that he•
knew most of the engineers cer-.
tainly didn't vote in favour of joinjing. "We shouldn't be in the ·
jNUS," he said.
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Rector
dismisses
.
.
racist allegations
.

ra

-

by Tirstan Dissont

THE Rector of Edinburgh
University, Ms Muriel Gray,
has emphatically rejected
claims that she is an "English
racist", following the publication of a recent article in
The Sun newspaper.
The allegations, <Ilso repeated
in a Scottish tabloid, were
described by Ms Gray as a "fantastic angle:' on her; propagated
most notably by the Murdoch
press. In speaking to Student, she
intimated that it was a sensational
and scurrilous addition to her socalled "hard and bitchy" personal ..
ity.

Mr McLutchie smiles for Student.
by Andrew Heavens

"We must stress that student
loans are both morally right
and essential for an improved
and skilled work-force."
These words summed up the
main challenge given by
Scottish Conservative and
Un.ionist
Association
(SCUA)
representative
David McLetchie to the
Edinburgh
University
Conservative Association at
a meeting last Monday.

providing "a seminal influence on
party thinking."

Ms Gray, elected as the first
woman rector at Edinburgh in
March 1988, also refe1'red to Student's claim that she was a "self-

confessed" English racist (quoted English, or racism, crop up. "If I
in a recent interview) as an exam- were a racist," she said, "it would
be so bloody easy" to exploit the
ple of "sloppy journalism".
postion as Rector to gratify her
"How could I hate people I love "enemies".
and work with?" she said. The
story in The Sun newspaper, she
Indeed, she continued, she had
went on, had been concocted attempted to "smooth the path"
from phrases "taken out of con- for students from all over the
text" from an interview with The world to come into Edinburgh_
Face magazine.
University. It is important to try
Feeling it necessary to clear the and give "everyone an equal footair on this matter, Ms Gray said ing and opportunity in life" she
although it was true that she sup- said; highlighting this fact against
ported the concept of Scottish the backdrop that she thought
indpendence, and believed that "everyone is inherently racist to
the English were "occupying and some degree".
dominating" Scotland in a politiIn conclusion, Ms Gray discal and economic sense, this did
closed
that she found it "incredinot extend to racist impulses.
bly disturbing" that many people
·She cited the fact that nowhere seemed to accept without quesin her election campaign for the . tion that she was an "English
rectorship, mainly fought against racist". She hoped that this interlocal
impresario
Richard view might now lay to rest that
Demarco, did the issues of the particular stereotype.

Anti-fascist rally
slamsBNP

He went on to comment on the
' present image of the Conservative
Party. "We are seen to be working
with the grain of human nature
and instinct in our policies like
those of lower personal taxes,
controlled trade unions and the
sale of council houses." He spoke
of the "huge pool" of floating .
voters "who think Tory and vote
Labour" that had to be persuaded
over to Conservatism, "if we are
by Kirsty Clark
to have confidence_ in a fourth
term of power."

The rally at the Mound was
sponsored by various groups and
organisations in Scotland; these
included Heriot-Watt Students'
Association, the East of Scotland
NUS and the Anti-Apartheid
movement. Several speakers were
B.N.P. members hadarriv,ed in
invited.
the city in an attempt to gather
·
Mark Lazarowicz, leader of
support, aiming primarily at
Ed'mb urg h o·Istrict c ouncil,
football fans attending a Heart of
· ,
Midlothian - Rangers game on
spoke .
' co~de~ning racism
that day.
- and emphasising_ that it was a very

·re-al ·problem in Scotland.
Around 600 peopie attended
the rally , and commenting on its~
nature, Rowena Arshad of Black
Forum
said,
"It's
quite
encouraging, because we only had
. ten days to organise it."
government on the Scottish increase the number of people at
Permission had not been
reaction
to
the
coming university." He concluded on an
granted by police for an official
Conservative leadership election. optimistic note by pointing to the
march along Princes Street, but
He opened by speaking of the fact that "some steam seems to
importance
of ·
student have gone out of the anti-loans "
the more passionate who had
associations to the Conservative effort.
attended the rally made their way
Party. The Conservative view
.. ._ = - ::----=:--~-:----:--~--~-_..:....------..;._----__;~.to Tynecastle football ground. At
The climax of the
. LANCASTER
the park, groups of fifteen
"has to be effectively put by
occurred when a fight broke out Bowland· College, one of the eig!lt protestors d 1' str1'buted · leaflets
Conservative students", he said
between about 15 students - the eo11eges that make up Lancaster entitled "Football fans say no to
"in the battle-ground of political
majority
of these, Conservatives U .
Facism."
ideas", which are the universities.
mversity, has officially declared
- after
the
harassed
chairman
of
.
However, the march to the ·
Student
Conservative
·
atself a monastery to avoid paying
•
the meeting poured his pint over the pOll tax.
ground was not without incidentc
associations form "an important
the Area Woman's Officer.
At the junction between West
reservoir of talent for the party"
At a JCR meeting last Thurs- Maitland Street and Torphicen
day, the Law Faculty was con- Street in Haymarket, police
NIGEL.GRIFFITHS, MP
by Susan Stephen and
suited
and the undergraduates bega_n to swarm in as some of the
ABERDEEN Students at
Janet Alexander
Gray's School of Art in Aberdeen within Bowtand took their vows- more militant protestors ran in
have become worried about the they are now officially monks and front of an oncoming vehicle,
believing that BNP members were
BRISTOL - Members of Bristol future of their education after the nuns!
'·
inside. They smashed a wi-ndow,
University's Conservative Associ- announcement of severe financial
So far the university has refuted battered and shook the taxi
ation caused disruption at last cuts at the Art College. The budget
this, and are consulting the town
shouting "Nazi scum' 1 • Ther~
week's University Union General for materials this year has drop·
council as to how they should were no arrests at the incide'n t.
Meeting. A motion to rescind ped from £40,000 to £4,000. This
handle the situation.
Meanwhile, around 60 police
affiliation of the Gay and Lesbian
has put a huge burden on.the stusurrounded the entrance 'to
Society to the union led to the socidents to somehow provide for
ety's representative being heckled
Haymarket railway station as
themselves all the materials they
CAMBRIDGE: Meanwhile, it protestors tried to enter and
by. the two Conservatives, while
need, and they say that they will
appears that a first year student confront BNP members inside.
one member of BUCA claimed
HELP AND ADVICE
fight the cutbacks.
at Cambridge University has Cries of "Black and white, unite
that "most vegetarians are ·
Every Friday & Every Monday
just been released from prison in not fight" and "Smash the BNP"
homosexuals".
from 9am-10am at 93 Causewayside
Turkey.
·
were accompanied by the arrest of
MANCHESTER- Last WednesThe Conservatives also attemp·
And Third Saturday of Every Month
She had been held for three a woman for "public order
Jlay an unattended briefcase was
9 am Burdiehimse/Southhouse
ted to amend a motion against porthe cause of a bomb scare at the and a half weeks in an Istanbul offences". She was later released.
Community Centre. Burdiehouse Street
nography by saying that pornog·
Eventually, police called for the
jail, charged with drugs posses10.15 am Liberton High School,
raphy was good for society and' refectory of Manchester Univer-¥ sion.
dispersal
of the crowd. In the view
sity. This was the third of a series
Gilmerton Road
that it should be sold at the union
of
ope,
of
the organisers, the
However,
even
though
the
of similar scares recently, all of
11.30 am James Gillespie's High School,
shop. To prove their point, a
charges were dropped, it demonstration had been "well
Lauderdale Street
which
were
announced
by
number of their members stood at
o_rganised , well disciplined and a
Or contact the Labour Party HQ
anonymous telephone warnings. appears her future at the univerthe
back of the meeting offering
tremendous
victory",
even
93 Causewayside (Tel: 661 4520).
sity
is
uncertain
aS
she
may
have
No one !1as yet admitted responsi- pornographic magazines for sale.
though
the
two
sides
did
not
violated its Code of Conduct.
bility for the incidents.
Labour- Serving Our Community
confront each other.

ANTI-FASCIST
Speaking
more
specifically
on
demonstrators
assembled at
McLetchie appeared as a last
the Mound last Saturday in
minute replacement for SCUA the policy of student loans
president Michael Hirst who was McLetchie pointed , to "th~ · .protest against the British
National Party (B.N ..P.).
in London reporting to the importance of a loans scheme to
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AGM: The conclusion

.Living in
a built-up area
• . Inquorate Ineeting stirs debate
has its attractions.
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Pho'to: Louise Wilson
EUSA's four sabbaticals: John Murdoch (Treasurer), Martui Morrison (Deputy President), :n~y Quinn .
(President), Martijn Quinn (Secretary).

AMBULANCE DISPUTE
This motion offered the services of EUSA to the ambulance
workers in support of their pay
claim. However, an amendment
was passed entailing that EUSA
facilities could only be afforded to
EU students supporting the
ambulance workers so as not to
infringe bye-laws and thereby lose
EUSA's "precarious licence".
Various speakers spoke of how
the ambulance workers deserved
parity with the other emergency
·services and that the Government
in attacking them was merely
showing its contempt for the NHS
and its principles of free health
care for all. "This was shy students
had a common cause with the
ambulance workers and that
· EUSA should offer its solidarity,"
one speaker said.
Opposing the motion , Martin
D. C. Burns, the chairman of the
Conservative students, described
90 per cent of the ambulance
workers as a "cosy taxi service"
who did not deserve much of a pay
rise . He also saw the dispute as
part of a larger plan to pfight
privatisation.
The amended motion was passed inquorately.

ABORTION MOTION 11
Yet again abortion proved itself
a controversial and emotive subject with a seemingly endless supply of spekaers materialising from
the floor. Two attempts were
made to curtail debate and force a
vote, only the latter succeeding.
This motion referred to the current Embtyology bill which has an
.amendment reducing the time
limit for abortion from 28 weeks
to 24. The motion sought to
oppose this as the beginning of a
campaign to ban abortion.
Arguments in favour of abortion were that of "a woman's right
to choose" and the fallability of
contraception. These were countered by the usual arguments
against , such as it being "murder"
and a denial of the rights of the
weakest members in society, i.e.
the unborn.
c.

.

There were, however, some
relatively novel points raised such
as the use of abortion as a check
on population growth and the
problem of dealing with a foetus
which will die when it leaves the
womb , a question so far
untouched by the Pro-life lobby.

SCOTTISH ASSEMBLY
The motion was passed inquor'The motion to support the ately, with no decision binding on
Campaign for a Scottish Assem-. EUSA whatsoever.
bly, no. 13 in the agenda and the
second of the night , was passed
inquorately.

· One speaker, from the Committee of Management, dismissed
such fears as 'paranoid nonsense'.
Later on in the debate, he called
to end the proceedings prematurely by voting on a point of
order, a ·technique used in earlier
motions.
A peculiar motion, this one
attracted much constitutional
quibbling between the 100 or so
students left in the Theatre. Leading up to the character of debate
on the next, and final notion, the
Chair's control began to be questioned from the floor.

RESPECT FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
This was the last motion on the
AGM order paper, and numbered
20 in the overall business. However, it sparked some frustrated
debate among the less than 100
students left.
Essentially, Jimmy Quinn told
the audience, the motion, if it was
passed with the three amend- ·
ments added to it (which promoted environmental awareness),
would only lead to confusion.
This prompted some io the
audience to suggest that the meeting - inquorate because it had
less than 300 people - should be
adjourned until next week ; others
declared their option for next
term. But the sabbaticals, especially Jimmy Quinn , moved firmly
against this , reasoning that it was
highly unlikely any further meeting would be quorate for one
motion, however importa.nt.
In the end, after a failed move
by some students to secure a vote
of no confidence in the chair, the
motion, with all three amendments included, was carried
inquorately, pleasing no one
except the servitor who had to
lock up George Square Theatre. .
Business being concluded, the
sabbaticals asked that everyone
recognise that the next General
Meeting is to be held in Pollock
Halls at 7 pm on 17th February.

COSMETICS
This motion, proposing that
EUSA should only stock cosmeNUS AFFILIATION MOTION
This motion, initially, demand- tics not tested on animals, was
ing a referendum on NUS affilia- dropped by its 'advocates because
tion was amended to entail the · the meeting was not quorate.
setting up of a "working body" on
the question.
The merits of the NUS were
generally seen in its ability to MANAGEMENT MOTION
This motion, numbered 19 in
organise nationwide protest as
seen in Glasgow last week. It was the order paper, was passed
pointed-out that EUSA did attend inquorately.
It had called for EUSA to cam- .
that march thus negating the need
for affiliation.. Little was said paign against management 'atabout the high costs of NUS affili- tacks' on students and staff, both
AGM Report compiled by
ation and opposition was mini- in the Universjty and nationally Ewen Ferguson, Ed Humpberson
mal. The amended motion was as exemplified by the decision to
and Conal Urqubart
close the Dental School.
passed inquorately.

There is nothing like living in the city
centre, right ~ the heart of things. Especially
when that city is Edinburgh.
hnagine living next door to the castle. Or
walking home past some of the most famous
historic architecture in the world.
This is what it's like living at the West
Port,just off the Grassmarket Here, we have
a number of two bedroom properties still
available in whathasip be one ofthe city's
most thoughtful restoration developments.
These luxury apart;ments with their own
shops, restaurants and a handful of small
businesses, are slap bang in the middle of
the city.·
19th century interiors have been
enhanced with period features and energy
efficient heating has been incorporated
without spoiling the effect
So next time you're in town, why not do
'
a spot of sightseeing. Our new showflat is
open Saturday and Sunday 2-4pm.
'

THE

BURR ELL

CC}\1 P\ N)'

•

Property Development
- - b y Design--

West Port Sales Office,
76 West Port, Edinburgh.
Telephone: 031-229 2_85_6
Berriard 'i'horpe & Partners Selling Agents,
Telephone: 031~226 4484
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GREEN

.
FOCUS
AND ON THE The rape of the environment continues. The Amazonian jungle is not the
only forest which is being eradicated from the face of the earth. Lara Burns
EIGHTH DAY, WE .discusses the situation facing the Eden Forest in New South Wales,
B~ LDOZ
·~A~u~st~ro~lia~·~----~----------------------------area by the year 2009. Logging tonne, this ammount tends to vary
.

1

THE DESTRUCTION of
the Amazonian rain forests is
the focus of world-wide
attention, from that of rock
I. stars to anti-Macdonald's
campaigns. But the Austra. lian Rain Forest Action
Group has launched a
. national campaign to highlight the plight of the Eden
forests in New South Wales.

The forests in the Coolungbra, .
Tantawangalo and Egan peaks ·
~ regions are part of the National
,Estate
and
comprise
approximately 60,000 hectares.
:The Coolungbra is the largest
:remaining area of escarpment .
;wilderness in NSW , while
Tantawangalo provides the only
source of water for over 30% of
,Bega Valley ~hire . The Egan
.Peaks area contains at least four
'endemic plant species. The whole ,
'Eden area is one which is of vital
:environmental importance.

.-A:o.Mo......;-~r.....:..•

The problem is two-fold. One
which disturbs 'the Greenies' (as
Australian slang denotes them) is
that the current system of logging
used by the Forest Commission
will result in the total destruction
of- afi native forest in the Eden

involves clearing 90% of the trees
in a designated area for use as saw
logs or woodchips, while the
remaining vegetation is burnt.
The 'habitat and seed' trees which :
are left are expected to regenerate
naturally. It is, however, not the
logging per se which is objected
to , but the use of the trees for
woodchipping for export to
Japan.

The current system of
logging will result in
the total destruction of
all native forest in ·
Eden by the year 2009.

enormously, and is certainly not
sufficient. Australian taxpayers
are forced to cover the costs of the
qeavy damage to roads caused by
trucks, and of fire control
facilities .
The risk of fires is_ a major
concern for both locals and
'greenies'. -The regeneration of
young growth after the logging
. results in dense vegetation, which
is particularly vulnerable to
uncontrollable fire storms. In the
ten years since the woodchipping ·
~n Eden began , one third of the
regrowth has been subject to such
fires. This presents a further ·
environmental problem: The loss
. of forest cover naturally increases
water flow and has severe effects
. orr the water cycle of the area.
Through logging, fires and the
·resulting hydrological changes
effecting the balance of their

The woodchipping industry has
expanded 40% between 1970 and
1985, meanwhile employment in
the industry has fallen by 24%.
While the Japanese owned HarnsDaishowa company reaps vast
profits on woodchip exports, it·i:;
the local economy which suffers . .
The conflict in the area involves a ·
. delicate balance summed up by ·
. the campaign phrase 'trees or ·
jobs.'
· Afihoilgh- the NSW ' 'Forest
Commission receives a maximum
royalty payment of $14 a tonne on ·
hardwood chips sold ~t $45 a ·

habitat, at least twenty-five
species of birds and animals have
been disturbed. Seven species
endemic to the Eden area have
already become extinct.
·
The situation is one which
alarms many' Australians. the
South- east Forest Alliance and
the Feral-Arboreal Protestors
continue their occupation of the
forests in 'tree houses', built high
up in the treetops adjacent to
logging operations. In June
'
thousands
rallied
m
the ·
prohibited area inside the forests,
and outside Parliament House in
Canberra, calling for an end to the
. "suicidal ecological vandalism
and economic insanity." They
proposed
·an
alternative
management plan to establish a
future for the jobs in the sawmill
industry, while simultaneously .
preserving the National Estate
forest .
It is not only in distant
continents and
in
'underdeveloped' countries that multinational
companies
are
irreparably
destroying
the
environment; but conditions in
· developed countries call for
immediate action too.

.

DEATH ROW!
RE-REGISTRATION
Soc~t~es: Sec~e!ary ~equests

the following socieiti~s to re-register at
Soc1et1es Admm1strat1on Office by the end of week ten this year (Friday 15th
· '
December). .

Alternative Entertainments Society
Amnesty International
.
Anglican Society
Arts Society
Baha'i Society
Bridge Club
Campaign Against the Poll Tax
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
Catholic Students Union
Chocolate Appreciation Society

Lesbian and Gay Society
Malaysian Students' Association
Microbiology Society
N~ighbours International Society
N1caraguan Solidarity Group
Opera Society
Philosophy Society ·
Physcial Society
Psychology Society
Religious & Theological Students
Fellowship
Renaissance s ·ingers
Savoy opera Group
Schull'lacher Society
Sci~nce Fiction & Fantasy Society
Soc1al Anthropology Society
Spanish Society
Student Aid
Student Publishing Society
Student Video Productions
Theatre Company
Theological Society .
Third World First
Water of Life Society
Zoological Society

Democratic Society
Ecological Society
Economics Society
Engineering Society
Film Society
Folk Song Society
_
French Society
Friends ofthe Pooka McPhellimy
Friends ofthe Playgroup
·
Great Highland Bagpipe Society
Highland Society
International Society
Italian Society
Labour Club
Law-Society
PI
·
ease note that failure to do so will render the society defunct.

J

Department in La Paz. Theconditions at many of these detention
centres are known to be very
poor, and it is feared that the
hunger-strikers, who have already
•
· . been severely weakened from
B_QLIVIA
fasting, may not have any medical
HUNDREDS of people in attention available.
Bolivia were . arrested by
Government officials in Bolivia
police on 15 November. The have S!ated t~at the current state
of siege which allows these
majority of those arrested ·people to be held in internal exile
~ere members of the 2 Boli- "legally, is in effect to help guaran- ·
VI an teachers unions followtee the forthcoming elections on 3 ·
ing their hunger strike of the · December.

• Detention
• File
lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

previous 3 weeks. The ~~llllllli••••••lli
teachers staged these strikes
YEMEN .
to demand higher salaries.
A SON has been arrested
They are amongst the worst
paid workers in Bolivia because of the political activities
earning only $45 per month: of his father. 'Abdo Fari' Qassem
'Ali at 'Ubad, a 16 year old stuThey wanted a $100 dollar dent was arrested in Ta'iz in the
bonus per year.
.
Yemen Arab Republic at the

The majority of those originally · . beginning of October this year.
detained have been released, but His father was a member of the
200 peop'e including students and opposition party, The Yemeni
education employees are still Party of Popular Unity and had
being held in incommu~iCado been in detention from 1973 until
detention ;· irhe exact mimbeiiof September 1989. After his release •
· ~risoners and their place ~fd~t~n- he escaped to Aden in South
tlon is still unclear, but :it is Yemen. Amnesty International
believed tlJat over 100 people • believe' Abdo Fari Qassem 'Ali at
· have been sent into internal exile 'Ubad risks being tortured and is

-~--~------------------~---------~~ atud~~~arefuo~hl~~~d
the Criminal Inv~~tigation . bci~~dua~~F~fu~~
father to return.

....
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PALESTINE

__ . _Nowhere to go
This weekend marks the second anniversary of the Intifada uprising in .
occupied Palestine. Four representatives of the International Union of
Students visited the area. Ian Younger reports what they found.
THE INTERNATIONAL
Physical violence 'is only one of
Union of Students recently the weapons used by the Israelis in
sponsored four students to the repression of the Palestinians.
take part in a fact finding mis- Education is severely ·limited in
the hope of producing a docile

si on to the occupied territory demoralised community. In the
of Palestine. The report of West Bank all schools are shut, in
their visit forms a damning
indictment of the Israeli
"Still alive, they tied
occupying forces . The pie- his legs to the back of
ture that emerges is one of
h ·
dd
d
indiscriminate and unrelentt e Jeep an ragge
ing brutality against
Palestinian people.

him along the road."

the

The students tell of many vio- ,
lent incidents; an horrific example
is that witnessed by Carol Judge. '
After a disturbance in the camp of ,
Balata a young Palestinian man
was ch_osen at random to suffer
retributive punishment. "The
young man was not involved in the
disturbance, but he was shot in the
legs ... They proceeded to shoot
him while he lay on the ground ,
kicked him and beat him. Still
alive, they tied his legs to the back
of the jeep and dragged him along
the road around the camp."

the Gaza only 14 schools are open
to serve a population of 700,000.
Students face constant harrassment and intimidation . As Fabio
Nicolucci relates:
"Hussan, one student we met in
a village, was arrested two weeks
before his exams began, held for
three days and beaten . When he
was returned back to his family;
all his books were confiscated.
The Israeli defence forces came
round to his house everyday to see
where he was and to try and arrest
him again."
This weekend is the second
anniversary of the Palestinian

uprising against Israeli occupation , the Intifada. The media continues to -concentrate on the
activities of the more violent resistance groups . On Saturday four
leading members of the notorious
Fahd al-Aswad (Black Panther)
group, including its leader, were
gunned down by Israeli forces .
The message from the I.U.S.
delegation , however, is that it is
the unarmed civilians who are suffering most. As Carol Judge
points out: "I have here in my
hand a rubber bullet. This is shot
at children aged one, two , five ,
six, nine, ten, fourteen , fifteen. It
sounds hard if you bang it on the
table. It comes out of a gun at
approximately 160 miles an hour .
This bullet shatters legs , and it
kills people - young people and
children in the West Bank and
Gaza . These bullets are used
every day, and the Israelis say
they are part of 'riot control' .
They are not part pf riot control,
but of the murder of Palestinians."
The I.U.S. students conclude
that the Intifada now has an ·

Winter palace
~~~~----~~----~----------~-------

In the face of change throughout Easiern
Europe, Romania's President Ceaucescu
.continues to stand against the flood of reform.
Dirk Singer reviews the situation.
"THE REDEEMER of the
planet", "the treasure trove
of wisdom", " the light that
outshines even the sun", "the
·giant of a new ag , 0
.
e · . ne
~ould be forgiven for thmkmg that th~se are references
to the messiah of a new religious sect. In fact they are
references made by the state
press of a European country
about its leader. Hit] , G _
?
er ~ er
many 19~9 · No, Nicol_ae
Ceaucescu s
Romama,
•December 1989.
While the pace of reform is
gathering in East Germany and
Czechoslovakia ,
last
week
Romania's Communist party held
its 14th Party Congress. In reality,
rule by the party has long since
·been superceded by the rule of

Nfcolae
Ceaucescu,
making
Romania easily the
most
repressive country in Europe
today . .
.
.
. Romaman tounst literature
trumpets, "above all, you are
impressed by the Romanians
smiling
faces,
by
their
spontaneous
and
unique
amiability. " However, most
Romanians have not had much to
smile about recently.
In the twenty-five ye~rs of
Ceaucescu's rule, Romama has
been turned from a considerably
well-off oil exporting country into
the poorhouse of Europe.
Everything
that
Romania
produces has been exported, at
first to pay off the country's
foreign debt, then to fund two
megalomaniac projects that the
"genius of the epoch" has
undertaken.

The first of these is the
'systemization
of
the
countryside' .
This
involves
destroying around one-third of
Romania's villages, and herding
the population into one of 500
'agro-industrial complexes'. The
supposed aim of the scheme is to
. reduce the differences between
town and country dwellers.
Another unspoken explanation is
that people living in high-rise
tenement blocks are easier for the
Securitate, Romania's dreaded
internal security service , to keep
an eye on.
Ceaucescu's second project
(near-completion)
involves
knocking down the historic centre
of Bucharest, and replacing it with ·
a three mile "boulevard of the
victory of socialism", lined with
neoclassical appartment buildings
designed for Romania's elite. The
avenue ends at the enormous
'Palace of the People'. Meanwhile
. C~aucescu ' s regime tells the
world that~ "the Romanian
gov~rnment shows steady concern

:~- occupied territories
''

____ _

,,
/

. Egypt

Jordan

ISRAEL
AND THE
OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

\

'

unshakeable grip on the territory Israefi response becomes more
of Palestine. "Each day the repressive ... We truly believe that
Intifada goes deeper ; it cha11enges for the Intifada to stop , the
the legitimacy and the ability of Israelis would have to kill every
the Israelis to control the · Palestinian living in the West
!occupied territories. Each day the Bank"
for restoring /the foremost
monuments of the past, thus
preserving carefully the most
outstanding values of Romanian
·creative genius".
·· Ceaucescu's
plans
for
Bucharest
almost
resemble
something Adolf Hitler and
Imelda Marcos might have
dreamed up together. Ceaucescu
has even had a 200x250 metre
nuclear-safe bunker built below
the palace with enough supplies to
last his family for two years.
Ceaucescu also has one year's
supply of suits and shoes hidden
away, as he never believes in
wearing the same pair of clothes
twice.
Romania's people, meanwhile ,
have had their standard of living
cut back to that of the period
immediately following the Second
World War. One German
journalist reported that ,
" before dawn one is awakened
by an unusual trampling sound
that sounds as if horses are
underway on the street outside
the hotel. It is in fact hundreds of
people who are on their way to the
'Aiimentaria' shops to start
queueing for bread , and if it its
available , ma"rgerine".

SUMMER JOBS ABROAD

Maybe the maddest scheme is
the idea of Nicolae Ceaucescu's
wife and vice-president, Elena
("the beam of light that shines
through the aeons"), to increase
Romania's population. Every
Romania couple is "encouraged"
to
have
four
children.
Contraception is banned, not to
mention abortions. Romanian
women are periodically forcibly
tested to see if they are pregnant .
Medical help is refused to women
· who suffer injuries as a result of
back street abortions, and dectors
who agree to such abortions face
prison sentences, and a ban from
further practice .
Romania will probably remain
the exception in eastern Europe
for the forseeable future. There
really is no alternative power
structure to the Ceucescus. The
army has been cut down,
Ceaucescu's relatives are placed
· throughout the communist party
apparatus, and the Securitate is
said to have one agent (often
recruited through blackmail) for
every fifteen Romanians. As for
the people: all their free time is
taken up with trying to find
enough to ear.

TOP HAT
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In the beginning . . . . was the word,
or idea, your words or ideas. To
have maximum impact however,
they must be presented well.

Are you a self-reliant, hardworking, fit
person looking for a job in which you can
fully utilise your passing knowledge of
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Our ·Apple Macintosh DTP expertise
allows you to maximise the· quality
of presentation in your documents
or displays, from disk or copy.

Do you like children and have a good
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OPEN ALL DAY

If you are aged 18-25, available from April
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1990, come and join us as a CAMPSITE
COURIER, CHILDREN'S COURIER or a
WA TERSPORTS COURIER.

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and l pm

Write now for details and an applicatioll
form to: Sarah Home, Courier
Department, Canvas Holidays Ltd., Bull
Plain, Hertford, SG141DY.

15 Argyle Place
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We have full production facilities at
our fingertips for the smallest pieces of
text to the largest exhibition displays.
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SHINTY

Well run
Some four and a half hours
later, after someone had explained
to the vice-captain how to read a
bus timetable the 4 teams lined up
for their races confident that at
least some of the extensive prize
list would be theirs.
The womens race was first off
and current strength of the Hariettes was underlined by a creditable
8th from the A-team and by the
fact that the B-team also finished
well up the field.

I an strides out.
Photo: W. Ramsbotham

HARE AND HOUNDS
Early on Saturday morning
as the rest of Edinburgh slept
16 •
•
mtrepid members of the
Hare and Hounds were .con- .
gregating in Waverly for the .
annual trip south to Leeds for
the Yorkshire Bank relays.
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Last Saturday saw the Shinty
Club take on third division
opponents in the Colintraive•
Cup.
·A feature of the team 's play this
season has been its ability to raise
their standard of play against
impressive opponents, and this
thrilling Cup-tie was no exception.
Early adrenalin sparked Edinburgh into some silky attacks that
flummoxed the Glasgow team and ·
soon resulted in goals.Rawdy
Korach showed his speed chasing
excellent through balls from
centre forward John MacKenzie,
claiming two smartly taken goals.

striking game on Greenacres ice
did not prove at all successful,\Vith
Hamisti losing the first five ends.A
Continuing with the Scott~sh change in tactics forcing the
Universities league, Edm- Strathclyde University team onto
burgh travelled through to . the striking game meant Hamish
was able to pull back a little. In the
Greenacres (near Glasgow)
end though he lost 12-3.
ably navigated by Struan.
Simon on the other hand (again
playing
against an . experienced •
Greenacres, famed for its
interesting ice was not to let the skip) maintained a far tighter
two teams down, one skipped by game on what appeared to be .
Simon Hartley, the other by easier ice. Ends were swapped
Hamish Lorrain-Smith. Hamish, with Simon eventually taking the
determined not to lose a big end at game by two shots.Someone to
the beginning of the game, espe- watch for the future there.
This win was not enough to
cially against a highly experienced
skip (last years representative at compensate for Hamish's' heavy
the Mens World Junior Cham- defeat,Edinburgh therefore lospionships) went straight onto the ing the match overall.
Hams Lorrschmidt
offensive. Unfortunately ,the
CURLING

Burgh Babes

Glasgow were soon back on
This improvement could prove
equal terms, a shaky University
vital as Hariettes continue their defence always threatening colquest for yet more honours in the lapse. Midfield lynch-pin Simon
New Year.
Longstaff was forcea to retitre
1n the mens race the standard after an unlucky clash of sticks FOOOTBALL
d h If th I
f
earl 1'nth
was predictably high and on a ,
Y
e sec~:m ~ ; e oss 0 AS DEVEREUX sidestepquick first leg struggled to come a natur~l first time hitter was soon
ped forward to collect the
back to th well off the scorching to be m1ssed.
18
trophy one was left to reflect
Colin MacFarlane was called to on the remarkable consispace set b YJ ohn Sher1an of a guest
Leeds Old Boys team, wh0 set t he the-rescue, but it was the Glasgow
fastest lap time of the day. On the substitute who was to play the best tency of the Burgh babes.
Having won this competition
2nd 1ap Ian Har kness moved t he ball of the afternoon ... in the
Haries up 11 places to 7th. This wrong direction! He seemed to three years on the trot one could
position was held on legs 3 and 4 by forget that the sides had swapped be forgiven for taking this particugood runs from Robin Goodfellow for half time and crashed a excel- Jar piece of silverware for granted:
Edinburgh were blatantly
and Adam Eyre-Walker aud by lent ball towards his own goal.
the 5th leg the gaps in the field
superior in every facet. As one
were so large that token Scot,
Edinburgh's in-form centre for- spectator was heard to ruefully
Robin Sutherland, could have a ward then walloped two more remark; "It's men against boys
quick refreshment stop without goals to close on the visitors. Solid out there ... ya bas!"
losing a place.
performances from Alan Dukan
-A
· 1 c
·
1
.
at the back and the increasingly
spnte Y ameron m goa
Will Ramsbotham-anchored the prominent Dave Mills in midfield responded with breathtaking
h
.
f
exuberance on the rare occast'ons
team ome wtthout urther inci- kept the home side in contention.
de?t.Meanwhile the B team Despite the result, the Edin- he was called upon to serve coach
firushed 43rd.
burgh performance was gutsy and and college.
Fat Ian is surely a sign of things to come.
In front of him Zimmermann,
...

'
Kindergarten, marshalled his
troops with Germanic precision.
Devereux, the dynamo in the
machine's engine room contrived
a move of such sublime simplicity
yet cunning audacity that when
Warneford finally rammed the
ball home it seemed to do brutish
. build
injustice to such a prectse
up.

Stirling 0
Edinburgh 2

The Gaul weighed a pass outside to Yule who effortlessly
glided past his marker, without
breaking stride the "Generalissimo" floated in a measured cross
for Warneford rising above a static Stirling backline, to glance a
header home.
For the remainder of the game
Burgh toyed with the enemy, now

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~re~c~r~ut~·t~ed fr~o·m--·th·e--B·u·n·d·e·s·li~ga.---vjan~q~u~i~sh~e~d~t~o;t~h~e~r;a~nk~s~o~f~vhi;c[Jti~m~
.
After this opening salvo theUni.versity rather relaxed, and consistently fost advantageous position
by giving away a stream of
The University 1st XV finished ;unnecessary penalties. East Kilthe term on a markedly bride were allowed back into the
improved note with this fine game. and caoitalized with a fine
victory over third division · 1st XV 15
East Kilbride. A greatly
improved team spirit and East K.ilbride 11
sense of purpose saw them back row try. A drop goal by Hay
was cancelled out by an East Kilthrough against an East Kitbri_de .2_enalty, and after soaking
bride side who outweighed up tremendous pressure the Unitheir student opposition, but versity conceded a rather soft try
were desperately short of after a mistake by full back Lineban. however the students
attacking flair.
RUGBY

CHRISTMAS IS COMING ...
Book your travel arrangements
for Xmas and New Year

NOW
at the
E
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_~
_...,_
CENTRE
• British Rail tickets to all destinations
• Intercity coach tickets
• Discounted ferry tickets
• Flights - European and Worldwide
• Under 26 European rail tickets
•.. BOOK NOW TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT ...
Call in now to the student travel experts:
Edinburgh Travel.Centre
92 South Clerk Street, Edinburgh. Tel. 667 9488
3 Bristo Square, Edinburgh. Tel. 668 2221
196 Rose Street, Edinburgh. Tel. 226 2019

Burnett feeds his backs.
The game started off in the best
possible manner, as the University
opened with an.absolutely superb
try. After a tactical kick by East
Kilbride failed to reach touch the
University countered, the ball
travelling through eight pairs of
hands before Neil Burnett put
number 8 Roddy Dunlop over for
a try, the conversion being added
by Andy Hay. further early University pressure was rewarded
with a penalty by Hay.

Photo: H. Pinney
finished the game on the attack,
,Hay adc:'i?gyet another eenalty.
This was a greatly improved
performance by the university'
indicating that the team need not
be overawed by any opposition in
league matches after the Christmas break. more performances of
this l~vel of commitment will be
required if the threat of relegation
is to be staved off.

Neil Thaden
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COMMENT
As we approach the
'90s commercialism
becomes more
important.

sportsman is almost as critical as
his talent.
The internal wrangles of Mike
Tyson's meteoric rise to stardom
have been as well publicised as his
gloved exploits; managing the
champ has become as hard a scrap
as anything seen in the ring. Cus
D' Amato lost out and now Tyson
is in the safe hands of Don King
and Donald Trump·, who no doubt
have the young man's best
interests at heart.

Professional Snooker title. Since
then snooker has become the
most time consuming. sport on
television, commanding huge
audiences and equally mind
boggling
prizemoqey
and
sponsorship.
Hea·rn has exploited a market,
not a sport. His Matchroom
'stable' includes the majority of
leading players, and therefore
claims most of the prizemoney.
The UK Championships that

Is amateurism a thing
of the past? Chris
Stephenson argues it is.
It seems probable that the
'80s will be remembered as
the Decade of the Dollar.
Over the last ten years Sport
has taken on frighteningly
commercial proportions. The
quest for wealth now seems to be
as great an ambition to Sportsmen
as seeking new heights of
achievement.
The most obvious example of
this new ethos is the ludicrous
situation that exists in the
heavyweight boxing ring at the
moment . Since November 1986,
having
demolished
Trevor
Berbick in just 5 minutes and 37
seconds, Mike Tyson has reigned
virtually unscathed.
So invincible is Iron Mike, that
a boxer's aim is not as much
victory as the vast riches that lie in
the ring with the Champion. As
the Challengers crunch to the
canvas, they can at least be
content that the hospital fees will
be paid in full.
Our man Frank Bruno was
hailed a hero for lasting five
rounds in hell - but the affable
giant came out with 4 million
dollars and a chat show to nurse
his bruises with.
1990 sees the first 100 million
dollar fight scheduled: cruiserweight Evander Holyfield is said
to posses the punching power and
speed to at least make Tyson
c~ncentrate. But what a fight it.
will have to be for 100 million
dollars!
The blame for these crazy
figures should not lie at the feet of
the boxers themselves.Promotion
and management are now such cut
throat worlds that fhe personality
and market value of· the

Virginia Wade missed out on the financial rewards by a few years.
The greatest boxer since
Mohammed Ali, and arguably of
all time, has now become a
product to be ruthlessly exploited
by those with an eye for the
market.
Closer to home, Barry Hearn
epitomises Britains own move
towards a cash orientated
Sporting arena. It was April1981
. when Steve Davis, . at the age of
23, won his first Embassy World

ROWING
After last weekends conclusive
all round victory in Glasgow the
oat club travelled to Newcastle
n Saturday, seeking fresh cometition.
·

A crisp clear morning found the
popularity over the last decade . . two mens fours and the womens
But did the money lead to the eight shivering on the start. Howpopularity of the sport or vice ever freezing fingers were forgotversa? Unfortunately it seems ten as all three crews burned their
through
a
quality
that snooker took off as a mass way
sport only when players such as field.Sam,Tim Lees,Tony,Tom
Davis and Jimmy White began to and Mary powered their way past
attract huge sponsorship and all the other boats coming home
outrageous prize and appearance first and fastest to take the Head
of the River prize with Bill
money.
Welch,Mick
Boxing an<:! snooker are the two Roberts,Will
obvious examples of the money Milner ,Simon· Lund and Alison
talk of the 1980's. But the power Sefcick close b·ehind.
of the cheque-book is ever
The women rowing together for
present.
'
the first time found they liked it
Golfers choose most of their and scorched past the rest of the
tournaments by profitability (the ~eld,overtaking two mens. cre:ws
Sun City Million is played in a ~st for good measu~e. This wmdesert)and are ranked on a money mng crew ~erved notice t~at come
scale. Tennis
players
can wo~ens Tideway they will be the
command huge sponsorship and busmess.
The late commencement of the
appearance - bright young talents
such as Andre Agassi feel no first race meant that crews had to
compulsion
to
play
at quickly leap out of one boat into
Wimbledon, arguably the most another in order to prove that
prestigious event in the sporting being the fastest crews in the
calendar.
morning had nothing to do with
luck.
•
The dilemma is summed up by
As reported the men came ·
the choice that faces Rugby Union
today; the last bastion af home well clear with a second
amateurism. Rugby is finding it crew displaying the clubs depth by
increasingly difficult to finance coming third. Trini,Dot,Asitself and satisfy its top class trid,Cathy and Kate pulled away
from the rest of the women
players.
and
could not be caught thus takProfessionalism is seeping in players are becoming restless, ing the prize for the quickest
seeing other international class female crew of the day.The secsportsmen reaping the rewards of ond half of the eight rowed rapidly
through coping- admirably with a
a mine of consumer demand.
hastily
borrowed boat.
What will the '90's bring? In ten
Elaine
Murray,Rachel
years time will rugby be
Thomas,
Rebecca
Hobbs,Kate
embroiled in the world of
professional sport ? Perhaps Privett and Jennifer Barry
hockey, an amateur club-based finished in mean style belieing the
sport will be facing the same crisis fact they'd never rowed together
that the rugby authorities face before.
After two mornings training on
today.
Unfortunately amateurism in the Tyne's steaming effluence the
headed
home.Foggy
top class sport seems to be a thing squad
weather
and
some
internal
probof the past; money is now a major
motivation in international sport, lems in the bus meant a late but
and soon the monetary rewards satisfying ending to a weekend
will be more staggering than the that was in all aspects another
awesome achievement.
physical achievements.
DrewGacker

ended on Sunday saw Stephen ·
Hendry leave_ Preston with
100,000 pounds, and we can be
assured that that figure will have
greatly diminished by the time it
'reaches his bank account. Hearn
was on hand when the cheques
were presented, talons no doubt
sharpened. Despite the power of
the dollar ,however it is
irrefutable that snooker has
enjoyed a vast upsurge in
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In this instance, comments such
aving collated the ~espo~ses as "Student is crap/boring";
from the questionnaires
presented to Edinburgh "egotistical journalists" an~ "low
students about this, the University
quality writing" - occasiOnally
newspaper, the vast majority have _ appeared and when they did, ~hese
been heartening, encouraging and sentiments were expressed w1th a
helpful. Then there have been the depressing lack of variety·
others. That persistent and pre- · Perhaps they should look to the
dictable minority whom one splinter in their own eye before · · ·
inevitably stumbles across at intermittent periods, whose sole
' To take the last and potentially
characteristic is their profound most serious criticism first, that of
attachment to denigrating all that bad writing style. Without wishing
exists around them whilst being to laud the merits of the paper,
too idle or perhaps insufficiently Student is widely acknowledged to
able to construct a replacement, be one ofthe better university pap! less an improvement on that which
ers, testified by the fact that peopl_e
- they have just cast down -critics are prepared to spend money on •t
of the world unite, you have whilst many universitie~ cannot
nothing to lose. After all you have give their papers away. Furthermore, it is not by mere happy
never created anything to lose.
~
chance that it won the Glasgow
It is undemably easier to fling
Herald Student Paper of the Year
thoughtless abuse than construct a
award and that one of the staff was
cohesive and coherent argument
Journalist of the Year.
for one's case.
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. Dear Editor,
_
We would like to bring to your
attention a misrepresentation in
the report on the EUSA Annuar
General Meeting in last week's
issue of your paper. Your reporter
suggested that the motion on vivis€ction was withdrawn for no
apparent reason. We · would
suggest that your reporter pay
more attention to their job. The
reason was not only apparent but
was made explicit in the
announcement made from the
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o, we are ~"at immune from
the occasionally poorly
written article, but this is an
inevitable by-product of wishing to
encourage new writers from a
wide cross-section .of the student

N

comments have been duly noted
If it is not exactly a labour of
and are being acted upon, and we . love, then it is at least a work of
would welcome articles from some dedication, and thus hardly
mature students and academics. . surprising if the fmal product is
Student is not a charity funded considered with some satisfaction.

by the University, but a running . Yet there will always be those
population
whotoinreach
their turn
have concern. It lias not escaped the who sneer at the finished work, of
the
potential
the dizzy
exultation of mar~et forces run _ whatever quality. Those that look
heights of best journalist.
rampant .in the '80s, and like any "With incredulity at sellers on a.
The comment that Student is other business it is condemned to Thursday as if the say: "Who, me?
(d 1 t
go to the wall ifitfails to be respon- · ,
,
I
I h
crap boring ot er - e e e as sive; to attract readers and hence . A Student reader? What do you
applicable) could indicate any advertisers who provide the finan- take me for?" If you happen to be
number of criticisms. But having
(
h
h
cial backing for the paper.
one of these critics but t en w y
to compensate for the pitiful inashould yuu be reading this except
bility to articulate their opinions,
m h hall . h
enge If
IS _ere.
Egostistical J'ournalists? Stu- to slag it o t e c
'f
it might be possible to assume t hat
these denigrators wish to suggest dent J'ournalists spend hours of Come and do better yourse ... 1
that the subject matter in the their spare time researching, writ- you can.
paper was not to their liking. For · ing and submitting articles. Subexample, the fashion page was ·editors undertake essentially a
widely deemed as irrelevant to stu- part-time job commissioning, editdents and a particular salient point ing and laying out the paper was made that we failed to cater none of which is particularly confor more mature students. These ducive to a swelling of the ego.

chair by Jimmy Quinn concerning
that any attempt was made to do ble outcome especially as one
our withdrawaL It was obvious · so, despite the fact that we made mention of babies from the opposthat our motives for withdrawing ourselves known by answering a . ition can close the audiences'
were that there was little point in
couple of questions from_ ~he minds to our arguments, no matcontinuing - if the motion had floor. We were more than wdhng · ter how rationaL
been won the resolutions would
to go into open debate had there
We resent the implications of
not have been binding- the meetbeen any point- ie had the meeting· your reporters comment, espe-.
ing was inquorate at that time.
been quorate. However, due to cially in light of the fact that no
Further, the meeting was already
the rather radical nature of our similar, critical, comments were
degenerating, with many people
motion and the fact that our posi- made in reference to any other
leaving and losing interest. There
tion is not one which comes across motion. We hope that you print
was no point in continuing!
well in such a formal pro v · con· this letter in full so that the stuIf any doubts had remained in
alternating structure- the complex dents of the inversity do not see us.
your reporters' mind, had they
nature and amount of information in the same skulking light as your:
been listening- as · we would · required in our arguments cannot . reporter obviously does. we are at
imagine the job requires - then
easily be put across in 2-3 minutes · all times open to rational debate.
they could have come to ask us
-we decided not to risk letting the
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
our reasons. We are not aware
issue go into debate for no ~esira-

I '•

Statistics and lies
Two weeks ago we asked you what you thought of Student.

Ma~y thanks to everyone wh~
completed and returned one of
the questionnaires that we gave
WHAT'S ON:
away with the paper a couple of
· weeks ago. We wanted to conduct
SCIENCE:
this survey because we genuinely
want to know what you think of
PHOTOGRAPHY:
the paper, and what ways · you
think we could improve it. The
UIIIIH@
reasons for this are partly mercenary (we want higher sales) put
NEWS:
Thursday, 1 pm,
also because we know it is pointStudent
less for us to put a lot of work into
INTERNATIONAL: Wednesday,,l.lSpm
a paper that is not popular
Student
SPORT:
Monday, 1.4Spm,
amongst the people it is aimed at.
Student
First of all, the damned lies and
MUSIC:
Wednesday, l.ISpm
statistics bit, to get them out of the
Student
way but also so that you can better·
FEATURES:
Wednesday,1pm,
appreciate the comments to fol- ·
Student
low. Out of our average estimated
FILM:
Wednesday,l.30pm
Student
weekly readership of 5 000
SCIENCE:
Friday, 1.30pm
people, 92 completed and
Student
returned the survey sheets. The
things you liked most were Music·
Any comments, crticisms, suggestions?
(19%), What's On (16%),
Public meeting every Friday, 1 pm, Student
Reviews
(11%) (which I suppose
Published by EUSPB, printed by
ml)st
include
Arts, Music, Film
Johnstone's of Falkirk.
FEATURES:
FILM:

stud~nt

focus
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.. ,
and Features), Film(lO%). Next
came Sport, Groundling and
News, and then most of the other
sections in no particular order.
The things you disliked most
were Fashion (18%) and the price
(9%), followed by Music and
most of the other non-review sections. The reasons you gave for
not buying it were various to say
'the least: the price, the writing
style and standard, the contents,
too much humour, too little
humour. It seems that just about
everything in or about Student
manages to put off someone. The
problem Student has is that it is
t1ying to fulfill two functions at the
same time: it serves both as an
independent (of EUSA) newspaper for the student body, and
·also as a place where anyone wish-·
ing to try their hand at the heady .
world of print journalism can do
so. Unfortunately, these two
criteria contradict each other
·somewhat: because, as is the case,

Toby Scott analyses the result~:-

anyone can walk into the offices
and
get
to
do
somehing, the quality of what
they do may not, at first, be very·
high. To raise the standards of
Student a great deal woutd mean
reducing the access everybody
other than a hand picked elite of .
writers would have to it. It should
also be pointed out that we are
considered to· be one of the best
student newspapers in Scotland
by our rivals in this field, so how
·much more do you want?
_
Some of the things you said
you'd like to see included a gossip
column, horoscopes, an Agony
'Aunt, Classified/Personal ads,
more Intra-Mural sports cover. age, nude pin-ups (of both men
and women), a T.V. guide (which
. we already have) and some
recipes. Some of these are pretty
good ideas and I hope will find a
place in the paper soon (probably
at the expense of some other section which hundreds of others

read religiously . every week),
whilst some of the others I think
not.
Given that the biggest gripe
about the paper is the price l think
it is fair to point out that our
typesetting costs (which are our
largest single cost) were doubled
at the start of this term, and also
that the rise· from 20p to 25p was
the first for over three years.
Many thanks again to all who
responded to
this survey,
although I have to wonder
whether or not some of them actually read Student. Someone complained about the lack of International news, which I think is just a
little unfair. Anybody who wishes
to make some serious suggestion
for ways in which to improve Student is invited to put them in writing and send them to our offices at
48, ~leasance or call in person .

Toby Scott

"AfterJ)arwin, Dawkins and.
p. 17 Science
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The Kitchens put their best feet. forward.

arlier this year an album, Love is Hell,
_issues? "Definitely. It extends further than that as well,
there's a nice review, that's nice'. We still get the slag
because although that's the one that's picked up on it's
offs. We're not surprised, we just don't understand what
appeared an~ introduced ~et a~ot~er guitar
not just the gay thing, there's songs that are highly
people write. It doesn't mean anything. We don't sell
band. But this was no ordmary md1e album.
critical of organised religion, highly critical of the way
·
Complete with it's beautiful sleeve it
that many records and we don't get that many people
represented a new dimension for guitars, normally the
society treats certain diseases, very positive songs about
coming to our gigs. Wait, Julian wants to·c6me in here
meditation and on the new single a very positive song
haven of all things sexist and exploitative. It didn't take
"
about killing Maggie Th~tcher."
to~ manylistens to realise that what was going on in the
All this negative talk has been too much for Julian and
lyncs was more than the average 'Boy meets girl and
he feels obliged to rectify the proceedings: "Sorry to be
Many people in the music industry shy away from
then boy loses girl' or 'Get your legs 'round my rocket
rude ~ut don't believe a word he says. He runs us down
obvious politics does the overtnessnot worry you? "Not
and I'll take you to the stars, baby' sentiments. Prize
too often and he's far too modest." And you're not?
at all. She's one of the only people in my life I've ever
considered jealousy and promiscuity, Hammer the
"No, I'm just r~alistic. Well, I'm not going to say to
- hated. Hate is a terribly strong emotion."
threat of AIDS. Not the most cheery of topics on paper
somebody on the phone 'Nobody comes to our gigs'
· If you ever had the chance could you kill her? "I've rio :
because we're coming to Scotland in about a week.
but combined with the exhilerating noise of tortured
idea. I'd very much l_ike to have a go. you could have
and teased guitars it was, at the end of the day,
"We've had some pretty awful bummers. The first
one of those spooting galleries and have her running
·ultimately uplifting. The press were ecstatic and quickly
time we played Manchester there were about ten people
across."
latched onto singer, Patrick's sexuality, proclaiming
and that was the Happy Mondays, I think, looking for a
- Last year -Th~ Irresistable Force released a single I
late night drinking place."
. them a 'gay band' s~mething they clearly were not. "The ~
. Want To, an explicit dance record extolling the joys of
whole point of this band is one of social acceptance,
Back to Patrick, in a previous interview you claimed
· sex between men. The single was backed by a track,
the lyrics were an afterthought: "Oh yeah, definitely.
we're one faggot and two straights who play music ...
Guns, whose lyrics concerned armi?tgthe working .
They're after the fact, after the music. The music
what we get up to in bed doesn't matter" was their stock
classes to provoke revolution. The band's aim was to get
inspires the mood." Yet the lyrics deal with some pretty
reply. And if all this sounds very po-faced and serious a
~cross the idea that being gay didn't have to mean
serious topics: "That's me, I can't help that. I think
~ew minutes in their company soon dispells that. Patrick
listening to Donna Summer. Are you aware of the song?
that's good as well. It's hard work, that's all it is really.
ts more concerned about the kettle boiling than
"Yeah, 'I want yourc~ck'" laughs Patrick. "I aSI_ee with
It's a battle trying to get these words sorted out. I do
explaining his lyrics and Julian more interested In
· :what they're doing and I'm
'Edinburgh's licensing laws than
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - , -_....,..,- - -.....- - - - - : . - - - - glad they do it but I'd like to
The Stone Roses on Top Of The
Pops.
sell more records so the message
~itch ens ofDistinction are
.J.
fD"
•
•
[
gets across. It's happening
J[Cuens 0
'lStlnCtJOn
y
:already. I'm sure most people
•currently' in the middle of a
.national tour but, surprisingly,
comingtoourgigsarestraightbut
.for Patrick playing gigs is not his
-people talk to me and they don't ·
favourite activity: "I think we'd
treat ~e like a lepe_r. The word
all prefer to be in the studio if we ~
'gay' IS never mentioned."
1 '
Would getting your message
could. It bas its perks, you can
· gauge
mean reaching the stage
whether what you're doing .is'actually any good because
writing in a little notebook all over the shop, in the toilet
The Stone Roses are at at the moment, press darlings
when they clap more it's probably a better song"
or whatever and if there's anything in there that seems
who can do no wrong? "It really irritates me. If we were
· You· mean that's not what the press if for? .
to fit the music then I pick it up and put it in. And also if
the victims, and I see it as being like a victim, we'd be
"Oh God no, because we don't even agree amongst
I'm reading a book and there's a line in there I like I'll
very disappointed. How on earth can you cope with that
o~rselves, let alone the music press."
rip that off completely. I'll do anything like that.
.
kind of pressure?
·Plagiarism is OK by me." .
"The only thing I thought that was justified in the •
It seems these agreements form the basis of they way
Has the gay aspects of you'r lyrics been emphasised
hype market this year was De La Soul. I don't think they
they work in the studio: "What happens is there's
were particl,llarly hyped rather they were well worked.
too much? "That's been totally overdone in the press
enough discontent between the three of us to bring it
For us there still isn't this 'Oh, we must give you the
?ec~use th~y can't handle it. God knows why. The thing
down t<Yeight or nine songs that we're happy with. Even
_Is I JUSt wnte about the important things in my life. If
front cover and 15 pages to talk about your dogs'. Maybe
then it'_s very begr~dgingly."
next year we'll get that."
·
t?er~'s a particularly strong emotion I want to express,
like m Pnze, the emotion comes across in the lyrics. The
You'd like 15 pages to talk about your dogs? "I·
The torrent of rave· reviews po~e Patrick even more
other two don't give a toss what my lyrics are about as
haven't got any pets so it would probably be very
problems: "I don't know" he muses, "It's weird. It's
,
·
.
long as they're good."
boring."
been gi-aduaf, we've been going for quite a while now.
Do you see it as an important part of your job to make
Kitchens Of Distinction play The Calton Studios on
and it doesn't seem surprising any mo~e. It's like 'Oh,
_people, who wouldn'tnormally do so, think about gay
Friday night.

E

Patrick doesn't have any pets, Julian doesn't believe him.
K•
are not exact th e arch etypa [ COC k
.
-rockers nor are they fey indie wimpos. JamesHaliburtoncrosses '"'
-· . · · . - · .
. .
, .
. ,
1_lnes wlth the sznger and guztG;rlSt of One Lzttle Indzan s best
.
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HE important thing to realize is that
Robert Jackson really does believe that
his education reforms are going to
work. For him, loans are not just a piece
of cynical Tory rationalization. They are an
ideological statement that addresses the root
problems concerning students in higher
education: under-funding, a dependency culture
and intellectual lassitude.
From his picture beaming up at you from the page, RJ
might look like a semi-successful advertising executive
whose out-moded plastic glasses give a hint of decay.
When I first met him he gave an entirely different
impression.
He's not like your normal Tory minister who you
might think does the job for want of something better to
do. He could have done a great many other things.
Amongst the ranks of Tory MPs he is considered a great
intellect. His career at Oxford (President of the Union, ·
Fellowship at some college full of clever people and no
students) suggests tftat he really does have cerebral
ability.
"I studied at Oxford in the mid-60s in the period when
Britain was still swinging and before the Paris student .
riots became the dominant feature on the scene. It was
an age of innocence before things gof sour." With his
overpowering faith in the force of ideas and the
effectiveness ·of ideology there is a sense in which he is
still an innocent man.
What does he think of students nowadays? "I've
always been struck by how many British students- at any
rate, the ones who are active and vociferous politically seem to have embraced a philosophy that the world owes
them a living. I am fed up with hearing speaker after
speaker after speaker at university debates asserting as a
matter of entitlement their rights and the duty of the
government to provide more money for themselves.
"I find this outrageous attitude of demanding entitlement arrogantly over-weaning. I think that this is not
only wrong, morally, it portends the wrong kind of
attitudes when they graduate."
Is this the fault of the grants system?
"Well, yes. There is a sense in which the-grants system
has been a perpetuation of adolescence: you go on a conveyor belt from school where you're kept by your
parents and then you to university where you are kept
by your parents and the taxpayer combined thereby perpetuating the dependent status."
The Department of Education White Paper, "Top-up
Loans For Students", which outlines the government's
plans, is chock-a-block with references to this type of
Thatcherite attitude.

so

For instance, the government is intent on stopping
· students drawing any money from the social security services because, "(We) believe that ending students'
dependence on social security benefits will, like the
availability of a loan, contribute to increasing their
economic awareness and their self-reliance." The aim of
top-up loans is to replace the money that students lose
from benefits, replace the loss of income from the gradu- ·
ally declining grant and reduce the burden on parents of
supporting their siblings.
But it is also very socially aware. "A survey Cl!rried out
for the Rob bins Committee found that 3.2% of 21 year
olds whose parents were of manual occupations had
entered full-time higher education by 1962. The romperable figure for 1985 was 6. 9% ," it tells us mournfully,
illustrating the point with charts.
The result is a depressing picture: the government is
caught in a cleft stick - it wants more access to higher
education for more students in a variety of disciplines
but can hardly contain the present domination of the
middle-class at university, the falling value of the grant
and the growth in money spent on education.
In an interesting aside the report states, "A majority
of the Anderson Committee recommended that there
should be no parental contribution. A minority held that
if families did not contribute towards their student mem-

I've always been struck by how
many students- at any rate, the
ones who are active and
vociferous politically -seem to
have embraced a philosophy that
the world owes them a living.
bers' living costs where means permitted, the spirit of
family solidarity and individual self-reliance would be
under~ined; this view was accepted." Might this specious· argument suggest that the minister, a man known
to be in the centre of the party despite all his radical vocablary, might have been bitten by his conscience and
prevented the application of a fully-fledged loans system?
alking to Jackson, however, I found it difficult
to visualize him travelling to Rhodesia with
Governor-General, Lord Soames, organising ·
and advising the de-colonialisation of British
possessions in Zimbabwe and showing the kind face of
imperialismn.
·

T

On the eve of the secon4
Bill, James Bethell spoke to
of State for Education, at his
grants and his vision of the
He certainly did not seem scared of forcing students to
borrow money. "If we in Britain have one problem it is
that we borrow too much money and spend it on consumer goods."
Almost immediately he switched to his marketingman mode. "Higher education is, from the point of view
of the individual, a good investment, and we are providing the facility for individuals to invest in their own
·future."
But, I asked him timorously, won't the loans scheme
simply make the universities and colleges of Britain
more elitist?
"Not at all. There are big things driving towards more
working-class participation in higher education. The
first is democratic pressure. In the years ahead there will
be less and less eighteen year- olds around so universities
are going to have to market themselves. The Government has linked university income to the amount of students they manage to attract, so this will increase the
pressure on institutions to expand and provide great
access to students from a variety of backgrounds and
with a variety of unconventional qualifications.
"The second is increasing staying-on rates at schools.
It's a fact that if a student from a dis-advantaged
background manages to get as far as the A-level stage of
their education then they are as likely to go into further
education as their middle-class colleagues.
"Loans are an important facilitating device because
they allow new financial resources to be invested as the
pressure for growth increases."
Jackson is very prpud of these plans. "It is often said
that governments always think in the short-term. Well,
this is a good example of the government thinking
strategically":" It seems that Jackson isn"t just planning
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, Education (Students Loans)
Jackson, Under-Secretary
· .er office about loans, -

tomorrow, he can see into the next century and
increase in student numbers will really begin to
the early part of the next century which is at
~h~ same time that the repayment on loans will
pr~vidmg extra money." With hypothehetical talk
this students have wondered if he has go his head in
clouds as much as the academics who have been hit
the rationalisatio~ of staff over the last ten years.
Mr Jackson is very confident of his reforms, so much
that he was keen that the bill be legislated as soon as
·"We wanted to get the loans scheme in place by
"''"-,"."..·-·.. ,Luco 1990. To do that in time is a very complicated
. ~nd we simply.could not afford to take the risk
1
Jgislation
being delayed by the possibilty that the
.S.
element
the bill could cause it to be found to be a hybrid bill by
spe~ker and thereby come under special procedures
exammation."
Nor does he think much of the various marches stubodies have organized against the bill. "If they are
to persuade me or any minister being
JcmonstJratf~d against, that I have made a mistake, then
to say that these demos simply confirm one"s
,~ .... ~;t:nllenh: that one is doing the right thing."
about opposition within the House of Com"I think there is a general acceptance that
should make some contribution to the cost of
cottcat.ion. If there is any opposition to the methods
in the bill from the Conservatives then I should
hard about it before now and I do not expect more
" a handful of negative votes.
On the Labour benches I know that there are quite ·a
Umber of Labour MPs who are a little concerned about

the way in which Jack Straw - with his N.U.S.
backg~~und - has been taking a position of outright
oppositiOn to any kind of student loan.
"The Labour Party have not costed their approach at
a.n. I think that their position is fundementally irresponSible. They have only one proposal for increasing tax
revenue, and that is by increasing tax for rich people. It
is estimated that - if no one increases their behaviour
which is unlikely because people change their behaviou;
to &void tax- ihe yield from that will be about two billion
pounds.
"Now the cost of what Labour proposes to do-with student grants and benefits and expanding numbers will
absorb more than half that amount. There are many
other things which it would be better to spend the moey
on - even in Labour Party priorities - whether it is
increasing pensions, expanding the health service or putting more money into training. .
"Frankly I think that it is incredible that the Labour
Party should think of substantially increasing subsidies
to the middle-class by increasing
·
There are, however, alternatives to the loans system.
Why did you not consider a graduate tax approach?
"Objections to the graduate tax have to do with the
wider question of the integrity of the tax system. That

If by going on marches student
bodies are try~ng to pers~:tade me
that I have made a mistake, then I
have to say that these demos
simply confirm one's judgements
that one is doing the right thing.
may riot be of interest to the academics who thought the.
system up, but th~re are objections to complicating the
~ax system, especially from the employers end, by using
·It as a debt collection mechanism.
"Then~ is only one country that is operating a graduate
tax, that IS Australia, and they are doing it over the dead
body of the Tax Man."
ime was beginning to run short and Jackson's
press officer began to glance at her watch
·
nervously, the coffee having run out long ago.
.
It seemed necessary to ask in the. time remaining
what fantastic schemes lay at the back of his mind so that
students could watch out for them in the future.
"I have no doubt that there is still a lot of scope for the

T

application to higher education of Thatcherite supplyside radicalism."
Time was beginning to run short and Jackson's p~ess
offi~er began to glance at her watch nervously, the coffee
havn~g run out.l~ng ago. It seemed necessary to ask in
the time remammg what fantastic schemes lay at the
back of his mind so that students could watch out for
them in the future.
· "I have no doubt that there is still a lot of scope for the
application to higher education of Thatcherite supplyside radicalism."
· (Shivers may well go down the spine of the Trendy
Lefty brigade at this unashamed recitation of rampantly
Thatcherite vocablary which has not been heard since
the Exchequer's autumn statement).
"Looking at a service which has been removed from
the market place for the last 30 to 40 years and has been
given largely to the producers, I naturally believe that
there is a lot of scope for the introduction of market pressures and incentives.
"I do not believe in·the comlete privatisa'tion of education. Even so, it must be recognized that supply-side
radicalism is the dominant philosophy in the world at the
moment. If you see what is happening in Eastern Europe
at the moment you will notice people beginning to
r~alize that.the idea of rational administered syastems is
sm1ply a chimera. They contain pathologies and politics
just like the market place.
".Labour say they have learnt this lesson in their policy
review, but I am not so sure. What I hope we will see is
the de-nationalisation of higher education as we move
away from administered systems where decisions are
made by committees of great wise men, to something
that involves students much more by giving them money
to buy the services."
Reeling from this ideological onslaught I made my
way to the door. There was no doubt in my mind as I
crossed the brown and orange swirls of the Education
Department carpet I realized that the marching and
screaming that 20,000 students had particaipated in last
•Tuesday had meant nothing to this man. The bill was
going ahead and it was time that students woke up to the
fact.
By the year 2007 students could expe~t to borrow half
the money they needed for their mainainance each year,
the other half coming from a combination of grant and
parental contribution. To ay this back over five years
should cost the "average" student about £330 a year.
Students have had this enforced on them over their
heads. If they want to become involved in the further
developments minds like Mr Jacksons might dream up
they had better start paying a bit more attention to
what'~ gOing on around them.

'
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Shopping par.ade
THEAVALANCHEPARTY
Calton Studios
LOUD , fuzzy , hard and
fuzzy The Matter· Babies
opened the Avalanche Party.
Two broken guitar strings ,
a good set and encore later
the Shop Assistants took the
stage.
To say the Shop Assistants were
bad would be an understatement .
The drum and guitar playing were
slack and half the songs suffered
from sounding like half the other
songs.
Next up Jesse Garon and the
Desperadoes displayed good
natured wit and in dedicating the
first song to the ambulancemen
and the encore to Sir Anthony
Meyer ,
they
spliced .
favourite songs with political
thought.
. Finally Riverhead Closed the
party with ·some perfect guitar
pop.
At £1 to see four bands this had
to be the best value concert in
Edinburgh.
Alasdair Kelly
'(
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curtains
blankets
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10 ST MARY'S STREET
EDINBURGH EH11SU
Tel: 031-5564337

agentsfor
repairs and
alterations
carpet cleaning
machine hire

COLLECTION AND DELIVERY BY ARRANGEMENT

-

THE CLOTH SHOP
SILKS, SATINS AND COTTON FOR BALLGOWNS
ALL lN STOCK AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES .
24 Craighall Road
Edinburgh
EH65SA
Tel: 5528818

Opening Hours:
.. Monday Closed
Tuesday-Saturday9.30am-5pm
Thun;day 9.30am-8pm
-

Venom have undergone a few
line
up changes in recent years but.
VENOM
the new guys seem to fit in really
The Venue
well, generating that infamous
I GOT to The Venue in the wall of noise. It's just a shame that
midst of a somewhat brisk new vocalist, 'The Demolition
rendition of that well known Man' ·(I was a bin man, pal, but I 1
black metal classic, Jingle wouldn't put it on an album cover)'
feels he has to imitate Cronos'
Bells, - ironic really, as style of vocals. By the way did you
Venom need to write to hear the one about the fan who ·
Santa and ask him to give phoned to ask what-time Venom
them some fans fo Xmas were on and was asked "When can
because the last time The you get here?''.
Venue was this empty Baby's '
Mike Horsburgh
.

Got A Gun were playing.

I
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SWING OUT SISTER
Queen's Hall
AN
OFFENSIVELY
respectable
atmosphere
descends over the hall as an
ageing crowd patiently waits.
EHter Corinne sporting some
some fairly horrendous gear
and looking rather less
stunning than she had no
doubt hoped.
Swing Out Sister are not an
accomplished live band. In fact I
don't think they are a band at all;
rather mqre a collection of session
, men chosen solely· by virtue of

·wRATHCIDLD
The.Venue

PHEW! Rock 'n' Roll what a lifestyle. Those sl<.intight trousers, those knee
- - - -- - - - - - - - . high boots, the · almost
ingenuity, a vaguely historical obligatory long hair and
storyline and a left-wing leaning. -designer head scarf. And
Not the most sophisticated of that's the audience. Watch in
music but few bands can match · .wonder as guitars are waved
the excitement od The Men at about
in time-honoured
their best.
metal tradition. Gasp as the
For too long now TMTCH have
been the Blackburn Rovers of guitarist puts on the monitor
British pop
constantly and shakes his head. Laush

· threatening to achieve great success, but then continuing to trip
over their own ·feet. When their
finest moment, the ridiculously
good Ghosts Of Cable Street, was
released as a single the Clash-like
sound was discarded in favo ur of a
hideous Bruno Brookes frie ndly
remix. The single sunk without a
trace and the story has been the
same time and time again. Only
rarely have The Men come within
ONCE AGAIN The Men.Th~y~ ing their gospel around the coun- spitting distance of Top Of The
Couldn't Hang are tourin& try . And what does this gospel Pops and perhaps this is no bad
Indeed , in the five yer~ for which . amount to? The near-hit from last thing for the band are still hungry
they have existed barely a month year , The Colours, is the and lean as their recent Silvertone
seems to have gone by when The archetypal TMTCH song - a rous- LP will testify. Catch them a week
Men, and their fiercely loyal · ing chorus, which could be turned on Thursday at Calton Studios
bunch of fans , The Sons Of into a football terrace chant .by . before their luck changes.
John Tuson
Rawhide , have not been spread- anyone with a modicum of ·

~
~
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COLORBLIND JAMES
EXPERIENCE
Calton Studios
WITH a name like this, to
find out that The Colorblind
James Experience are just atouch eccentric wasn't a total
shock.
Tonight ' there's
what's known as a cult fol· lowing filling up The Calton
Studios. I manage to figure
this one out because the
cro\_Vd prefer to hoot and holler their praise , much in the
If
.
manner o f an A mencan go
crowd, typical of most cult

~OTHIAN REGION

their inflated · egos and inane ,
smiles.

It normally t<ikes a few years of
.fossilisation for a band to reach
the drum solo stage but Swing Out
Sister have wasted no time. God ,
a little freshness wouldn't have
gone amisS".
.
And someone should tell them
that Breakout is not an eternal
classic; meriting
ten minute
rehash. I had hoped for something
stylish, mellow, possibly slightly
European. But this had all the
class of a plastic model o! the Eiffel Tower. Come on, is this tacky
or what?
Alun Graves.

a

at the ·sqngs' krazzee spdlingz.

Wrathchild do not present a
'particularly original image but are
still streets ahead of most bands of
their . genre. Not many bands
could seem to enjoy themselves so
much when faced with such a pitifully small crowd. A good sense of
fun prevailed and they didn't take
themselves too seriously. They're
mildly _sexist, have a sense of
humour , and are capable of
knocking out a good tune or two,
most notice being the mighty
Good Girls Do It For Me. Sex, no
drugs, and rock 'n' roll.
Simon Kellas

followings.
For the first hour things are
much as I had expected from hearing "Considering a Move to Memphis" a while back. In fact it is with
this very song that they finish their
set. Just as I am getting set to head
off they return to the stage once
more for another hour! It is this
'encore' that is more interesting
and it gives a better idea of what
The Colorblind l ames Experience
are all about - a blues band with
oompah brass in search of the
American myth. Or something
like that? Anyway it's a good
laug? , good value, and good
music.
Joseph Stroll

COUNCIL

Department of Social Work

BREAKS & OPPORTUNITIES
SCHEME
Could you care .for someone with learning difficulties (mental
handicap) for 2/3 weeks at a time to give them a break and new
. experiences? Or could you .become a Befriender to help
somebody with ordinary activities in the community? Expenses
are paid to both Carers and Befrienders. To find out more please
contact:

ROSEMARY LAXTON, Co-ordinator,
Breaks and Opportunities Scheme,
20-22 Alban.y Street,
Edinburgh.
Tel: 031-556 9140.

;

'

Stuck for that Christmas Gift for
Mum and Dad? Why not make ·
it a slipper Christma~? We
have lined and w\fuied
slippers · for · ladies and
men at prices from

£9.95
We also have a seiection .
of Iadies lined
. boots . .

-151 LOTHIAN ROAD
Tel: 229 6618

student
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. CATHAL
COUGHLAN
AND THE FATIMA
MANSIONS
Against Nature .
Ki,tchenware LP
IN RETROSPECT
Microdisney, Catha! Coughlan's
first band, never really stood .a
chance. The marriage of
Coughlan's savagely caustic
words and musical backing so laid
ba<;:k it would put Steely Dan to
shame ensured the approval of
critics but disastrous sales.
. M.ajor label apathx led to
mevitable self-implosion of
Microdisney last year\ Since then
Coughlan seems to hJve taken
stock and decided to trust his
awkward bastard instincts above
everything else. Against Nature is
a record populated by Jimmy
Tarbuck 1 Catholic bishops and all
manner of pathetic losers in
between. He never allows himself
to be pinned down and so you
have the Pet Shop Boys'
manne.risms of 13th Century Boy
alongside the surreal Kurt Weilllike Big Madness. Like I said, an
awkward bastard.
What with the glorious returns
of Mac and Edwyn it's been a
good year for comeback albums.
Against Nature is by far the
strangest.and for that reason Is all
- the more welcome. Good to have
youback on. board , Catha!.
Desmond Fahy
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ensure that the songs never
become dull or weighed down in
misery . But one can't help feeling
the excitement and freshness of
THOUGH too polished and
songs like Bathed In The
slick for my liking there is a lot of
Afterglow and If I Should Stay is
talent here. Jazz influences
lost as a consequence. The lyrics ,
permeate the rock-based pop and
however, stand out: thought
it does have its moments of
provoking and often political,
excitement. Unfortunately these
especially on England (a left of
moments are few and far between
centre critisism of you know
and the resulting work has had
who). Socially aware and good
too much studio time spent on it.
with it.
Crispy arrangements and
Keiron Mellotte
cleaner than clean production

16 TAMBOURINES
How Green Is Your Valley?

to at home but as a nightclub
track of the Ride On Time moulcj
Touch Me·
it
will fit in perfectly with all the
Island 12"
other stuff. Worth buying if you
YET ANOTHER purely club
enjoy that sort of thing , if not ,
track that makes you want to
wind back the record an infinite stick to the team of the same
name - bound to hold more
number of times and make the
attention.
poor woman sing "Touch me"
Martin Willis
eterna_lly. Not really one to listen

49 'ERS

SYDNEY YOUNGBLOOD truth. The GI cafe dance was
Sit And Wait
. dreadful, and the single is just as
Circa 12"
' tmgic. Sadly it's obvious pop
dross which will stuff this
THERE'S rio doubt about it
' Christmas's chart turkey. Oh
Gerry Sadowitz is a compl.ete git. ' never mind , , . there's always next
Commenting on S.ydney's video r ye~r. If.you do find out how to
for Sit And Wait he said that it
wnte a JOlly pop tune or make a
good ~id , be charitable this
was made so "deaf people could
hate him as well" , What a git. The Yuletide ... tell Syd.
. .
Magnus Willis
trouble is he's tqo close to the

THE JEFF HEALEY BAND
When The Night Comes
Falling From The Sky

doesn't do his considerable talent
justice.
From the All Along T~e
Watchtower -esque opening he
cruises by, solos abound, but it's
Arista 12"
ultimately uninspired. His own
CONTINUING in the great blues · Angel Eyes and a blistering
tradition of Blind Lemon
version of the Doors' Roadhouse
Jeff~rson and Blind Boy Fuller,
Blues
are both far superior b-side
JeffHealey is 1a man with a
offerings. Moral - if you must
difference - he actually is. This
cover' at least choose a good
makes his frenzied blues guitar all
song. ·
very remarkable, but his choice of
this lesser-known Dylan song

NEW BYRES ROAD STORE

OPEN NO"\V!
OPPOSITE

SAFEWAY

04""1 - 3 5 7

0774

BACK!
SUGAR CUBES

£&.48 ·

HERE TODAY
(Limited Sliver Edition)

...-~~ . lE$~
£3.99

STRIP MINE

....-~~~$=
£5.4.

ONE MAN CLAPPING

- *=
WONDER STUFF ·
=~

£4.99

GREEN
HUP

.

.

£5.98

dESUSdONES

-=····--

£5.99

LIQUIDIZER

- £5.89

DISINTEGRATION :

~L._.E

£5.49

HATS

AZTEC CAMERA
£3.88

LOVE

SHANGFIILAS
£1.99

GREATEST HITS
I-IUI'JI~~t=C>S

<>F

CHARLV & ACE
L.P. 's AT AIDICULOUSL V
._ c:> W
~ ~ I <:::: -=:
ALL ITEMS SUB.JECT TO AVAILABILITY.

42/44 COCKBURN STREET, EDINBURGH
98 RENFIELD STREET. GLASGOW (OPPOSITE BHS)
OPEN 9.30 AM· 6.00 PM. SUNDAY 12 NOON· 5.00 PM

041·3329657

031·2200133

GiC»FC»IP~!

THE TURKEY THAT
FOUGHT BACK
Traverse Theatre
until 30 December

FINALLY HERE IS a
pantomime for adults. The
plot is of a farcical nature
with aggressive humour Punch and Judy updated to
appeal to a sophisticated,
contemporary audience.

student
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Bootiful
Stuff

Playwright Stuart Hepburn has
been quite daring in creating a
play which fuses extreme farce
with contemporary realism. The
programme asserts that this is a
show for the over twelves but
there are moments when one feels
it has been aimed below this agejolly sing alongs are juvenille even
where they are intended to be tongue in.cheek.
odspite this, there were quite a
few qhildren in the audience: one
wonders how a story line including
the exploits of an ex-teacher driven insane by pubescent pupils
with a penchant for peeing CO)llpetitions and who finally enacts
his revenge by decapitating the
entire first row, will affect the
peaceful slumbers of the under
twelves.

vigour and power. The idea that
the work is a patriotic eulogy to
Czechoslovakia was strengthened
by the programming of Dvorak,
Usher Hall
'who is quoted by Martinu in his
symphony.Dvorak's
third.
!'December
Slavonic Rhapsody is a melodically inspired and plainly comBRYDEN Thomson's faith municative work. Thomson conin Bohuslav .Martinu was vin- · ducted a lively performance which
dicated in the Sl"fO's perfor- · possessed
ambient.
dep~h,
mance of his sixth symphony emphasising the poetic qualities
which is a work of harmonic · of the music.
and rhythmic irregularities
and shifting, changing orchestral textures. With it's
electrifying
technique
unorthodox rhapsodic strucand eloquent elegance
ture and elusive content it is a
perplexing work but, Thorn. son's fluent interpretation
The weakest part of the concert
transformed the 'disparate was a mechanically sterile rendimovements into an organic tion of Haydn's 83rd Symphony.
unified whole of emotional which opened with Beethoven
intensity, imposing structure loudness that destroyed the
. luscious melody of the second
on an essentially formless
subject.
symphony.

SCOTTISH NATIONAL
ORCHESTRA

the volatile finale was
breathtaking in its
vigour and power
·
True, the work remained .
ethereal and enigmatic, but the
vitality of the colourful, swirling
instumentation Martinu weaves .
into his score made an immediate
impact. The second movement ·
exploded into the hall and the vola tile finale was breathtaking in it's

Nevertheless it is enjoyable on
an innocuous Christmas entertainment level. The acting (unlike
your average panto) is supc::rb,
with vast quantities of energy and
conviction. If, however you are
- looking for subtlety this is not the
show for you. The emphasis is on
'over the top' with speed and
humour- perfect for Christmas.

Rachmaninov's First Piano
Concerto was plated dazzlingly by
Howard Shelley, who exhibited
electrifying technique in the
tumtiltious
movements
and
eloquent elegance in the poignant
episodes- which are too sentimen'tal and self-indulgent for my lik- ·
ing. The orchestra supported with
virulent recklessness and subtly
flavoured solos which combined
to produce an alert perform<4nce
·despite the nauseating nature of
the melancholic episodes.
Alan Camp bell

HARRY GRAHAM: An apology
Book Supplement, p. 13 para 3, 'boozing' should read 'boxing'.

Shona Lyons

PrevieMJs
FAST TRACK CAREERS IN CONSULTING

PAT METHENY GROUP
Usher Hall

18 December

O ·C
c
STRATEGY CONSULTANTS

OC&C will hold a presentation on

Tuesday 12th December 1989
at7pm
in
The Roxburghe Hotel, Charlotte Square, Edinburgh
Contact Careers Service for Details

We look forward to meeting you
Kings Buildings, Smith Squ<jre, London SW1P 3JG; Tel: 01-834 7447; Fax:01-828 5349

AT THE age of 35, .Pat
Metheny's music has reached
a massive popular audience
and earned him the scorn of
purist critics.
It is not hard to see why. With
the formation of the Pat'Metheny
Group, the phenomenal young
American guitarist who had
emerged a miraculously complete
musician aged 16 from the
backwoods · of · Missouri and
hacked through a promising and
diverse musical apprenticeship in
his twenties, decided to take his
musical direction back to his rock
roots and to create the Metheny
sound which was (shivers with
dread) accessible. Hence

Metheny'success with the masses
and relative failure with .the
critical Pharisees.
Fortunately though, the Pat
Metheny
Group's
first
appearance in Scotland on
December 18th affords us the
unmissable opporturiity to make
up oun own minds about
Metheny's eighties success story.
In fact the outstanding qualities of
. the Metheny band proqably only
come to light in a live setting: the
soaring shifting pulse of the Latin
percussionists, the subtlety of
•Lyle Mays' orchestration with its
integration of theme and texture,
and the acute melodic sense of
Metheny's improvising.
, In the list
drunken fortnight of the eighties,
the Metheny gig is probably the
· most uplifting way to close your
decade; not so much a concert as a
New Age spiritual event.
Gordon Drummond
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ition; bold startling colour CQlllbinations and crude rough-hewn .
figur~s. The canvases are on a predommantly large scale which
len?s her figures a monumentality
369 Gallery
which can be alarming, particularly in the elemental strength of .
Until23 December
'Anterastes' (1986), showing the
AGAINST the crisp, almost feminine force in rivalled love. In
sterile white walls and bare many of these larger canvases the
boards of the 369 Gallery the · colour is explosive and raw with a
vivid canvases·ofFionna Car- conceptual Matisse-like approach
lisle are dazzling and drama- to ~f!ll-lifes. t The undisguised
tic, in an exhibition which eroticism of two of this years
paintings, 'Fengarofoto' and
spans the last ten years of her .
'Tsalikis' -is the highlight of this
work, from student days until exhibition - fleshy buttocks and
recent paintings from her ~arble skin gleam in settings of
.studio in Crete.
mtense colour and movement.
Her work is characteristically por- The languishing figure in 'Fentraiture, still lifes, group figure garofoto' has a deliberate prostudies and landscapes, all treated vocativeness which is at once capin the same dynamic Fauvist tract- tivating and disturbing.

FIONNA CARLISLE
RETROSPECTIVE
EXHIBITION

•

AMIDTHE ALIEN CORN
Edinburgh
VVorkshop

Playwrights
1

30November

Adrian Guerriero sits on her prototype Poltrona di Proust chair.

ALCIDMIA FA BENE
ALDESIGN
The Fruitmarket Gallery

WILLI BAUMEISTER
Fruitmarket Gallery
until14 January

until14 January
This
major exhibition
ALCHIMIA, according to
celebrates the centenary of
the press release, believe that
the birth of Willi Baumeister
"the imagination of the indiwho has been described as on
vidual is the basis for the
.of the "most significant Gerworlds survival." We are
man artists of the inter-war
therefore to interpret their
period". If true, this doesn't
conceptuaJ house, in the
. say much for German art in
upper realm of the Fruitmarket Gallery as a colourful gen~ral. The expre~sion ' if
space inside which objects you ve seen one, you ve see n
"act ~s footholds or focal ·them all' came _to mind as I
points for our imagination." gazed at _seemmgly_ endles s
Now maybe I'm cynical, too set r?ws of pictures which wer e
in my ways, or lacking totally in VIrtually all the same size ,
imagination,(accursed thought, shape and colour. Soun d
let it never be said .... ) but if monotonous? It is!
Alchimias' room was to provoke
my mind into saving the world
from absolute MFI drudgery; we
Many of the works exhibite d
would have all been dead a long were never intended for this pu rtime ago. Bold shapes and brit- pose but together they do help t 0
liant colours, combining the mod- illustrate the themes which preocern, the kitsch and the traditional cupied Baumeister over a 30 yea r
is
Alchemias'
trademark. period. His early 'Machine an d
Founded in 1976 by Alessandro Sports Pictures' were influenced
and Adriana Guerriero in Milan by Leger and Le Corbusier an d
as an influential design move- reflect the technological develop ment, they have tried to blend the ment of the period. The use of col fine art practice to design. It !age in work like 'Schachspieler'
works in some, but not in others. (chess players) is interesting- he
Take fOJ; instance the Munch:In- · has affixed paper and even photo finite Furniture of 1981. It is a graphs to these pictures in·which
cabinet on odd legs, with magne- . precision appears all important.
tic coloured shapes that can glide
The later work shows a comabout its exterior, and a copy of
Munchs' "The Scream" on the plete change of style and
back.
. Light 1technique, from the modern to
hearted and kitsch, this tenuous the ancient. Baumeister has abanlink between the arts dies when doned figuration and developed
you see their so-called paintings freeze-like compositions influand tapestries. Again it's a case of enced by African and Middle
bold shapes, bold colours and a lot Eastern culture He has also abanIt was articles doned collage in favour of rubof brass neck.
like the "Proust chair" that really bings but unfortunately he has not
seized the imagination. Painted to disco'(ered colour.
look like a mosaic, it was an
With as many as 64 paintings on
ambiguous play upon its' actual
one
wall (and there are no shormosaic counterparts of arched
tage
of walls) there are simply too
panels and a wonderful Byzantine
many pictures in this exhibition.
influenced chest of drawers.
, Individually they are beautiful but
1t is pleasing to see
en masse, it is difficult to isolate
unabashed forward thinking, but individual pictures. The only
it does need more than these
works which really stand out startling combinations of colours principally because they are not
and shapes to elevate our humble beige - are.. three collages titled
coffee-table to a higher plane.
'Montaru' produced in the 1950's
Furnishing your own environment at the end of Baumeister's career.
is like cooking: it is a matter of These however, were not enough
taste, and personally I think to relieve the uniformity and
Alchemia have added a bit too blandness of this exhibition.
much sugar, and not enough salt.
Eleanor Wood
'

Alison Brown

"DARLING IT'S MARVELLOUS what they're
doing for young, aspiring
writers - but couldn't the
plays be just a weeny bit
more developed before they
show them to the public?"
'Amid the Alien Corn' - sounds
good, doesn't it? ' ... a young girl
develops an ambition to work in
the theatre' said the programmegreat I thought; dusky maidens in
grass skirts and flower wreaths. It
came as quite a surprise to find the
island referred to was actually in
the Outer Hebrides not the South
Seas.
The play has a simple plot al?ng

the lines of country girl lured by
the bright lights of the big city
(well, Edinburgh) and finds herself 10 years on married, with a
gaggle of children and unhappy.
Adverse circumstances force her
to return to the island and the play
then jumps just a few years to
Katy as an old lady still on .the
island minus the husband. A more
apt title might have been 'What
Katy did, what she did next, etc ..
etc ... ' as it reflects the uneventfulness of a disappointing play.
The charactor of Katy was
highly underdeveloped, as were
all the characters. Any emotion
was purely superficial and the
motivation behind their actions
was never divulged: which for me
left them sterile. The theme was
old and well worn with nothing
added and much drama taken
away. Consequently the plot was
obvious - a classic moral tale,

&IA&IGDAGII
SCOTLAND'S NEW FORCE
IN COACH TRAVEL

~t 7.30 p.m.

in
Teviot Debating Hall
on Saturday, 9th December

Caledonian Express is a sister company of National
Express, the largest coach company in England and Wales.
They have joined together with-Stagecoach to provide a
new range of express coach services from, in, and to
Scotland. Together we provide daily services to hundreds
of places nationwid~. We think you will find our fares and
our service great value for money, and we've got some
exciting new offers for the winter.

With
CAROL SINGING · CEILIDH
MINCE PIES · MULLED WINE.
Tickets: £2.50 from EUMS
Committee Members or
at the door.

New Discount Coach Card for Young Persons!
'Boomerang' fares provide big discounts when you
travel mid-week or on Saturdays.
So if you want to go places this winter, team up with
Caledonian Express and Stagecoach, Scotland's new force
in coach travel.

**

SPECIAL OFFER·FOR STUDENTS

Just look at these example
•aoomerang' fares for students Edinburgh or Glasgow to London .............................
Glenrothes or St Andrews to London .......................
Edinburgh to Manchester ...........................................
Edinburgh to Nottingham ...........................................
Edinburgh to Perth ......................................................
Edinburgh to Aberdeen ..............................................

£16.00
£19.50
£ 9.60
£13.00
£ 2.20
£ 6.20

For further details of coach times and fares contact your
local Caledonian Express/Stagecoach agent or ring
Edinburgh (031) 452 8777.

perhaps? But in the most derogatory sense.
During the workshop which followed the play, the writer, Christina Finlayson, claimed she would
have been happier writing in
Gaelic. A lame excuse, she
seemed perfectly eloquent in
English to me. It was also
suggested that experience of life
on the Islands was a prerequisite
for understanding the play unfortunately that wouldn't leave
much of an audience. Apart from
a few humourous one-liners, the
play produced no reaction in me
whatsoever.
There are plans to start the
workshops again in February and
1 would not hesitate to say that the
discussions are far more interesting than· the play itself. There at
least, the plot was complex and
the characters colourful, real and
highly motivated.
v·ICt or1a. O'B.nen

EUMS
CHRISTMAS
PARTY

l[tf!1! 3•I•l: I fil: I EXPRESS JP

•Apply for your Student Coach Card from a Scottish
University or College Campus Tra~el Office before 31/12/89
and we will give you one FREE, thereby giving you a full12
months travel on our network at a discount of one-third off
all standard fares

The eye is never allowed to rest
in these paintings - a continual
sense of movement and energy
pervades the scenes through the
use of thick swirls of acid colour
and expressive gesture. The two
earliest portraits, 'Dinzie' and
'Alpin in a Pink Tie' are the
exception to this rule; seeming to
float, moody and disembodied in
an undefined space.
From the jewel-like intensity of
'Kilimi Il' to the charming lighthearted almost cartoon-like quality of 'Champagne and Strawberries' and 'Mykonos' the paintings
are suffused with an elemental
strength and simplicity which in
several of the works is accompanied by a sense of enjoyment
and sheer exuberance which is
highly infectious.
Hester Marriott

'

EUMS
needs extra
String Players
and Tenors and
Basses for next
term's concert.
Apply in
writing to
the Secretary,
Alison House.
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The Birth of Venus·
of the Orkney light he beautifully

VENUS PETER
merges the style of the film with its
and in doing so achieves a
subject
Cameo
· remarkable fluency that has long
Dir. Ian Sellar
been the preserve of European
IT IS rare to find a film that rather than British cinema. The
has as much integrity or sea , whether by a,pearance e or
is a constant presence.
belief in itself as Venus Peter. symbol
From Peter's initial baptism in
Ian Sellar's film, exploring water fetched from the shore to
the hopes and dreams of a his fin a! pushing out of the boat,
small child in a Scottish the atmospheric lighting and
fishing village, achieves a camerawork keep us perpetually
fluency and delicacy that, aware both of its existence and of
despite the recent over it's affect on Peter. Given this
unity of structure and symbol and
prevalence of such tales of audience
is free to appreciate
childhood innocence and other aspects of the production experience, avoids cliche and the sharp, poignant script , and
needless
sentimentalising some
truly
wonderful
itself, it offers a magical performances.
Casting a child with no acting
mixture of dreams tempered
experience could be one of two
by reality.
Gabriel
Beristan 's moody
work
is
triumph .
camera
Succeeding in capturing the magic

things -a disaster or a triumph .
Fortunately, Gordon Strachan
turns in a performance worthy of

Video Review
DEADRINGERS
David Cronenberg
Video Review
CRONENBERG
has
always been a chilling
filmmaker, but his previous
'scaries' (Scanners, The Fly)-have had the usual horror.
movie reassuring quality of
being fantastical and/or
incredible. Deadringers is
firmly rooted within an essentially human context, and is
all the more alarming for that
very reason.
Beverley and Elliot Mantle are
celebrated gynaecologists and as
identical twins, have always
shared experiences: material,
emotional, sexual. When an operation has to be performed , a
speech to be made, or a woman to
be seduced, if one of the brothers
feels less than 'up to it' then the
other will happily take his place.
The equilibrium of this rather
distasteful mutual dependence is
upset, however, by the invasion of
their private world of duplicit
deceit by an attractive , though
drug-destabilised , actress. The
twins ·share' her , of course , but
Beverley (at least, I think it was
Beverley) allows himself to

Getting back was only the
beginning.
Michael 1. Fox Christophe r Lloyd

BACK TO THE
FUTURE 11 (PG)
Sep Perf 2.00, 5.00, 8.00.
From the makers of
"Educating Rita"
Tom Conti
Pauline Collins

SIDRLEY
VALENTINE (15)
Sep Perf 2.10, 5.10, 8.10.
Not
· Wed. 29th Nov.

e.

become obsessed with her imd her
narcotic diversions . As he begins
his personal and professional disintegration , we gradually learn
the full, macabre implications of
the Mantle boys' peculiarly close
relationship.
The film manages to be interesting and, at times, quite compelling without ever quite convincing
us that it is really a very good
movie. The idea of a psychological horror film framed entirely
around
human relationships is promising,
and Cronenberg does indeed have
a few particularly intriguing
observations to make with regard
to mental manipulation (although
the suggestion that the way to deal
with your brother's drug-taking
problem is to get yourself
addicted would raise a few socialworking eyebrows). Overall,
though, the film is a bit too repellent to secure our unreserved
admiration.
. Director Cronenberg certainly
knows exactly how to give the filrri
a creepy' spine-tingling aura, but r
suspect this one will fall into the
rather barren No-Mans Land bet• ween those who find the subjectmatter a little too grotesque and
the genuine afficionados of headexploding horror - not everyone
appreciates subtlety.
Bill Dale

the latter. Utterly irrepressible
and full of natural vivacity, he
steals every scene that he's in
(though I have serious doubts as·
to his ability to carry off a totally
different character with the same
degree of success) and provides
and excellent foil to Ray
McAnally. In his later years
McAnally seemed to improve
with
every
performance.
Certainly his role as Peter's worldweary grandfather in Venus Peter
is one of his finest, and several
scenes between the two of them
convey a quite unique feeling of
tenderness .
Venus Peter richly deserved its
showing at Cannes. The film
lingers in the emotions long after
it has left the immediacy of the
mind~ eye
and achieves a
universal application that is rare
in British cinema. This is a film of ,
which Scotland can feel justifiably Gordon Strachan in Venus Peter.
proud.
Of Note ..•.
Those of you ' not feeling the
pressure of ·exams could do far
worse than utilise your Filmsoc .
memberships one more time this
term and go and see The· Right
Stuff, the story of the Mercury
space programme. Too long and
rather confused as to what its focus
is, it is nontheless an extremely
witty and intelligent exploration of
the spaceman's world.
The Filmhouse, as seems to be
traditional for December, have a
line that seems to include most of
the more popular movies that they
tend to show including (deep
breath) Diva, Play Me Something,

La Lectrice, Betty Blue, Paris
Texas, Good Morning Vietnam,
Queen Christina, Dead Men Don't
Wear Plaid, Bringing Up Baby,
My Left Foot and' Dead Poets
Society, all of which are well worth
the trip for those of you not
planning on spending too much
time with your parents this
Christmas. I would normally
recommend that you avoid
Crocodile Dundee on the 30th like
the plague, but the print to be
shown is subtitled for the deaf and
hard of hearing. Incredibly (when
you consider just how many people
have some kind of problem with
hearing) this is one of just two films
to have been subtitled in this way,
and so I think this showing should
be given out fullest support so that
more movies could be made this
accessible. It only remains for me
to thank the both of you who have
read this far a joyous Christmas
and a truly cinematic New Year.
Long Live The Big Screen!

***

031-667 7331/2

MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES
The Superstars of the Supernatural are back.
BILL MURRAY
DAN ACKROYD
SIGOURNEY WEAVER

GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG)
Daily 12.30, 3.15, 6.00, 8.45.
Tom Sharpe's hilarious and outrageous bestseller.
GRIFF RHYS JONES
MEL SMITH

The time is the tranquil yet dis- tal , sordid tale of a woman's pride
quieting lull just before the out- and her manipulation of others ,
break of the American Civil War , especially men , to gain her own
the place is the deepest south , a ends , usually the accumulation ofland still governed by the princi- money , it instead maintains its
pij! of slave and master. Amongst dignity . This it achieves mainly
all this is Katie Scarlett O 'Hara thanks to Vivien Leigh's vivacious
with her "Fiddle dee dee" and her yet vulnerable Scarlett, and
procrastinating "I'll think about it emerges as a wonderfully powertomorrow", one of the great ful tale of love hate prejudice and
heroines of cinema and still as the collapse of the Old South.
entrancing now as she was 50
years ago. Her unique , adorable
As a film it it lavish and humble,
petulance arouses the same emo- offering profound insights into the
tions in us as it did in her suitors characters and the lives of the
and despite the archaic values and ·southern Belles and their Beaux.
prejudices we too are saddened at Remarkably , it is received as well
the prospect of the loss of her now as it was when first released ,
world.
and continues to provoke all the
This is the original epic love. ' right' responses from the audistory, with all the characteristics·· ence. They laughed at Mamrnie's
of a tacky novel: a woman with red underskirt and her gentle
strength, courage, pride and scoldings , they sighed when Scarbeauty; a tall dark , handsome lett was kissed properly by Rhett
rich, besotted amn and the essen- but reprimanded her when she
tial 'other man' (or men if you still believes herself to be in love
count Scarlett's husbands). Set with Ashley. They v ·e r~ saddened
against the backdrop of war , by the deaths of Bo:1nie and Miss
hardship, money and pride (basi- Mellie and tht'V cheered when at
cally an ideal Mill and Boon pro- last Scarlett "aV:! in and admitted
duction) Gone With The Wind her love fur Rhett, and cheered
has more to it than the tackiness even more when he left her with
you often find with 'love classics'. the immortal words "Frankly, my
Avoiding the many opportunities dear, I don't give a damn!"
given to it to become a sentimenAnd me? I cried.

Sign the Petition!

OI:>EON
CLERK STREET

Gone With The ·W ind celebra_ted its 50th birthday
at the Cannon last week. Jaci Douglas got rather
emotional.

***

The AGM mandated EUSA to
support the campaign to prevent
the Business Studies Dept. from
destroying George Square Theatre.
Force them to take positive action show them that you are concerned.
Sign the petition against the
your last chance this
redevelopment - it's available
term to see great movies
at the door at every show.
at the Film Society .

WILT(15)
2.15, 4.20, 6.25, 9.00.
The Dancing's Over .. . Now lt Gets Dirty.
PATRICKSWAVZE

suil1 0dec -george square theatre
6.45,.,.

The Right Stuff

ROAD HOUSE (18)
Kevin Costner

FIELD OF
DREAMS(PG)
Sep perfs 2.10, 5.10, 8.10."
Student discount available on Mondays
ONLY on production of current
matriculation card.

Friday at 1.30, 3.50, 6.10, 8.40.
Saturday and Sunday at 3.50, 6.10, 8.40.

lues 12 dec -pleasance t1eatre
6.45,.,.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY

Thing From Another World

a.Io,.,. Forbidden Planet

Christmas will never be the same again.

ERNEST SAVES CHRISTMAS (U)
·

At 1.45 "only.

BOOK FOR ALL PERFORMANCES. BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 am-7 pm.
ACCESSNISA HOTLINE 668 2101.

thu 14 dec •george square theatre
6.45,.,.
9.10,.,.

Jaws
Alien
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I
Now in print is a new edition ofRichard Dawkins' celebrated
book, The Selfish Gene, the first since it was originally
published in 1976. The auth9r discusses the ideas and
motivations behind the book with Maxton Walker.

O WRITE what some consider to be one
of the all-ttime definitive books in one's
field must be the dream of any writer. One
person who managed to earn such a glowing
tribute with his first book, The Selfish Gene, is
Richard Dawkins, a Fellow in Zoology at
Oxford University and the man considered by
many (although he is the first to deny it), to have
spawned the greatest revolution in evolutionary
theory since Darwin himself.

T

The basic substance of the book is a fascinating
. journey into the world of the eponymous gene. As the
title suggests, Dawkins argues that the single and sole
purpose of the gene is simply to replicate itself as much
as possible and, he devotes much of the book to
explaining some beautifully detailed insights into how
this basic phenomenon translates into the actions of life
.on Earth c especially amongst humans.
Twelve years on from the first edition of The Selfish

There are no parallels with Darwin.
His book is probably the most
important ever written. Certainly
far more important than the Bible.
Gene , Dawkins has just published a new edition
compromising an extra two chapters and a new set of end
notes highlighting certain points in the original eleven
chapters. But why did he write the book in the first
place? "I think that it was waiting to be written. The
original edition came out in 1976 at a time when people
tended to take rather a rosy spectacleQ view of social
evolution and thought that natural selection tended to
favour what would be good for the species or group.
While that would be very nice if it were true, it is so
contrary to the spirit of Darwinism - so completely
wrong 'that I thought that it was time to put people
straight. Then when I started writing, I realised that
there was a very strong excitement in understanding the
meaning of existence; a sort of deep philosophical thing,
and so I was able to 'get into almost a science fictional
spirit of being able to excit@people as to the basis of their
existence, and as to why life exists." ,
This i~ something which comes across very strongly
while reading The Selfish Gene. The effect is somewhat
akin to reading a cunningly constructed thriller, as each
new plot twist unfolds, the reader is left stunned by the
simplicity of it all, yet completely unable to predict the
next development. Did he realise how eagerly the book
· would be deified when it originally came out? "I'm not
sure. I didn't really know what to expect. I certainly
djdn't realise the extent to which it would be thought to
be taken as an inriovatory, revolutionary book. · I
thought I was putting into popular language what was
orthodox Darwinism, but that can't really have been
true because it seemed to generate far more excitement
than I would have expected for a book that was just
laying out the theory. One could make an interesting
discussion about the difference between popularising
science and making innovations in science. Sometimes
when you think about having to explain things to lay
people, you can come up with new ways of looking at
them which can be startling enough to surprise
professionals. I think that's what I inadvertently did. In
searching about for a way of explaining what I thought
was orthodox Darwinism, I came up with a way of
looking at it which was new to the professionals as well,
so it's a mixture between popularising and being
revolutionary within the profession."
Having written such a book, one would be perhaps
tempted to leave it alone, verging as it was, on gaining a

classic status. What was the actual impetus behind
-their own survival by replicating within host minds and
publishing a new, expanded version? "The publishers
he cites religion as a particularly apt illustration of this .
really talked me into it. However it's also true that a lot
Why is that so worthy of concern? "We · have a
has happened since the first edition came out. · It's
particularly glaring and unpleasant example of that now
basically just two extra chapters and some notes on the
in the Salaman Rushdie affair. We have people going
original text, but it has come out quite a lot longer and
about saying that Rushdie has got to die because he says
there was quite a lot more to say."
things that they don't agree with. What they are doing is
I
Is The ~elfish Gene, really , as some have said, the · taking on faith a completely blind, unthinking rule for
biggest thing to happen to evolutionary theory since
living. That to me is exactly like a virus. It's a mind virus;
Darwin? "Well, you're embarrassing me, there. There · it's infected millions of people arid it is very hard to know
are no parallels with Darwin. His book is probablythe
what to do about it. I do think that alf religions are
equally stupid. Some of them are more evil than others;
most important book ever written. Certainly far more
they go through different phases of being evil. In its time
important than the Bible. My humble effort is simply an
Christianity has been just as evil as Islam."
attempt to interpret a certain aspect of Darwinism for
our time. "
Despite the fact that many of the theories in the book
ne of the most volatile responses to the book have emerged from thought experiments or computer·
actually came from the extreme right, when at _programs, it is hard to see if there are any practical social
uses for them or whether they exist' only as models or
least one fascist publication decided that the
theories in the books were an 'important vindication of
philosophical pointers. Is that a fair point of view?
our ·position' and that 'Evolutionary theoreticians have
"They're not exactly practical in that they don't apply to
any particular situation. These sorts of models are
shown us that organisation is based upon ties of blood.'
telling us of what should in principle be true . They
Dawkins, however seems inclined to let it all pass over
describe what Darwinian theory predicts should
with minimum of fuss.
.
"I'm not sure rhat the whole thing is true. It's happen, and presumably a fair bit of human behaviour
something that's often alleged by the extreme left, but I can be interpreted as coming from that same impulse,
haven't met it very much; there is one case where a facist but human behaviour always has to be interpreted
journalist quoted me and I rather promptly wrote in and
I was able to get into almost a
disowned it. The main point to . grasp is that when
something is genetically caused, it does not mean that
science fictional spirit of being able
you can't change it. You have to accept that there is
nothing terribly sinister about something having genetic
to excite people as to the basis of
causes and there is no more Leason to listen to our genes
their existence.
than to anything else. We are determined by a large
number of causal factors both genetic and non-genetic.
ca~;efully as they're a very unusual species."
Some of them are hard to reverse and others are easy."
Is there another book to be written on the subject? "I
But I do get the feeling that he actually feels a little
hope so. I don't know what it will be. One possibility is
annoyed, rather than pleased that people such as
the idea that Darwinian selection by differential survival
politicians might want to use his theories at all. Why?
of replicating entities is a much more universal
"The reason I say that kind of thing is that I'm thinking
phenomenon than the ordinary DNA context. It may go
of the importance of scientific theories as eternal and
on in human culture. It certainly goes on in the world.of
universal. In that kind of perspective, the
computer viruses and may go on in other planets around
preoccupations of human politics do ra:ther fade down
the universe." :
into triviality. They didn't exist until a few thousand
And that seems as impressive a note as any on which
years ago and they won't exist in a few thousand years
to end.
time, whereas physics and biology will. I don't want to
appear to be too loftily detached from things but there
The new edition of The Selfish Gene by Richard
are eternal perspectives as well, which it might do us all
Dawkins .is published by Oxford University Press at
good to reflect upon once in a while."
£5.95.
n The Selfish Gene, 9awkins also airs the concept of
'mind genes' or memes which are seen as simply
With thanks to lames Thin ff?nl copy of The Selfish
niental variations on physical genes whereby there
seem to be certain actual ideas' that attempt to ensure
Gene.
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BICYCLEs·
I

JQR, Tel: 031-337 2351

END OF -SEASON
SALE
Up to 15% OFF
Mountain and Conventional
Bikes
e.g. Diamond Black Topanga
R.R.P. £315.70
Sale Price: £280.00

REPAIRED

· HIRED

SOLD
BEST SELECTION OF
' MOUNTAIN BIKES
IN EDINBURGH

SALE NOW
·· oN
:~'-'' '\

Full After Sales and
Repair Service

CENTRAL CYCLE HIRE
13 l.OCHRIN PLACE
TOLLCROSS 228 6333

JUNCTION
BAR
24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephone: 667 3010

Traditional Sunday Roast Beef
Lunch: Two Courses·and
Coffee £4.25. 12.30-2.15 pm

student
what's oit
~------------~~~~--------------------~~Thursday 14th
2. PLAY ME SOMETHING
JAWS 6.45 pm; GST
Thur
7th,
3
pm,
4.45
pm,
6.45
pm,
DOMINION
ALIEN 8 pm ; GST
8.45pm
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FILM

CAMEO
38 HOME STREET

2284141

From Friday
VENUS PETER
lpm,3pm,5pm , 7pm, 9pm
(not 1 pm and 3 pm Sun)
Late Night Friday 11 .15 pm
DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS/
SOMETffiNG WILD
Sunday Matinee 12.30 pm
LAST TANGO IN PARIS
No student concessions. Pricees vary
from £1.50 to £2.90 depending on
performance times.

From Friday
I. ASTERIX & THE BIG FIGH'{
10.30am
SHIRLEY VALENTINE
2.20 pm , 5.20 pm , 8.20 pm

2. THE BEAR
1.45 om, 6.20 pm
DEAD POETS' SOCIETY
3.45 pm, 8.15 pm
3. INDIAN JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE
2pm , 5pm,8pm
£1 . 75 student concessions on all
perform'!nces except 8 pm, Cinema 3.

FILM HOUSE
88 LOTHIAN ROAD

CANNON
LOTHIAN ROAD

4472660

NEWBATTLETER

2293030

From Friday
1. BACK TO THE FUTURE
2 pm , 5 pm, 8 pm
2. SHIRLEY VALENTINE
2.10 pm, 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm
3. FIELD OF DREAMS
2.10 pm , 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm
Student concessions Monday.

CLUBS

2282688

I. TORCH SONG TRILOGY
Thur 7yh, 6 pm , 8.15 pm
DIVA
Fri 8th, 2.30 pm, 5.30 pm
SIMON F ANSHA WE LIVE
Fri 8th, 8 pm
MYSTERY TRAIN
Sat 9th-Fri 15th
6 pm (except Thurs) ,
8.15 pm (except Tue)
LIFE OF BRIAN
Thur 14th, 2.30 pm, 6 pm
Fri 15th, 2.30 pm

FRIDAY
SPANISH HARLEM
10.30 pm-3 am; Wilkie House; Cow gate
Pose with the best of them.
£3

THURSDAY

CHATEAUX CHA-CHA
10.30 pm-3 am; Wilkie House, Cowgate
Mixing the gay/straight club scene- all
under one gr:eat roof.
£2.50
SHAG
11 pm-3 am; The Mission-Shady Ladies,
Victoria Street
Heat, sweat, claustrophobia- what
more could make your evening fun?
£1.50.

UNIVENTS
THURSDAY
ANGLICAN CHAPLAINCY
1.15 pm; Chaplaincy Centre
Euacharist and lunch.
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
8 prfl ; sommerville Room , Pleasance
All welcome.
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
5.15 pm; Reception Area
Christian Faith Enquiry Class.
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
6-7 pm ; 23 George Square
Mentally Handicapped Adults Group.

THEATRE

. DREAM/SLAM
10om-3 am; The Mission , Victoria St
More house, this time with some
Glasgow influences. £3.
MARLEY'S
10.30 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies, Cowgate
Try some reggae on a Friday nightmostly older crowd. £2.

IMMIGRANT CLUB
10.30 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies
Independent music with some classics
thrown in. £2.

60 PLEASANCE

5570436

Wednesday 13th
LECORBEAU
6.45 pm ; Pleasance
QUAl DES ORFEVRES
8.30 pm; Pleasance
French double bill, directed by HenriGeoiges Clouzot.
Sunday lOth
THE RIGHT STUFF
7pm;GST
Tuesday 12th
THE TffiNG FROM ANOTHER
WORLD
6.45 pm ; Pleasance
FORBIDDEN PLANET
8.25 pm; Pleasance
'Psycho-monsters' double bill.

PACIFIC STATE
10.30 pm-3 am; Wilkie House, Cowgate
Another offering of the Harlem crew~
more of the same? £3.
KANGAROO CLUB
10.30 pm-3 am; The Mission ,
Victoria St
' Still going, in case you'd forgotten. £2.
MAMBO CLUB
10.30 pm-3 am; Network, Tollcross
New choice on a Saturday- African,
calypso , soca.
£2 members; £2.50 non-members.

FANDANGO
10 pm-4 am; Red Hot Pepper Club,
Fountain bridge
Something to do on a Sunday! £2.50.

SATURDAY
EU MUSICAL SOCIETY
7.30 pm; Debating Hall , Teviot Row
Annual Carol Party

GREEN BANANA CLUB
Evening; Potterrow
Indie and alternative disco. SOp
admission with matric card .

STRANGEWAY
9-12 midnight ; Park Room , Teviot

KING'S
2 LEVEN STREET

2291201

SUNDAY
ANGLICAN CHAPLAINCY
5.15 pm ; Old St Paul's Church,
Jeffrey Street
Student Eucharist.

TUESDAY
FRENCH SOCIETY LUNCH
1 pm; Dept Basement, 60 George Sq
All welcome .

NETHERBOW ARTS
CENTRE
5569579

MAISIE'S CHRISTMAS CONCERT
A apnto written for 4-8 year-olds, but it
might hold some appeal for certain
sections of the student population .
Wed 6-Sat 23 Dec; 7 pm
· ·
Fri and Sat Mats 2.30 pm
£3 (£2)

2299697

From Friday
I. GHOSTBUSTERS 11
12.30 pm , 3.15 pm , 6 pm, 8.45 pm

3. ROADHOUSE
1.30 pm , 3.50 pm, 6.10 pm , 8.40 pm
PICK OF THE WEEK
DEAD POETS' SOCIETY
- A real must over the vacation. I dare
you not to cry!

FIELD OF DREAMS
kevin Costner seems to be the single
attraction of this film .

.

THE THING FROM ANOTHER
WORLD
(Filmsoc, .Tuesday)
Brilliant , low-budget '50s cliche.

MOSHPIT
10 pm-3 am ; The Venue, Calton Road
Live/thrash music to end the weekend
on a high.

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
8 pm-1 am; Potterrow
One of the best dance clubs in town some might say THE best (but is that
the cheap beer talking?) .
£1.50/SOp- bring matric card.
THE DEEP
10.30 pm-3 am ; The Mission, Victoria St
Another Mission Club, in case you can't
wait till tomorrow. £2.

ANGLICAN CHAPLAINCY
1.05 pm ; JCMB , Room 3215
Eucharist , Bible study and lunch.

WEDNESDAY
CHAPLAINCY .CENTRE
1.10 pm
Interde nominational service of Holy
Communion with short sermo n.
SELF-DEFENCE CLASSES
7pm ;
Women in St Leonard 's H all
Me n in the Pleasance
£1.50 a session
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
7 pm ; Chaplaincy Centre
All welcome.
PLEASANCE
8 pm ; Pleasance Bar
Jazz/blues band .

INFORMATION

I

NIGIITLINE
doSocietiesCentre
ro Pleasance
6pm-8 arn

557 4444
LFBBIAN &GAY CENTRE
ro Broughton Street
557 3620
SfUDENT COUNSELLING

GRASSMARKET

CINDERELLA
Yet another panto, as if yoi. couldn't
guess. Taken from the original fairytale .
tues 5 Dec-Sat 6 1an
1 pm: 15-22, 26-29 Dec, 2-6 Jan.
8 pm: 23, 30 Dec; 5 pm: 23, 30 Dec .
2.30 pm: 16, 22,26-29 Dec, 3-6 Jan.
Tickets £2-£8

6677331

· 7Buccleuch Place
6671011 ext 6787 or 667 W27

TRAVERSE

LYCEUM
GRINDLAYST

HEAVEN
Evening: Chambers Street

HIGH STREET

ODEON
7 CLERK STREET

THE BEAR
Great moral tale.

TALK
'Human Rights- Who's Got the
Time?'
7 pm; WRB , Room 11
Presentations by Baha'i Society and
Amnesty International.

TEVIOT ROW UNION
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30
Union open till2 am
BEATBOX: Bop until you drop in the
Debating Hall.
IN DIE DISCO: Downstairs in the Park
Room.
MTV: Burgers, Chips and Bed in the
51st State.

Need we say more . . . ?

2. WILT
2.15 pm , 4.20 pm , 6.25 pm, 9 pm

FRIDAY

BEDLAM

ALIMACBABA AND THE
TOMB OF DOOM
A panto with a Scottish flavour. Written
by David Swan.
Wed 6 Dec-Sat 6 Jan; 7.50 pm
Mats 2.30 pm on 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20,
23, 27, 30 Dec and 3 and 6Jan.

FILMSOC

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

ROBIN HOOD AND THE
BABES IN THE WOOD
This promises to be the most traditional
panto on offer in Edinburgh this year in
. 2 FORREST ROAD
2259873 keeping with the "He's behind you. Oh
no he's not. Oh yes he is" type. Not very
THE MURDER OR FEDERICO
intellectually stimulating but all good
GARCIA LORCA
clean family fun.
EUTC perform Colin Teeven's new
Until Sat 17 Feb; 7 pm
play about the last hours of Lorca 's life
Until Sat 9 Dec; 7.30 pm.
· (Mats at 2.15 pm)
£5-£7
£3 (£2.50/£2)

ALLEUCLUBS
If ~ou have any events happening,
or JUSt want people to know about
your regular meetings, send your '
information to What's On for
next term. Final time for ""''u>••u•u
is 1 pm on the Monday before
publication.

ASY A'S HAPPINESS
Fri 8th-Sun lOth, 3 pm (not Sun),
6.15 pm, 8.30 pm
·
ROUGE
Mon 11th & Tue 12th, 6.15, 8.30 pm
FULL MOON IN PARIS
Wed 13th, 2.30 pm, 6.15 pm
LALECTRICE
Thur 14th-Fri 15th;
3 pm , 6.30 pm, 8.30 pm

2262633

THETURKEYTHATFOUGHTBACK
A panto for all the right-on,
ideologically sound vegetarians amongst
us.
7.30 pm: 1-3, 8-10, 15-17, 19-23, 28-30
Dec. 2.30 pm: 2, 5-9, lZ-16, 19, 20, 23,
15-17, 19-23,28-30 Dec.

OVERSEASSfUDENTSCENTRE .

3a Buccleuch Place
· Mon-Fri ll-4pm
6671011, ext 6&l4

HEALTH CENTRE
Bristo Square
Medical: 6671011, ext 2521
Dental: Ext2520

/

student

what's -on
FRUITMARKET

Mon-Sat 10 a·m-5.30 pm
ROBBIE BUSHE AND
FELIPE SALDARRIAGO
Unti124 Dec
Recent paintings and drawings from
both artists.

MUSIC
THURSDAY

369 GALLERY

_29_M_A_RK_ET..__:S...;.T_ _....:;22==.5.=2383:.::::

209 COWGATE

Mon-Sat 10 am-5.30 pm
· Sun l-5.30 pm
. WILLI BAUMEISTER 1889-1955
Until14 Jan
Experimental paintings reflecting
scientific research into colour.
ALCHMIA
Untii14Jan
Conceptual furnishing design from
Milan hard, wild and whacky.

Mon-Sat 10.30 am-5.30 pm
SMALL PAINTINGS FOR
CHRISTMAS
Until23Dec

BABEL
The Pelican
225 5413
' , New Rootsie blues band.
THE BROTHERS
Preservation Hall; 9.30
226 3816
Resident rockers.
DAVE BUICK TRIO
' Oasis Rock Cafe, victoria St
226 5260 .
SOUR GRAPE BUNCH
Odd fellows
2201816
I've been informed, reliably of cour~e,
that,they " are like the James Taylor
Quartet", see Saturday for the real
thing!
BERODA SWING
Maxie's Bistro
'30s, '40s and modern soul jazz.

SAVANA LAMAR
Negociants
225 6313
Free

KITCHENS OF DISTINCTION
The Venue; 9.00
557 3073
Yes, yet another trendy Manchester
band very likely to follow ye olde Stone
Roses etc. into the hot glare of the
public's admiration. Go and see them
now so you can boast about it later.
VATICAN SHOTGUN SCAREWI
THE RUBY SUIT &
COMPLICATIONS
Calton Studios; 9.00
556 7066
Three of Edinburgh's best, be thereor else!
JD AND THE WILD CATS
Negociants; 10.30
225 6313
Sound like a rockabilly band to me, but
maybe I'm just thinking of the Stray
Cats.
CHRIS BARBER BAND
Queen's hall; 7.30 pm
668 2019
35th anniversary tour, it sez 'ere-from
New Orleans to swing and blues. Special
guest Monty Sunshine.

.Before the
year bow's out there's also c. ne.w series
of "Roseanne". and a plague of fleas
Richard ~rn~lc:!
descending on Ramsey Street and can
.:..;.;..:......:.._.:..__;..;_;..:..:..:.._____..:...._ _ _ · you afford to miss the 12th series of
"Merry Christmas: You're
"Dallas" after such a tediously drawnoverdrawn". So it's that time of the year out summer of re-runs?
again , is it? Goodwill to all men
Finally, a live edition J ulian
etcetera. Even Seasons greetl.ng from
C
, S
larey s " ticky Moments" provides a
fitting end to the year's telly
your cash-point machine. As term
fizzles out neath yonder star,once more entertainment on Hogmany with not so
we find ourselves swamped by not so
much a swansong as a reqiuem mass ...
much a yuletide as a tsunami of festive
frolics and intoxication.
At a ttme when Yardley 'White Satin'
Enjoy a new style of
fills the air, shoppers battle franticly for
the last box of luxury M&S crackers and
French Cuisine at
Victor Kiam's transatlantic drawl
erninates at every available commercial
break , is it any wonder that we await the
arrival of the replace issues of the Radio
.li1Al•IAH1
feAWCAIJ
and TV Times with susli anticipation?

oi

There is, how~ver, the odd speck of
bnlhance against this back-drop of
predominantly yellow snow. Take Steve
Martin in "Dead Men Don't Wear
Plaid " or "The Man With Two Brains"
(C4); Robin Williams "Live at the New
York Met" in a superb comedy
monologue or Ruby Wax at her high '
school reunion in "Class of '69" (C4).

JAMES TAYLOR QUARTET
Calton Studios
5567066
'Hey, Starsky, man! ' 'Yeh, Hutch.'
'Aren't these the guys that did our
theme tune?' 'Hey, yeh man , dig that? '
Support from Scottish hopefuls Slice.

FRIDAY

TV GUIDE

But, don 't build your hopes up. This
year, stick with your Argos catalogue.
Thumbing through it's index for the
elusive Remington 'Fuzz-a-way' will be
a comparative delight to searching
through the TV schedules for any
decent festive viewing. No wonder the
Wise Men went to Bethleham. Rather
that than sit through such turkeys as
Paul McCartney's '" Give My Regards to
Broadstreet" or the "Krypton Factor
Christmas Special". Oh come back
"321 " C~ri~as Panto, all is forgiven.

FIONNA CARLISE
RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION
Until23 December
Bright paintings from the last ten years
of her work.

SATURDAY
SCOTTISH EARLY MUSIC
CONSORT
Queen's Hall; 7.45 pm
6682019
Songs, consort and lute music by John
Dowland and his contemporaries.

SE ROGIE/RAB NOAKES
FJAERE NILSSEN
Carlton Studios; 8.30 pm
Negociants; 9.45 pm
5567066
Guitarist from Sierra Leone teaming up 225 6313l
Swedish American folk singer.
with the Scots folk-pop singer.
GALAXIESOO
The Venue; 10.15
557 3073
Velvet Underground-y sort of stuff,
have been given 'the seal of approval
from Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore.
So they must be okay, mustn't they?
Support from Straightjacket fits.

2253013

Richard, formerly of L'Etoile in
No. 10, together with a
wonderful French Chef from
London, has opened a whoje
new concept in French Cuisme.
Come to La Chaumiere and
enjoy a taste of France.

0
Open 6days.
Fully lice~sed.

0
22a Nicolson St
Edinburgh
Tel: 031-667 0747

THE BOMBSHELL
The Venue
557 3073
Remember Vice Squad? Remember
Beki Bondage? Wet , she's back! But
she's left her punk days behind to front
this lot of melodic rockers. Support
from Seeing Red .

thursday, december 7, 1989 19
.
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EDINBURGH
ROYAL SCOTTISH
COLLEGE OF ART
ACADEMY
2299311
THE MOUND
225 6671 LAURISTON PL
------------------------ . Mon-Sat 10 am- 5 pm
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm; Sun 2-6 pm
EDWARD SUMMERTON:
PAINTINGS
· Until 15 Dec
Recent work.

John McCLEAN
Untill2 Dec
Abstract paintings from the painter who
was artist-in-residence at Edinburgh
University in 1985.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

DICK LEES CHAMBER JAZZ
Queen's Hall ; 8.00 pm
668 2019
Gershwin, Stravinsky and Dick Lee
himself, he also play the clarinet, whilst
Richard Beauchamp plays piano.
JOHNNY SUNBEAM
Negociants
225 6313

SLICE
The Venue
557 3073
Scottish band recently secured a rather
large record deal.

TUESDAY

KITCHEN DEVILS
Negociants
225 6313
Free

TEX FILLET FIVE
Negociants
225 6313
Spoot country.

LOS SUPREMOS
Oasis Rock Cafe, Victoria St
2265260

GIG GUIDE

Bah! Humbug! It's the last Student and hence the last gig guide of the
term and we're going out with a bang, or at least with a mildly
distracting sort of muffled burping noise. First of all, at the Venue on
Thursday
are much lauded New York/Boston/New Zealand Velvetsy
BORADLEY
blue eyed guitar twangers Galaxie 500 supported by New Zealand
Negociants
popsters Straightjacket Fits. Friday sees indie biggies Kitchens of
225 6313
Distinction rattle those pots and pans in a culinary extravaganza at the
Free
Venue while The Ruby Suit (formerly The Ruby South) with Vatican
SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
Shotgun Scare (formerly and presently Siouxsie and the Banshees) and
Queen's Hall; 2.30 pm
The Complications jostle for position at The Calton Studios.
668 2019
On Saturday you can thrill to the rampant organs of The James
Mozart, Handel, Tortelier and Rossini,
with Paul and Maud Tortelier on cellos. Taylor Quartet at The Calton Studios or alternatively skip along to The
Venue to see former Queen of Punk (hurr hurr) , Beki Bondage, is up
to with her new band Bombshell. Sunday is Venue thrash night, of
course, this week featuring Slammer while somewhere else in the
SUNDAY
building (God knows where) there's the Apollo II Club with TheE Zee
Posse. Sideburns are g9 at The Venue on Wednesday at The Venue
SLAMMER
with appalling Edinblfrgh soul boys Slice. As there's no gig guide next
The Venue
week I should mentionthat there will be a night of sweatily energetic
557 3073
poor man's Poguetry with The Men They Couldn't Hang at The Venue
British thrashers.
EZEE POSSE
next Thursday. God bless Us, Every One!
Downstairs at the Apollo 11 Club.
Stephen Barnaby

REVIEW
Clare Anderson
"WHERE TO CATCH CLAKt.
Well, it certainly won't be in
Grey friars on a Friday night, that's for
sure. Or, come to that, Back To The
Future ll , judging from the reactions of
disappointed friends. On the other
proverbial hand, Shirley Valentine is a
goodie: "Don't men talk a load of
shite?"
Chateaux Cha-Cha seems to be the
club of the week, not just because it's
new, but because of its great dance
music. A welcome alternative to the
Thursday night Shag Experience,
indeed.
No lectures during the last week of
term mean that there's (no) excuse for
not entering into the Christmas spirit of
things. A great evening must surely start
· at Odd fellows, on the Forrest Road,
with half-price cocktails every weekday
5.30 to 7 pm. Can you beat the known
record of seven Wiggly Beezers in an
hour? And, more to the point, pass an
exam the next day ....
The Popmobility Merrythons on the
11th and the 14th (see the Sports Centre
for details) are sure to be a laugh, with
the added bonus of a virtuous feeling as
you stuff down your 11th mince. pie
afterwards.
If you're planning to stay in town over
the Christmas vacation, don't forget (or
miss) the jazz extravaganza on the 19th,
with That Swing Thang and The Fairer
Sax. at the Queen's Hall. See the
posters around for details.
Don't forget to stake your claim on
the pubs early on the 31st. Be at the
Tron for the ringing in of the New Year.
BYOB!
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SELECTION OF FILMHOUSE
FAVOURITES NOWAVAILABLE

·3.6 West Preston Street
I 9 Henderson Row

MERYL

136 Marchmont Road
20 Roseburn Terrace

SAM

STREEP NEILL

~MCMLXXXVIII CANNON FILMS. INC.. CANNON INTERNATIONAL AND WARNER BROS INC.

~CANNON

Er:IIV/DEO.
MTHE V/0£0LTD
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actUarial tralnees

THE ONE
WE WOULD
LIKE TO
TALK TO

You are one of the best. A single-minded,
self-motivated, success-oriented graduate
who is looking to join forces with likeminded, high-calibre individuals in one of
the strongest and most progressi.ve
financial institutions in the UK.

Standard Life.
The company is the European Community's
largest mutual life assurance organisationthat's quite an achievement in itself.·
One that's strengthened by our stability,
security, size and staying power in a highly
competitive marketplace. It's also an
achievement characterised, above all else,
by our commitment to quality and our
commitment to over 2 million customers.
That's a lot of individuals. People who have
chosen to join forces with us to safeguard
their investments.
Right now, your greatest investment is in
your career. A career where you are able to
identify new opportunities and capitalise
on them. Where, with excellent training
and professional development, you will be .
able to establish new initiatives and achieve
new objectives in a challenging, but
rewarding environment.
You, as an individual, are one of the best.
But t<?gether with Standard Life, you're
even better.
Standard Life will be visiting your
university in the New Year. For more
information and a· graduate brochure call
in at your careers office.

Standard Life
We don't follow standards.We set them.
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60% of our employees .

we have career

SCO TTI S H

1

are under tlzir?y.
receive afree COP.f.

Onceyoujoin us,

of our brochure on

we'll giveyou a verythorough training,

ercellentpay and
benefits package and

Scottish Equitable or

a very crciting working

write, markingyour

environment Ifyou

request Rtference

think our business Is

Soa'C!JI, Freepost,

term growth for our

full ofdull, old men

investors? By (nvesting

well think again-over

28 St. Andrew Square,
Edi_nburgh EH2 ODH

investmentpolicy to
secure long term.
growth. And how do
you know you're we generate secure long
more choices
you have, the harder it

in the very- best staff;

all becomes. Promises

by running iffective

are made, blandish-

training programmes;

I

ments are offered and in by offering a wide
next to no timeyou

range ofcareer options;

findyou're hopdessly

by paying well; by

corifused. W7zat's really
on <ffer? W7zere can
your talents work best?
Which job do you go

opportunities and,
most importantly,

Scottish Equitable?

by recognising that
our people are our
most valuable assets. ·

Well, for a start we're

Bar none.

one ofBritain's leading

What's in it for you?

pension, life assurance

we have career

and investment com-

opportunities for

panies. And weve got '

male and female

where we are by

graduates in a wide

operating a consistent

range of posts.

for?

If you're undecided
to do-that's cornpletdy understandable. Butyou can

EQUITABLE

take it as read that

~

~,
SCOTTISH EQUITABLE
SCOTTISH fQUITA8tf UFE ASSURANCE SOCifTY
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THE GREEN CONSUMER'S SUPERMARPicador
KET SHOPPING GUIDE.
Alison Brown
THE GIFf OF
elbow.
• valuable than boys and women John Elkington and Julia
Because of his disability he is can be bought for a chicken, what Hailer.
SO WHAT things can a STONES
redundant in a society which is needed is something to make Gollancz
professor ot: Pathology teach Jim.Grace
depends on work: one which has the imagination fly to an easier, Csilla Lengyel de Bagota.
us on the nature of things Judith Hamid
'no use for an individual who can- better world: "Their minds, so
erotic? Gonzalez-Crussi does
INITIALLY NOVEL, 'The not hold a hammer or chisel, or used to earthbound things, had MR.GREENINTHEFAST
not so much teach, as
Gift Of Stones' appears as a carry baskets of stone. He does, flown like larks, like gnats, with LANE.
comment and analyse the
SO YOU THOUGHT you'd
book with a simple message, however, have another gift, the father's !ale".
history of human congenial
art
of
lying,
which
he
employs
to
W\th
constant
references
to
the
gone
green - with your
"Salute the liars - they can baffle and amuse, offering alter·
f
1
11
tradition. Laid back in an
concrete
and
the
abstract
forms
o
unleaded
ro -on
make the real world disap- native endings to each of his tales, craftsmanship, but in todays soci- deodorant · petro , CFC-free
armchair, like Uncle Remus
f
'
pear" but as the tale unravels alternating scenes to suit the audiwith his tales of Brer Rabbit,
itself it becomes an often ences ~f men, women or children. ety, with its suppression art m hairspray and veggie princihe relates in an easy going
The novel itself is a narra- all its forms, there is a need t~ pies - now John Elkington
moving portra.it of the harsh
remember the words of the hero s
.
.
manner stories of courtship,
realities of basic existence, tive about story-telling in the oral daughter, that "he had skills and Juha Hailer have offered
tradition, told by the hero and his
h 1
e ofprob
lust, seduction, perversion,
which could not be bartered in the us a w o e new rang
emphasising the need for
lems to concern ourselves
adopted daughter. It is embroi- market place"
desire, saiety and androgyny;
escapism.
dered throughout by an AngloC
travelling through time's
At the end of the novel, when with. "The Green
onIt is set' amongst a group of Saxon love of alliteration and
permissive societies from 100 stone-age dwellers who have "the rhythm and makes heavy usage of the Stone Ag~ i~ succee~ed by the sumer's Supermarket Guide"
BC to the present day globe.
Bronze Age, It IS the artist not the shows promise to be this
gift of stones", that is the intuitive guttural language.
Ancient theologians called the knowledge of how to open up a . Often it is difficult to escape skilled techni~i~n ~ho leads the year's bestselling Christmas
·
h. b k remnants of hts society to a new
"G
erotic "venereal concupiscence" flint to reveal the knife inside _
of t Is oo , life, which is inspired by art rather present - as ~as ,t,he
reen
and, although
times have Into this the hero, nameless as are from the -ahalogy
In a world where than economics.
C onsumer G ut d e Ias t year.
changed, the human erotic all but two of the characters,
individuals live in a day to day
There was talk of a new chilcondition hasn't. Affairs still .thrusts himself, displaying his one struggle with the harshness of
dren's programme _ Mr. Green .
continue in secret. Husbands/ arm which ends in a stump at the
. Equipped with his "Green Connature, where arrows are more ·
boyfriends still continue to be
sumer Supermarket Shopping
jealous of possible competition. THE LOST FATHER
The narrator, Anna, writes in which is very sensual: ·" the· air Guide" Mr. Green faces a new
Third parties are still used to help
1955 for her mother, Fantina, 9.u~side was hot, like milk straight dilemma - which supermarket
Jove further along its wanton path, by Marina Warner
rega~ding her family life and deal- from the udder, soft, swe~t". The should he shop in ~ Asda is out of
.and
sexual
discrimination Picador
ing in particular with Davide Pit- narrator is also far enough from the question as none of its own
druggedly persists.
D::..:e::.r::.ek::..:S:..:t::.ee=l::.e_ _ _ _ _ __
tagora (Fantina's "lost father" of the characters to add humour to
Gonzalez-Crussi examines the FROM AN outline of the. the title) and the event which. serious situations, thus giving im Brand products ·carty the "~ep
h!story of each. topic_, bringin_g , subject matter of Marina eventually leads to his death. By extra dimension to the enjoyment Britain Tidy" symbol. Co-op is
useless as not all of their branches
dive~se
sources
mto
_his Warner's latest novel thf life moving from Fantina's thoughts· of the novel.
stock 100% recycled paper bags.
multi-faceted argument. Quotmg
.
. . '
As for Gateways they "certainly
rhetoricians and theologians, of an Itaban fam~ly m the first in 1985 back to both Davide and
his sister's youths in the early_ "The Lost Father" is a very haven't been hitting the headdramatic obsessions, religious half of thtr twentieth century, . 1910's and his relationship with
complete novel dealing especially
interpretations and zoological .it would ~e easy to dismiss his own family in the 1920's and with breaking away from one's lines" with their environmental
and biological ca~ons, he weaves ~he novel as an old idea 30's, a detailed and interesting own roots and the strength of concern and only 6% of their
in his own obserVations recorded rehashed.
The
author's picture is built up: this narrative women in the absence of men stores have bottle banks. Marks
and Spencer lack no complacency
in a manner. reminiSCt1nt _ofl approach and style are, hOW- approach on these three levels (David isn't the only lost father). with their claim that they are
0es~10nd Morns ;cross br~d w1th ver i so refreshing that dis- allows the author to build up sus- Because the novel actually works above environmental politics as
David Attenborough. At t1mes he e . ~
. . pense within the novel until it on the different levels at which it
seems to step ba<;k from h~s, and ~ssal would be a ver~ btg ends, almost like a detective attempts to operate, it reads well, "the consumers are happy with
others' words, ironically mulling 1nnstake; th~ novel _Itself story, with a delicate twist, leav- making the reader very conscious their quality" - however they do
over what's just been said as if a stands apart m the quahty of ing the reader to draw his/her own of what . is happening to the stock washing powder which has
been optically brightened. Mr.
distinct taste of vinegar bap been writing and especially in the conclusions.
characters both internally and Green decides to head for Safein his mou_th at ~he time. He talks clear and yet disarmingly
This narrative is matched by a externally
while
presenting way's or Tesco's - pretty safe bet
of the ancient v1ew that men and subtle narration constructed. very fresh use of language, par- almost nothing as a blank state- with their 5 star rating by John
women w_e re separated so much b th
th
ticularly simile and metaphor, ment offact.
Elkington and Julia Hailer. Sadly,
h .
.
.bl
y e au or.
b . ll
even they are not perfect - as
that they belonged to the samee
h
·
·
know
he's
talking
about
earth-s attenng, commumst ERECTIONS, which by their Mr. Green finds- reading on in his
species. He concedes . to t he LENNY HENRY'S WELL"Guide", Safeways stocks shamregime-shattering, book sales· very nature aren't funny at all, poo which is not cruelty-free (to
independence of the new woman, HARD PAPERBACK
record-shattering
and more kind of sickening.
the non-idol, the life source who, Lenny Henry
animals) and not all of Tesco's
when placed in the executive Virgin
pancreas-shattering. It's that
So, Lenny's book is sickening company cars are converted to
room, can wear the double- Craig McLean
funny.
like an erection, but it's also limp, unleaded petrol. Sainsbury's is
breastedsuitaswellasanyman.
No it's not. It's complete and flacid and costs £4.99, unlike an also out of the · running, having
From
starting with the AT LAST, the publishing utter dogs-bollocks. Well-Hard erection. Our options, therefore, dyed its recycled loopaper. As for
wonderful classical notion that event ~of the decade, the follows a slightly grubby line in are these: report Lenny for breach Spar, it rates "No Stars" in the
human beings were originally event that everybody (that is sexual
innuendo-slanted of the Trade's Description Act "The Green Consumer Guide"
androgynous(andthatlongingfor Lenny and his Alpen-eating Christmas 'books' by comedians .. andhavehimbangedup;orfound and one can only hope that they'll
the opposite sex is purely our mother and nobody else) has There was Smith and Jones' a popular movement to stop these stick by their "Future Friendly"
original state searching for its
Lavishly-Tooled offering which annual
pieces of shoddy, logo. Unfortunately the progcomplementary missing half), to been waiting for. Lenny's was a bit rude (I think), the Ade stuck-together, cashing in
ramme will never be broadcast as
tpe concluding image of Playboy book is here at a time when Edmondson's 'How To Be A generally pitiful attempts at the lead role- Mr.Green- is curHugh Hefner romping around on similar apocalyptic ev~nts Complete Bastard', which was a humour and have Lenny banged rently in hospital with severe
a rotating circular bed with three are taking place in Berlin and bit of an obscure title b\lt up as an example. These vile anorexia. The ideal Christmas
cutsie bunnies, the Nature of Prague, and that's -too e~ceedingly humorous ~p we let perverters must be stopped before present ? - Not if you've got a nice
Things Erotic progresses over its uncanny to be coincid'ence. •h1m off. And now heres Lenny, they contaminate real comedians big juicy turkey in mind for din200 pages like sex has over 2000 The Well-Hard Paper_back is. Well-Hard, apparently, an&d wea~l like Les Dawson.
ner.
years: excessively enjoyable!
_
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PERIOD STYLE
by Judith and Martin Miller

Mitchell Beazley
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SIXTIES SOURCE
BOOK
Nigel Cawthorne

Guy Oliver
Briony Sergeant
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FOLLOWING their success
with the highly acclaimed
'Period Details', which con~
centrated on interior restoration, Judith and Martin Miller have produced a sequel to
it: 'Period Style'.
Rather than concentrate on
interior details of a house, the
windows and doors, the cornices
etc., 'Period Style' aims to help
those who wish to create an overall effect or atmosphere. Containing over 650 fabulous colour
photos of original and contemporary copies of room settings, as
well as the Millers' own ideas on
wallcoverings, fabric, furniture,
lighting, flowers and music, this
book is the essential one to turn to
for those wishing to achieve
period style.
The specially comissioned
photographs by James Merrel
show interiors of houses in Great
Britain, Europe and the United
States and covers a timespan from
the middle ages to thirties Art
Deco. The Millers demonstrate
how all these styles can be
ad.apted for modern living. For
example, the age-old and irksome
difficulties of how to hide a television set or to conceal a radiator in
an eighteenth century room area
couple of the numerous problems
tackled here.
The book is of wide appeal and
instructs us how to follow a.
theme, if not on a shoe-string it at
least emphasises that the desired
effects are attainable over time for
those with a good eye. And it is
certainly a book for inspiration;
the plethora of photographs make
it a highly 'visible publication,
designed to stimulate our imaginations. The pictures are specifically of domestic interiors in
everyday use, not of stately homes
or museums, so that one can
relate to them on a more personal
scale. It is this aspect of the book
which teaches the ability to visualise other people's novel adaptations around problems that enables one to bring out one's own
talent for innovative ideas.
The Millers have produced a
comprehensive reference book in
its own right and a worthy companion to 'Period Details'. There
is, in addition, a directory of 'useful addresses' to help you achieve
your decorative goals although, as
one has come to expect, the only
references to Scotland here are a
recommended potel and a country
house open to the public.

I

•

SOURCE

BOOK •

numbers handbook, it is a
serious and credi~le attempt
to research the clothes
people wear and why they
wear them.
'Through the Looking Glass'
examines in detail the development of fashion from 1860 up until
1989, noting in particular the
effects of great social and artistic
movements and of great political
events.
Using a historical and
sociological approach it tries to ·
show that dress is not trivialrather a necessary form of
communication in urban society,
used to convey unspoken signals
and coded moral precepts .
·Fashion is about pleasure and
danger, conformity and the
· breaking of taboos. It expresses
our love of style for its own sake,
This consumerism, this love of
surface beauty is ambiguous;
offering pleasure and enrichment
on the oe hand, waste and envy
·
on the other. •

AS
THE
right-wing
hypomania of the Eighties
grinds to a halt, the new
decade
appears
to
be
welcoming
a
seductive
mixture of Nineties knowhow
and
Sixties
selfawareness.
Thatcher's
children are throwing on
their flower power Jasper
Conrans and jumping into
.their Peugeot GTis. There is
a constant compulsion to
embrace the past as well as
the future. The Eighties have.
cashed in on the cashless
society, packaged avarice
wholesale and sold off
liberalism to the lowest
AVISUALREFERENCETS THE STYLE eFA NEW GENERATION
bidder. But the Nineties
Theorists have tended previclaims allegiance io both
ously to rely on a single
The links given between the two explanation
sex,
status,
financial and social issues,
GREEK FIRE
cultures,
past and present, are economics - for the multifaceted
international
cooperation,
always precise and never strained. phenomenon that is fashion , but
Oliver Taplin
Love and Green peace ... So
The narrative is clear, and the style is in a sense allusive,
Jonathan Cape
the perfect opportunity has
facts are given in the right escaping attempts to pin it down.
Emma Rookledge
arrived for a rash of books to
proportion ·to be informative, This may be because it is a kind
'feflect on the decade with the A FASCINATING book, entertaining, and surprising; of meeting point for interesting
Greek roots are unearthed right
greatest conscience of them
based on
the
dynamic down to the very words we use, aspects of our culture. Certainly
all.
tradition of the television such as 'telly', 'analysis;, 'pornog- Wilson and Taylor consider
fashion most usefully seen as a
documentary, 'Greek Fire' raphy', and even 'euthanasia'.
The Sixties Source Book hails
field where economics and
This is not a history book. Its industry meet aesthetics and art;
itself as the 'visual reference to the explores how the modern
style of a new generation'. In world "has been inspired by, context is that of the late eighties, where individual pschology meets
glorious techicolor, it records the reacted
against, of Clause 28, Bush administration the social organisation of a group,
people and events of the era, from imitated, ... subverted
or and Italian porno comics. a class, an age.
Visually, the design is not as
Kennedy to Dylan, and space received Greek culture."
exciting
as the content, but there
travel to the Pill. The -chapters
The diversity if the Greek
With this in mind, the authors
compartmentalise its influences - presence today is beautifully is a wealth of illustration, and its try to steer a path between
furniture, fasrnon, art, architec- detailed and even the most immediacy and directness will uncritical admiration of the
ture - using photography rather documented of influences - those fascinate anyone even remotely glories of haute couture and
than text for their main impact.
of politics and the arts - are given aware of the age in which we live.
wholesale
condemnation
of
new intensity and significance, THROUGH THE LOOK- fashion for its extravagance and
The Sixties Source Book is a with references to advertising, ING GLASS_ A HISTORY · exploitation.
supremely marketed Eighties pro- film, and the theatre of Berkoff. .
Using archive pictures and
duct with less food-for-thought · The influence of the greek is OF DRESS FROM 1860 TO
contemporary
illustrations, the
revealed
to
be
ot
the
core
of
THE
PRESENT
DAY
than saleable gimmickry. Richard
· book guides the reader through a
Western by Elizabeth Wilson and
Branson has written its foreword, Twentieth-century
wealth of design; from the great
perhaps the greatest irony of all. thought. Modern issues such as Lou Taylor
couturiers such as Paul Poiret and
child-abuse,
the
role
of
women,
.
BBC
Books
But in retrospect, his comment, "I
Coco Chanel, to the influences of
feel that I missed out on the six- test-tube babies, and Green Avril Mair
ties", is the most apt advertise- politics all descend from Greek -.,---------~ modern street style - including
ment of a book that is selling itself understanding(debate,discuss!?Y FASHION IS the most rationing, Biba and the Beatles
Central to the book is the theme seductive
of addictions, inbetween. Nothing is left out,
to a post-Beatles generation.
'Know Yourself; the· author uses exerting its influence on men nothing is overlooked. Doe
It is a book that packages to this Delphic proverb to justify his and women in all walks of Martens, drug culture, dungarees,.
perfection the mainstream cliches journey into the past. Self-know- life, from the present day duffle coats and Dynasty; the high
and low points of a century are
of a decade whose reverberations ledge comes through self-examiare still being felt today, a coffee nation, a concept as relevant to back through the annals of catalogued.
table delight with images and Society as to the individual. history. This is a fact which
'Through the Loo"'king· Glass'
social comment. But certainly it Ancient Greece, to Taplin, is not the BBC undoubtedly had in
m~nages
to · deconstruct the
can lay no claim to original ~ r~mote ~ygone age, but the . mind when they c?mmisfashion and discover that our face
thought, charting with some
~~~~dh~od
of
present-d~y sioned the work 'Through the in the mirror reflects something
.
,
·
. pedimtry, the rise and fall of CIVIhzatJOn, and, through Its
economies, mini-skirts and mod- examination, we reach a greater· Lookmg Glass . For m~tead inherently important about u.s:
understanding of ourselves and of of the usual aesthetically our identity. This must be a style
ernist buildings.
'
our own society.
opulent yet vacuous style-by- bible to beat all others.

Designer Wear
£ron1 exotic places
at an affordable
cost.
Exclusive to
Edinburgh
AT

30 ST MARY'S ST.
031-557 6586
Istanbul
Athens
Portugal
Monte Carlo

GLAMOROUS
NIGHTS
EVENING DRESS
·HIRE
Sizes 8-18

22 St John Street, Perth
(0738) 32519

SUMMER JOBS ABROAD
Are you a self-reliant, hardworking, fit
person looking for a job in which you can
fully utilise your passing knowledge of
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Helen Johnston
talks to
Rosie Johnston
about
. her .
. expenences ln
pnson.

hrough sensationalist
reporting and thus
widespread
public
interest, Rosie Johnston was
brought inescapably into the
limelight. In December 1986
she was sentenced to nine
months imprisonment (of
which she served six) for possession of drugs in connection with the Olivia Channon
affair.

T

Rosie continued, in her ebullient manner , that for her writing
this book had satisfied her wish to
get her degree and , whilst both
can be seen as a means to an end,
she feels she has now achieved
that end. "Other learning processes took over . . ." although the
curtailment of her university
career she adds "was a tragedy at
the time." We talked of student
related topics such as her projected career, had her life continued as "expected."

"I would have been a journalist,
ironically," she laughed again,
"but now I intend to carry on writing. " Rosie'_s mother (Susanna
Johnston) is a novelist herself but
did not have any part in her
daughter's book. "That wasn' t my
mother's role , anyway I'm terrible
at taking advice ," she said in a way
Whilst waiting to interview her, that didn 't sound particularly selfI switched on the television and effacing or surprising.
who should flash across the screen
but Miss Johnston, herself (appearing on one of the 'trendy' new
magazine programmes) .

I asked her what she felt about
an the renewed publicity. She
admitted that the first around it
had an been "appalling"' she was
_:·unwittingly" at the mercy of the
media. With the publication of
her book this autumn , however
she has explained things of her
own volition , perhaps a bit
obliquely she admits herself, but
she feels there is more of an
equilibrium . Indeed the publicity
is for the good this time around ,
for she is quietly championing a
cause, perhaps too quietly. The
book is aimed at women on bail
and at frie nds of people in trouble, to help them understand ,
"and perhaps a few judges will
read it as well," she laughs.

For Rosie, the long hours of
confinement or "bang-ups" wet;e
an incredible chance to catch up ,
"I've always loved reading, I don't
know what you're studying," she
asked without waiting tofind out,
"but I was studying Eng. Lit. and
you never have time to read
everything; this gave me a chance
to discover Homer, and the
French classics.'-'

"My philosophy on prison is if
you want to cope with it , you
can ," she declared and , indeed ,
she seems to have coped against
all odds: As to whether prison. is
an experience of cameraderie or
loneliness she felt definitely the
· former. "Only,
perhaps ,
Bull wood Hall was lonely as it was
difficult to control the atmosSuch a price for a book that phere." But, on the whole, she
ostensibly champions a cause does seems genuinely amazed by and
seem a little prohibitive I · grateful to to the women with
suggested , but Rose joked "I told whom she built up a rapport. "I
an my friends not to buy it, but to thought I would be beaten sense-·
wait for the paperback which is less andcalJed a toffee-nosed
?efinitely coming out." Then she bitch," she laughs again, "but the
Insisted that the price of hardback women took me . completely ori
books was in the hands of greater board."
powers .

.

INSIDE OUT
by Rosie Johnston
Michael Joseph
Helen Johnston
INSIDE · OUT gives a
frightening
insight
into
places <ftld mentalities from
which most of us are
ordinarily excluded. Rosie
Johnston
tells of her
experiences in prison with
both candour and humour.
The reader is taken along
every step of Rosie's
journey, from Holloway in
London, through the oppressive Bullwood Hall in Essex,
to the dubious 'splendour' of
East Sutton Park (a tudor
mansion), an open prison in
Kent.

In the book , Rosie details a letter from her Grandmother, which
suggests she should take her time
in prison as 'an experience' of life .
Oh, that's just Granny! She only
said it because she's eccentric,
she's very interested because she
started the prisoners' wives' service and she has been concerned
with penal reform for a long
time." Clearly, this sort of influence, and obviously her time 'inside', have pushed Rosie towards
some sort of tentative role in
reform herself. She has been
involved with a pressure group
The writing is both factual and
caned 'Women in Prison' which
Perhaps the most
descriptive.
aims for the eventual total abolition of prisons. However, Rosie interesting aspect is the class
says,"lt is not realistic to abolish differences she has to deal with ,
prisons altogether , although I can coming from a middle-class
see their arguments. Crime is a
very difficult area. To really
reduce the crime rate , we have to
find a different way , and I firmly
believe it begins with education ."
She hurried on , the bit between
her teeth, "Rehabilitation from a
life of .crime has to take place
within society ; not without; prison
just exacerbates the situation. We
must try to help people within the
society they reject , or that rejects
them." From what she had seen
'inside' she felt that crime rates
were so high, amongst petty
offenders, that is, "because
people simply cannot afford to
live, at least not to the standards .
Mrs.Thatcher has dictated. " She
believes that we live in a very competitive society. As far as violent
crimes are concerned, Rosie
appeared to considerthat all are
cases for the psychiatry wards:
"One's role in prison has no hold
on outside life ,"she explained .
"I've changed completely since
my experience : socialJy , politieconornicalJy ."
Rosie
cally ,
doesn't see much of the women
prisoners on the outside. "I keep
in contact through the book . I
think they're pleased with the
stand I'm making." As to the
future , she muses: "I've got lots of
irons in the fire , and some of them
are very hot!!"

background and public school.
The portrayal of her previou
Christmas, spent munching mince
pies and sipping mulled wine , a
an alternative to the prospects o
someone else's regurgitated
medicine (saved up for maximum
potency) , is indeed moving.
This is a consciously thoughtprovoking book, sparing n
graphic details or bluntness in its
aim to shock. Johnston writes a
the
a
forword : "Neither
circumstances of my affluence no
the events leading up to my arrest
are the subject of this book." Thu
she lays down the terms.
However, a persistent refusal to
touch upon any of the details
surrounding the case becomes
forced ,
and
her constant
references to prison reform
without suggesting any viable
alternatives unfortunately come
across as a case of sour grapes. As
an account of an experience that
needs
to
be
understood
throughout society, however, this
book is articulate and thoroughly
worthwhile.
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COMING ...
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THE MAHABHARATA- ON DIRECTING
PETERBROOK'SEPICIN SHAKESPEA~
THE MAKING
Ralph Berry
Gary O'Connor
· Hamish Hamilton
Hodder and Stoughton
.::O:..::U:...:.v.:.:ia:....::D:..::a:..:.:w:.::so=n=-----Andrew Mitchell ·
ON
DIRECTING
PRODUcTIONS SHAKESPEARE is an
which made Peter Brook the interesting collection of
most ambitiously radical, interviews by Berry of
and the most revered, of, thirteen male directors, who
Britain's theatre directors have built up their own more
were united by their pushing or less distinctive approach to
of theatre beyond bound- directing Shakespeare. The
aries, by· their desire to interviews span fifteen years,
discov-er the theatrical means from the 1972 interview with
of obtaining total involve- Jonathon Miller, and the
ment form both audience and classic 1974 interview with
players and from this, an Peter Brook, to others made
element of personal discov- . as late as 1988 with ne~
generation directors, such as
.~.
ery.
-Tbe project which he has' Adrian Noble, Bill Alexancherished above all others in der, Michael Bogdanov and
pursuit of this aim is an adaptation Declan Donnellan of 'Cheek
of 'The Mahabharata', the great by Jowl' fame·. Theatre-goers
Sanskrit epic, fifteen times longer
of our own age will have seen.
than the Bible, it contains the
beliefs, traditions and characters productions of Shakespeare
upon which Indian life is founded. by these directors, if only

book is truly the climax of
. attitude towards Shakespeare the . theThis
150th anniversary of Photomaterial.
. graphy as an Art. The diverse and
I enjoyed Berry's interviews but individualistic collection of over'
I was troubled by something he 300 black and white, and colour,
says in his introduction: · "A
pictures is testament to the suesuccessful director is by definition
cess of Magnum , the co-operative
an exceptionally active man."!!!
founded in 1947 by an estranged
Berry does not include in his
Hungarian, later known . as
collection one female qirector.
Robert Capa. Founded to giVe
photojournal!sts artistic freedom
THE VIRGIN FILM
and control over the rights to their
YEARBOOK VOLUME 8
· ·
James Park (Ed.)
work , it was an endorsement to
Virgin Books
the subtlety and potential of
photography,
providing
the
Toby Scott
means, after WW2, for photoEVERY FILM released graphers to travel and record with
between 1 July 1988 and 30 no directives from editors or pub·
·
d lishers.

June 1989 IS revtewe ,
analysed and compared in
Its beginning marked the
this glossy but poor attempt advent of photojournalism. Like
at a movie yearbook. The bees to honey pot, photographers
problems begin right at the with different viewpoints , skills,

and
buted so t~at a wide spectrum
work, rangmg from t~at of Capa,
the reporter , to ~artJer-Bresson ,
the P<;>et an~ artist, has evolved.
All, m their own ways , have
re~~rded the atmosphere and
spmt of a place or event_ - t_
drama ofD-_Da~, the death m VIe~namf, ~he fnvoht_Y of:~e fun-~ek
mg ties, portraJts o ames ean
or Che Guevara. · ·
·Supplementary essays by
historian Jean Lacouture,
sketches out the lives of
photographers, and Fred Ritchi n,
who chronicles the history

6

Magnum , its purpose , and its
sept day status, serve to put
images and their creators in
text. · "These photographs are
marriage of technical
and moral committment. "
demand involvement.

start, witharatherunoriginal LEGENDS OF THE
DICTIONARY OF
introductory essay which CELTS
OPERA AND
really says nothing that a Frank Delaney
OPERETTA
semi-w~ll read film goer Hodder and Stoughton
k
Bloomsbury
wouldn t know already, T 0 b S tt
namely that in Hollywood
Y eo
Stephen
they keep spending a lot of_ FR_ANKDELANEY, whose -" O_P.!.,E_R_A-,-, - - = - - - - --1
money on movies that aren't" senes 'The Celts' was one o James Anderson in the
any good.
the few good things to be tion to his Dictionary of
The bulk ofihe book is inade up seen on telev~sion recently, and Operetta, "is one of the
of the -lists of the films, but even has here gathered together rapidly growing enter:tainments
here there are serious omissions. some of the tales and legends far as popularity is concerned.
For example, where is 'Th,e of those people. It is a Increasingly popular therefore
Return of the Four Musketeers , remarkable book containing the Opera spin-off, of which
that mammot_h tribute to the late, a variety of tal~s . most 0 ·book is one. Mr Anderson q

great Roy Kinnear? James Park
may reply that it doesn't count
• for
this book, as it wasn' t released
until August , but neither was Batman and he found plenty of room
for that.
A large chunk of films iue given
classifications ranging from Film
ofthe Year to Turkey ofthe Year,
although there seem to be some
Four years ago, Brook created the
'The War of The Roses' of. really dubious decisions in ·this
theatrical version, which toured a
dozen
countries in
three The English Shakespeare 1 section. Why , for example, is
continents, principally using : Co., 'The Plantaganents by Drowning By Numbers ranked as'
open-air venues, and which the R.S ..C. In this sense, a turkey whilst Dead Ringers is
received critical admiration nd Berry's book is as up-to-date ·acclaimed as one of the best? The
acclaim (except, interestingly, in as you can get. Unfortu- most pointless section seems to be
America). The subsequent six nately, most of the interviews the Faces of the Year, which
includes Jeremy Irons, who is
hour film that will ensure the
are Qf R.S.C provenance, scarcely unknown and has only
timelessness of Brook's achievement will be screened by Channel which is a pity because it made one rather poor film.
diminishes the perspective of
Four on December 9-lOth.
The real clue as to.the purj>ose
collection. Happily, of this book is its reference secUntil one has viewed the film, the
the most enlightening part of the Berry goes a long towards tion, which gives the complete
book is its placing of the work in making up for this weakness .lists of the Turkeys and the rest,
the context of Brook's career. The by including in his collection and also shows the awards won by
one constant of his. artistic interviews with Polish director each film. Given that, unless you
wanderings has been his belief in Konrad Swinaski, Artistic Direc- live near a cinema that shows a lot
the infinite richness of Shakes- tor of the Teatr Stary, Krakow, in of old movies, you don't need to
peare, and Brook's attempts to the 70's, and of Giorgio Strehler, . be told that Willow is a very bad
emulate him in 'presenting man the italian director, founder of the film, it is plain that this guide is for
simultaneously in all his aspects', Piccolo Teatro of Milan, and 'those who prefer watching films
on video. All the essays, lists and
and searching for the absolutes of leader of continental theatre:·
photos
are really there for them
the human condition. 'The
In his preface, Ralph Berry
Mahabharata' can be seen as .the quotes Miller's letter to 'The to be able to make their choices
culmination of these efforts. Times' of 13th October 1971, when down at the video shop and
Brook himself describes the poem written during the controversy then talk informedly about them
as "a prism looking from every following Peter Brooks 'Midsum- afterwards with their equally
direction at the mystery of the mer Night's Dream'; Miller says: impressionable friends. If this
human existence called con- "with the passage of time, were called the Virgin Video
flict.. .it remains the one question Shakespeare's plays have quite Yearbook, I could almost recomevery single person carries with .properly assumed the status of mend it, but for those who care
him from the day he is born. How myths and it is the honourable fa.t e about films it's of little use.
to live with other people?"
of aiJ myths to suffer imaginative
The book is. peppered with distortions at the hands of those IN OUR TIME
· ar mlfSings, and provides an to whom they continue to prove Ed. William Ritchie
vignette of Brook's consolation and nourishment." Oxford University Press
philosophies of theatre Miller's letter is a manifesto Tiddy Maitland-Titterton
fully expounded in his defending interpretation . and
classic 'The Empty Space"). direction of Shakespeare. In this
SHUT YOUR EYES, and
O'Con~or has clearly struck up book, Berry encapsulates the
pretend
that you are blin.d.
somethmg of a rapport with his ongoing debate between conflictSuddenly,
the simple task of
rather remote subject, and even ing attitudes towards Shakes-·
if the tone he adopt~ Is som~times peare: St"!,akespeare as author and walking across a room sends
a little smug, his account of the man , who therefore has rights our senses into riot , sounds
fifm's construction is q~ite over his plays and us ; and assume cacophonic proporreadable.
·
Shakespeare as purely text to tions, silence becomes sinis_ As one might expect excavate or exploit. Berry's book ter.
from a film of such colour and reflects the different attitudes of
Open 'In Our Time'. The work
vibrancy, crammed With battles the speakers · Swinarski's 'black of these Magnum photographers
and deities, the book of its making vision' of Shakespeare, Strehler forces us to open our eyes and
is sumptuously illustrated. It is, fascination with Shakespeare's devour the images as they comhowever, aimed rather more at cyclical vision of history, Brook's municate, on mere celluloid, the
the
environment
of
the, . eclecticism and anti-historicism, elegance, squalor, courage, hope ,
coffee-table than of the bed-sit.
and Donnellan's iconoclastic and majesty of the last 50 years .

.

'

dthemh concemmg
· ·
· love ·and
eat m Its vanous gmses ,
and all gathered together
from various Irish , Welsh
and Breton sources.
Anyone who grew up in any of
the old celtic homes may recognise some of the tales here, and
:most of us will spot variations on
themes familiar 'to us from
Shakespears, Homer and our own
childhoods. The are several epic
tales here, most notably The Battie Raid of Cooley, and these
require careful reading to fully
understand the relationships between the characters within them.
There is humour and horror here,
wit and wisdom , but above all
great tales of bravery and heroics.
If there is a fault in this book, it
lies in the style with which
Delaney has chosen to approach
the tales. He writes well, with a
grasp of the deeper structures of
the legends and a flowing language that keeps things moving
along, but he writes from a twentieth century perspective which
sometimes leaves the reader feeling distanced from the people in
the text. Also, by drawing
together many fragments from the
various parts of the celtic oral
tradition, Delaney builds many
small tales up into some larger
ones. This is no bad thing in itself,
and for those wishing to go further
back there is an excellent bibliography to get them started, but I
was sometimes left wishing for the
more reductionist approach used
by Katherine Briggs in her Sam~
pier of B~tish Folk Tales. ·

. . . ................ .... , ............... , ......... , .. ...... .... .. .
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frankly admits to being in awe
h'IS pre decessors m
· th e fi e Id
Operatic reference books, ..
the Kobbe' and the Oxford
tionary of Opera. H owever,
Anderson need not fear.
not attempting their depth ,
Dictionary excels them in
breadth of reference ; Gomez
Gigli , Tamagno to Tagliavini
Birtwhistle to Britten , need I
on? After a couple of hours
comprehensive knit-picking ,
only, albeit miniscule,
would be that Luciano Berio's
time librettist and novelist
_Calvino does not have his
citation , nor does the modern
lian composer Giacomo !n~LUL'uut.•
but the lengths to which I had
go to find them itself indicates
book's comprehensiveness
both Calvino and Manzoni
mentioned elsewhere. On a
subjective level, I
tired of the titling of various
ran os as being the "finest
dramatic soprano" ; "One of
greatest 20th Century d atll.aw. 1
sopranos" etc. and after last
son's La Scala debacle, I sm;oectl
few in Milan would agree
Anderson's estimation
Ricciarelli as being "the
contemporary
lyric ...with
beautiful well schooled
but these things are subjective.
Size inevitably means that
plots are stripped to their
minimum , but, nevertheless,
book remains an interesting
for the interested
although with a retail price of
the genuinely interested will
need to be genuinely committed .
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Young, Ulcerous and
Boring
But I digress. Paris. Winter 1978 Ich binn ein Berliner. middle years of this century, his son, Matthew, commitSteptoe and son. It appears to me now that I was stuck in ted suicide and his wife, Anne, was mysteriously mur·a laughably unspectacular room, pait of a government dered. Each member of the family claims guilt, yet none
sponsored complex known as foyer de jeunes travaii- of their statements tally- so which is right ?
John discovers his father's notes and this compels him
. leurs. all the while, as each morning I hurled myself
off the thin foam mattress that these people someumes to write his own version for his nephew, James. Likewise
. refer to as beds, and lurched into work like some kind of Matthew, in a harrowing and prolonged plea leading up ·
baboon, as each lunchtime I sat in a dreary bar called: to his death, propels us through a series of anarchic and
Vag with a teacher of my acquaintance named Daniel restless visions. Slowly the truth begins to emerge, and
Hamlil who spent most of his waking hours composing there unfolds a startlingly powerful tale which calls into
lewd homosexual verse (je veux te faire amour, dans la question both traditional family bonds and the effects of
cour, pour toujourset cetera), and as each evening I old age and madness upon them."
Jim Poyser, a 23-year-old journalist,
·tried to run home through the sopping winter mist, only
Well, I suppose that's one way of looking at it. But
has just published his first novel, In a
to fall, or feel my fat neck sear, or double up from a chest bear in the 111ind that the people who wrote all that are
Lonely Place- here he tells The
pain which had spread from my writhing duodenum, I also the people who call the thing 'It\ a Lonely Place'
(which New Order song will be. the next one named
thought,"This
cannot be right."
Worm how this came to be.
Personally, I was
So I left. I mean, I had to really. I suppose Maupas- after, I won~er?) ·
sant, when he first saw the Eiffel Tower, ran from it in more concerned with the general idea of responsibility
·L iving in the major cities of Western
horror because he found it unecessarily vulgar). I think than with some Victorian, perhaps even melodramatic
Europe is, I have found, an extremely
it was the same kind of thing. Except that I ran all the_ account of a peculiar family out in the hills. I suppose, in
way to Manchester to see my grandfather life, I am a little obsessed with laying blame- at the feet
perilous business. In London all people
Let me tell you now that my grandfather, for whom I of Society, Time, God, Fate, the weather, the weakness
want is your money; in Amsterdam vir..have the greatest respect, was formerly a 'gardener', a in my duodenal lining, even myself (very occasionally)tually everyone you meet is a scrofular maniac
··gardener' because he loved the natural splendour of and therefore John, the central character of the novel,
intent on ramming a pound of dope down your
flowers and plants, gleaned even a mystical satisfaction and the archetypical protester with it, is the character
throat; and in Paris, where I lived between Sepfrom their cultivation, and 'formerly' because when he · most resembling me.
tember 1987 and February 1988, the mandatory
heard that they'd genetically engineered a blue rose, he
-Having said that, though, I do try very hard to avoid
combination for the Englishman abroad of sour
threw his hands into the air and sold up to a bald business autobiography. And although John is a little bit like me .
red wine and a meagre wage is unquestionably . man from Stockport. "Hi, Grandad," I said, arriving on (all be he fifty years older), and although some of the'
his doorstep.
. perspectives of the history of this century were, perhaps,
the most reliable way of developing a duodenal
He stared at me gloomily, then extended his large borrowed from my dear grandfather, that really is as far
ulcer.
hands. "Ah," he said, deliberately, though I still could as it goes; I like to think I am no plagiarist when it comes
I've still got my duodenal ulcer, actually, which is
not tell you for certain whether it was a sigh of relief and to the empirical facts of a life - the only way to approach
something of a problem, although I'm convinced that
not an exclamation of pity. "Ah," I replied, and seized characterization, I feel, is through examining peoples'
being young, ulcerous and boring is by far the best way
his arms in an elaborate handshake ... The rest seems natures and coming to one's own conclusions, creating
. to approach the last decade of this somewhat irksome
very vague now, as though it didn't happen at all. By all one's own characters, and with them creating new events
millenium. My doctor doesn't agree of course:
·accounts, though, I stepped inside, and stayed there for and situations which must, while being feasible, let their
"How much do you drink , Mr.Poyser ?"he asks me.
a long time, talking about the advance of time.
roots become entwined with the imagination.
I lie:
For this reason, my work has a slightly strange quality
"Well, doctor, perhaps once a week 1"11 go out and "' That's all.
Except
that,
9n
February
10\h
1988,
just
before
my.
·
to
it, verging at times on the oneiric, without, I hope,
have ... say ... three or four pints". He looks at me
twenty-first birthday, I sat down and wrote my first stampeding into that tacky territory, the hallucinogenic.
extremely curiously, for some reason moving one of his
novel. This what I believe it says on the dust cover: "An A writer writes. He creates. He invents lives in order to
fingers around in his mouth as if it is a toothbrush.
old man, born at the dawn of the twentieth century,· take peoples' minds off their own. This is what I have
"You're absolutely mad," he says, then proceeds to give
looks back on his past and tries to justify the central tried to do in my work. 'Jn a Lonely Place' was a first
me a long lecture which culminates with the words,"imevents
of a life he feels to have become less and less attempt, written in rather a rush to purge myself of the
plausibly deceased."
explicable. Setting down in confessional form for his painful tastelessness of an immense city, accepted in
Still, you've got to laugh, haven't you? Especially
sons his thoughts and actions as he sees them, he · rather a rush by the first publisher that saw it, yet I consince the man is clearly right. It's difficult to know what
describes in detail a world of harsh familial conflicts and sider it worthy of having been written (for the lessons it
to do, though. Certainly there is something to be said for
strong emotions into which the reader is inexorably taught me when it came to writing my second novel) and,
being pronounced insane by a professional medic, but at
· drawn. He recounts that in a small northern town in the I hope, worthy of being read.
the same time .. weii .. I suppose you do begin to wonder.

short stories
few stories the characters all begin

good

measure.

There

i"s

a

THE EMPEROR OF THE to sound like one another, and · recurring theme of despair and
AIR
extra work is needed by Canin to . entrapment
throughout
the
by Ethan Canin
develop distinct voices. The title stories - why is the woman in
Picador
story is a masterpiece that all the "Th'trteen scenes of Bet raya I" .
. other stories fall short of, but each having an affair with a man she
Craig Oliver
is muscular enough in its own way finds unattractive, and likewise in
APART FROM THE cyn- to hold its own.
"Author's Tour?" Are all
ically commercial efforts of All fans of contemporary litera- relationships destined to disintegJeffrey Archer and Frederick ture rejoice! A new and rare rate as they. do in "Dirty Linen"?
· 1y to talent has been discovered, and And should we follow the
Forsyth, wh o seem stmp
his name is Ethan Canin.
example of the woman who sends,
have used the short story for
an eloquent missive, in revenge to
i4eas they have been unable -WH--A-T_H_E_RE
__AL_L_Y___ her husband's mistress? In
~o expand i~to full-length WANTS IS A DOG.
"Sunday Soaps" bored housewife,
blockbusters , the short KA TIE CAMPBELL
Margaret, sums it up by
story has been well and truly Metheun
concluding "Some · people have
·
·
good lives. And some people have
out o f t h e mamstream m Eleanor Wood
lousy lives ... and I am simply one
recent Yt:ars.
::D:..:E.:..::.S:..:C..:.R:...._I;..;.B...:E...:D...:;..;._A_S_a__"_w_i_c- of those."
Enter Ethan Canin, a twenty- kedly perceptive" collection
Anyone still believing in hearts,

female talent·. For the first
time, the tales of Will a
Cather appear in Britain in a
. comprehensive collection of
her short stories and novel· between 1882
1as. wntten
and 1945, these tales offer
startling and vivid cameos of
·small-town American life,
o f ten stark Jy contrasted with
an external, cosmopolitan
world of art.

off, Cather secured a place for
women's fiction in the twentieth
century. Disappointingly, however, Cather's work plays no part
in the beginnings of literary
feminism. Often assuming a
genderless first person narrator,
she weaves male heroes into the
text as surely as she does female
ones.

At a time when writers were
being forced to choose between
writing for "every man" and
writing for a literary elite, Cather
was writing for both. For the
world of soi-disant serious writing
she wrote novels ('A Lost Lady'
seven year old american medical
flowers and knights in shining and 'The Professor's House' for
student who has shown an under-' of stories, Katie Campbell's 'armour should give this book a example) and to the world of
standing of how to manipulate the first book: leads the reader wide berth and settle down with a popular magazine literature she
a
maze
of good Mills and Boon. Those who contributed short stories. Today,
short story in the tradition of through
Joyce, Lawrence and Kipling .. contemporary human experi- . see the armour as a little tarnished however, reading this beautifully
'Emperor Of The Air', his first ences ranging from the banal will probably enjoy this book produced volume, bursting at the
·book, contains nine stories that to the bizarre.
enormously and be relieved that seams with tangibly real charac·The aptly titled "What He it is only their hot water bottle ters, from the grandmother, old
reflect and even celebrate the
commonplace, where nothing and Really Wants is a Dog" is a they are clutching in bed with Mrs Harris, to the prophet, Lou,
- one would hardly assign the tales
Perhaps the hallmark of her
everything seems to happen. The collection of seventeen short · them .
stories are pregnant with what stories written from a feminine
to the passe pop-culture. They
achievemenfis to be found in a
Joyce called "epiphanies" and and perhaps feminist viewpoint. THE SHORT STORIES OF 'merit, rather, our serious consid- description of Dillon that she
"evanescent Sometimes humourous, but more WILLA CATHER.
eration as an integral part of
gives in "Two Friends":
Woolf
called
"When he made a remark it
moments" ,events in life which, often bittersweet and poignant, Will a Cather (Ed. Hermione Cather's wide ranging literary
for some indescribable reason, the qualities of happiness and Lee.)
talent.
only meant something but
seem to have a profound mean- fulfillment are ones which elude Virago
Cather's style inherits from the sounded like somethingcharacters.
In Oonah McNeile
Jamesian school a legacy of
·like the thing he meant."
ing, or effect upoJl the pro- Campbell's
taganist's life.
"Chorus from the Rock", a
exquisite detail, polish, and struc- work is perpetuall~ striv_ing .
turalbalancethatmakethestories .towardsanaestheticpunty~h~ch
. The style is simple and heavily generous helping of everything VIRAGO ONCE AGAIN
influenced by Pop culture but from adultery to abortion is
vivid and deeply satisfying to
whefn shle finflds ofdg_limhpseshJt, ts
.
h
'd d.
. t
served up with a few sexually makes available the half
read. Moreover, carrying on
per ect y re ecte m t ~ ~ eer
remams bot 1uct an mte11 tgen .
f
t . 1 f
where Kathert'ne Mansfield left
poetic ecstasy of her wntmg.
One minor criticism is that aft~er~a:__:t~r::_an:,::s:m::t:.:'t::te::d~d:.:is:.:e::a:se::s:.:t:::h::.ro:.w~n.:.in;,:.:.fo:.;r_ _
o.;rg;:,o..t•t•e""n"'"m_a.,.e~r~•...a_o_a__"!!!!!!!!l!!!l!ll!~~~~~~========~=========~----'-
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Oonah McNeile spoke to
Candia Me WiHiam, the articulate

and outspoken author, about
her style.

Candia McWilliam is at home in her Oxford
flat, invariably described by critics as a mansion.
She tells me she is wearing a down-to-the knees, black.
woolly jumper, tights, and no shoes. She calls her top "my
prison jumper"- a gift from a girlfriend who does ~herapy
with burglars - but it has invariably been descnbed as
couture, cream cashmere. How did the press come to
insist on this rich and glitzy image of her? "I was very
naive," she explains. "I posed in a party ~ress !or a photo
· - I'll never live it down. Then I ·wrote a Silly p1ece for the
Sunday Telegraph about what I like. Those things were
asking for it. I'm a wee bit cannier now, 'though not
much!" I venture: "Perhaps if you were not a Grace Kelly
beauty, critics would have concentrated more exclusively
on your writing ?" Candia McWilliam replies: "I don't
think I'm beautiful and I think it's rather funny that I'm
thought to be. Anyway, how plain do. you have ~o be to be
taken seriously? I think I'm very ordmary lookmg- a sort
of larger, more out of control Princess Anne.". That
sounds obsessively, self-deprecatingly modest, I thmk to
myself, but she insists,"! was reared on the facf of. my
ugliness. It was considered to be lucky th.at. I was bn~~t
because I was so terribly plain. None ofth1s IS flannel, Its
true."
The critics, havi!)g pigeon-holed her as a "mon~tr~ms
Beauty Queen-cum-Duchess figure", which McWJlham
assigns to "a sort of bastion of masculine silliness"'. then
proceeded to slam her for using long words. On this she
remarks "To me, the very phrase 'long words' is subilliterate'." Although her novels do display a rich
vocabulary, the context can be replied upon to render
meaning explicit. However, such were her. write-up~ ~hat
one panicked woman rang her from Scottish TeleviSion,
saying, "Oh God! I've got to read your books b.ecause I'm
researching a programme about you. Can you JUSt tell me
the story line?' Only after much cajoling did. McWilliam
persuade her, and rightly, that they were m fact very
readable. "It makes me sad," she says, "I haven'• written
my books to keep people out, but to ?ring them in."
Does she think that the strong reactiOn provoked by her
novels has anything to do with her female gender? "Well,
yes. I'm sure that the long words business was a 'Hey,
keep yo.llT hands out of our tool box' reaction .. "Did thi~
surprise you?" I ask. "It came as a great surpnse to m~
but there are bounds within which you are meant to stay If
you are a woman. I came up against it, Smack! Like
walking into plain glass doors you don't realise are there.
I hadn't wanted to believe that those bigotries were there,
but they are there," she stresses. "People would think it
was all right if I wrote about love," she reflects.
Candia McWilliam, having written for Vogue after
leaving university, still writes reviews herself. She aims
~...,r what she calls "fair, principled, level-headed

criticism ... judging the work on its own terms." She
adds "lthink so many reviews are the ranting of egos." _
I f~el I have to get in my classic question: "When a~d
why did you begin to write?" "I wa~ terribly fat and plam
as a child, so all I could do was wnte and draw because
they're solitary pastimes." In those e~rly ye~~s, s~,e
cherished no ambitions to be a professiOnal wnter. I
had always wanted to be a doctor until it wa~ borne in ~:m
me that I couldn't do rriaths. I have great difficulty w1th
figures," she says. Although she had writt~n .short ~tories at school and university, Candia McWIIham did not
write a novel until last year, induced by the break-up of
her first marriage to earn some sort of living. She
describes the intense feeling that "all the time I was
thinking and planning towards something- I didn't know
what - and it turned out to be a novel."
She does not see her writing as self-therapy but feels
tliat "as a writer, you are imposing shape on chaos
because you have a desire and need to do so."
Moreover, by writing, you are "fighting time." After
writing her first novel, 'A Case Of Knives', she says, "I
couldn't stop the next novel coming out- you can't be
too mindful about critics because you wouldn't write."
She tells of how she has always felt that she is watching
other people and taking mental notes, plundering from
life's apercues. She does not keep a diary, but"l cover
small scraps of paper which get lost!"she laughs. Does
she in the manner of Flaubert and Joyce, toil over her
sentences, or write spontaneously, then revise? "I write
off then cut and cut and cut, always paring it down. One
ea~ think it isn't perfect enough, but one mustn't think
this way." 'A Little Stranger', into which she consciously
weaves nursery rhymes and fairy tales, is deliberately
rich in poetic prose. "I read my work out loud and if tQe
rhythm's wrong then I change it." But would everyone .
read it as she does? "I hate it when I'm read by the
BBC," she admits. "They either get lost in the long
sentences or they give it to someone with a fantastically
la-di-da voice because that's what they imagine these
. people to be like. This gets in the way of the writing."
'A Little Stranger' describes the iife of a young
mother· Candia McWilliam, too, is a young mother
(althou~h her height is the only other characteristic she
shares with this heroine, and this our author included as
a 'tease'.) One wonders how she copes with the demands
of family life on top of writing about them. "Of course,
while you're writing, you think: "Why aren't I with the
children?"and when you're with them, you feel guilty
about your writing, but women are made to be able to do
several things at once, perhaps to the detriment of those .
things.
A tangible mystique surrounds the successful writer,
particularly the idea th,at they are somehow set apart
from Society. "Do you feel this. about yourself?" I

•

probe. "My early life was
rather an adult childhooct. 1
extremely young. I went aw
felt very strongly a Scot a111
she adds, as if to. dispel any 1
cast on her Scottish origins·
around englishly ." She feels'
has given her a privilege and .
· life I've felt myself to be as '
Candia McWilliam's voi ·
rich tones , in spite of a s· 11
enthusiastic, without the cy 1
misquote me , whatever I 0
adopt as they fence with the 1 ·
is sensitive and socially awa
of her writing be: "Be go
Typically anxious to be
qualifies this statement wi
rather sardonic - but I dot
more time." The novels t
towards a greater awarene
think it's important to no11
stuck in a grid of attitudt
would like people to see
clearly. Not just see what th
they came to hear." She
spontaneous response in w
castigated rather than ex
rescue us from so much hys•
and really destructive hatr
really feel, then, that hatrec
our social intercourse? "I
me. I've always been awart
is, how it lies in us," she a '·
· Lucas, in "A Case of Km
just such violence. As a surg
he is the celebrated mender
his pure love for Hal con
brutality in his casual-sex en
other day who said he cou
homosexual," Candia \1 I
considers, in general, that· t
misconceptions about great
chose to place Lucas centL
move towards deconstruct
because he is "doubly isol
growing up most of my fu
seemed more tolerant of n
feels sad that "in an open.
tendency to ostracise what, '
As for her favou rite wri n
she cites Henry James as 't
reading a J ames novel. It sh
the male writers that she m
realist school; Flaubert, B
own work tends far more
verging on fantasy: "SJ?a/1
suggestive, let alone big
shares with the contempo
out; Iris Murdoch and M
says, "She is better th~n, a
beautiful, dandy styhst .
"virtuosity with the langu
preoccupation with Ian
"Even people with very
thinking and speaking can
other people."
.
Candia McWilliam g1v
mindedness aqd modesty
convictions. "I feel myself s
just masculine society I . tc
subvert nonsense , pompo
obsession, apparent in her
the "shifting nature of tru s
towards opening up. n~w
conducive to the ennch1ng
without knowing it, to live a
Life leaks away and Y?u'
coiling down to nothmg 1
Stranger')
We have been warned!

A CASE OF KNIVES
Abacus
A LITILE STRANGE
Bloomsbury
.
Both by Candia McWtl
Oonah McNeile

A CASE OF KNIVES,
the debut of a first class ·
sailed, apparently effo Yl
when, only months afte
of Knives' won the I11 i
Award. Everyone wa!t
see if this was a classiC.·
some one- off stroke of t
this year, she coi1
achievement with her I
Stranger'.
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Candia Mc'Yilliam's.fascination with words, word play,
an? the .evasive quahty of meaning is abundantly in
evidence m the books' titles: 'A Case of Knives' describes
not ?nl~ a case of lives in which knives feature in
multitudmotM> ways (the surgeon's knife , the wouldbe -murderer's knife (to name two) it not only describes s
t~e cut throat dynamism of existence but also features
literally, when Cora is given a case of knives as a wedding .
present, handed to her with portentious bad luck. As for
he~ secon~ book , who is the little stranger? Is it the nanny?
Is ~t the wife, as she becomes a stranger in her own home?
Is It the new baby? Or is the whole situation a little stranger
than we may have first expected?

ely solitary. I had

~. ~ ~~er died when I was
t a, school in Eng la~dThand
a~ lpnglish peop e.
en
any !pt her R.P accent ~ay
~ins; ~tched them cavortmg
eeb peing ··a little separate"
a~ asfarastosay ,"Allmy

1

h~
voio mes across m smooth,
a ~cold. She i~ ope? and
e C)'l 1know you ~e gomg to
r 11 one that wnters often
the iewer, the enemy. She
~war siring that the message
go d love one another.·~
be ~rly unders.tood, s~e
wi 'm not a hippy - I m
~o 1we should give people
Is 1 Ives suggest a move
n~ hose around us. "I do
n011 e another and not be
u~ received opinions. I
e 1 clearly and hear more
t th !ne to see and hear what
he ves in a humane and
n 11 bias and prejudice are
ex1 ed. "I think it would
~Yll time wasting, ugliness,
tra ne another." Does she
tree ere, lying in wait, in all
'1 ~ verywhere. It terrifies
are olence and how close it
0

a&~.

Me and
my Muse

Both novels exhibit a mastery over first person
narration. In 'A Case .of Knives' we settle into the gay
surgeon's ( Lucas Salik's) perspective on events only to
find that , a hundred pages on, we travel in the mind of
pregnant, marriage-desiring Cora. Having seen her
through the eyes of Lucas she now takes over the
narrative. The next section is narrated by Anne , Lucas's ·
best and oldest friend , who becomes increasingly more
attached to Cora. One of them marries Lucas ... but which
· one? The lives of all three circle around the golden boy
Hal. Lucas is wildly in love with him, Anne is Lucas's
accomplice and Cora is to marry Hal. Hal's ripe-corn
coloured hair , however , is dyed. It is Hal's account that
concludes the novel with an ineloquence and violence
appropriate to the angel of death. Their interwoven lives
are envisioned by each of them without any of the
characters (particularly initially) knowing the real truth
about the others thus creating a mine field of dramatic
irony.

NICK VIVIAN is the author of· three produced stage plays and a lot else. He is presently
working on a screenplay for Dieter Meier for the
band 'Yello'.
y passport says "student". I st'!rted
writing when I was a student, and
since not a great deal has changed
since then , this seems perfectly fair.
Now, rather than spending my time avoiding
lectures, revision and other students who
seemed quite nice at the beginning of the first
term but turned out to be complete burdens , I
spend my time avoiding my word processor. It
glares at me from the corner of my room when I
go to sleep (even when it's turned off, the screen
still glows ); I wake, and it stares back blankly
like an unexpected bedfellow, full of questions
and re$ret. I play this evasion game with an ally
who lives in my head. My muse.

M

"A Little St~anger" is narrated by the wife and mother ,
Daisy, who gradually comes to realise that ignorance does
not necessarily make a person good and pure. Beneath
the superficial calm of her household , bubbles an
uncomfortable reality which she is ultimately forced to
face. The nanny, Margaret, epitomises Daisy's vision of
the guardian angel of the nursery but Daisy is to discover
that underneath the pink jumpers and duckling note
paper, Margaret is a young woman corrupted into
perversity by a distorted vision of romantic fiction. The
tension of the novel is breathtaking as the now-wiser
narrator writes, "When I had thoughts , I did not much
like them. " Thus she prefers not to think , tantalising the
reader with a sense of the ultimate fallibility of this
precarious position. It is a mark of Candia McWilliam's
exceptional talent that her novels are as full of suspense
as to induce compulsive, "I couldn't put it down" reading,
while displaying a quality and depth that renders them
totally distinct from the popular thriller.

.

~ teeters on the edge of
urg he wields the knife, yet
~er rts. As a homosexual,
con with an element of
e ters. "I met a man the
eo read a novel about a
Nliam tells me. She
at blocks of people have
at s of other people." She
ptn the novel, in order to
~cti eh misconceptions and
~b being gay. When I was
: fr were gay men. They
rJX nformist women." She
191 there should be such a
~d 't conform."
~ nd greatest influences,
' g'. "I can't write after
sh~up ,"shesays. Oddly,
lrn mires are mostly of the
~~ and Zola, whereas her
e \nnuendoes of a style
~al gs seem to me to be
~ ." This approach she
~~~ male writers she singles
I ~ Spark of whom she
laJ an!" Martin Amis, "A
• admires him for his
PI! which reflects her own
~ and communication.
w Y developed skills of
!m Nays communicate with

'It's my muse. He sleeps late even
when I'm wide awake.'
What time do you start writing? As during my student
days , I still regard mornings as being the most overrated
part of the day , and subsequently avoid them as far as
possible. It's not completely my fault. It's my muse. He
sleeps late even when I'm wide awake. The confused
periods that fill my day, as my brain riots with itself and
the muse and I embark on a mixture of mental skateboarding and all-in wrestling, I often refer to as work.
Writers seem to be big on the anglo-saxon protestant
work ethic, and thus often feel a need to talk about their
rigorously ordered schedules in order to feel normal.
But as far as I can make out, Freud was right - creative
writing is 90% daydreaming. The other 10% is secretarial work: typing out hectoring dictations from the muse ,
filing and organising his chaotic ideas, and, above all,
making him hot drinks.

Candia McWilliam colours her prose with gems of exact
and vivid detail. Where one might expect to be irritated
and desirous of the story's continuation, McWilliam's
descriptive detail makes one crave further information
~nd insights into the finer points of the characters, their
tastes and behaviour. She has tbe ability to delve beneath
the surface of ordinary-seeming lives into the vast realms
of their inner and imaginative worlds. Candia McWilliam
uncovers the larger universe of personal dreams,
ambitions, fears and desires.

•

As a contemporary female writer one may expect some
concern for feminine/feminist issues in her work. She is
not disappointing in this respect. McWilliam's frank
descriptions of pregnancy place this marginalised subject
matter at the heart of her novels, totally refuting its
reputed unsuitability for literary works. Through both
Daisy in' A Little Stranger' and Cora in' A Case of Knives'
she explores the emotional and physical state of pregnancy
in a way that suggests it is not only a normal, but an
acceptable phenomenon. Moreover, Cora's pr~gnancy is
every bit as enthralling as the would-be-assassm's attack
on Lucas or the ominous ox tongue that appears
mysteriously on hi~ passenger seat.

~ i?tpression of open-

e IS never false to her
subversive but it's not
to subvert. I want to
~si~ the wrong rules ." Her
~ ~. with what she sees as
~~ s tak~n her a long way
~ m~ltlple perspectives,
llr hv~s. "It is possible,
~argm of your own life.
It go , a rope of water
the dark." ('A Little

'Writing after drinking Australian
lager is not good. '
· The muse is always there. It's just a matter ot coaxmg
him into action, taunting him with rewards, making use
of him at those times when for some unknown reason he
. has something to say. For most of the time all he seems
to say is: "Do something else".
This brings up the question of booze. The link between intoxication and the muse is an interesting one.
The fact that many writers drink more than normal
people has often ~een noted, and has resulted in the
theory that alcohol has some relation to the creative process. The facts of the matter are more prosaic. Writers
don't have to get up in the morning. Full stop. As
atheists regard the after-life, so writers and other drinkers regard the morning after: with a mixture of gay
abandon and secret fear.

Among · those accusations lodged against. Candia
McWilliam is the suggestion that her vocabulary IS obtu~e.
Although I would hardly describe myself as a wal~mg
dictionary, I found it stimulating rather than obs~ruct1ve.
Another complaint is about her limited appeal to Y?unger
readers, as her work is neither trendy nor colloqmal and
she has tended to write about marriages, rather than sexy
youthful exploits. This, I find, can hardly be considered
a fault when her prose style is as full of innuendo an?
subtext as perfectly delivered, as hers is. The reader IS
made ;ware of a masterful handling of narrative and
language which seduces him/her into texts that could be
endlessly reread and still afford the reader complete
aesthetic pleasure.

11
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The muse also comes up with (what he believes is ) his
best stuff when drunk . However, scenes of almost
Chekovian delicacy dreamt up after a couple of drinks in
the morning turn out to have alarming resonances of the
previous day's 'Neighbours'. This reminds me that
Charles Bukowski once noted that certain types of
alcohol are more beneficial to the creative process than
others. I would add that writing after drinking Australian lager is not good.
. Perhaps it would have been different if my muse were
a woman (like everyone else's seem to be). Perhaps we
could have struggled, misunderstood, made-up, only to
embrace finally and launch ourselves into the heights of
artistic discovery. But it wasn't to be. My muse is a
·bloke .

Her novels explore not only particular characters and
their story with absolute success, but provoke the reader
into reconsidering the way in which s/he l.ooks at th~ ~orld,
how s/he interprets the clues that constitute our ~ISion of
our daily lives and those of people around us. This makes
her a truly modern writer, of a tjme in which. stable ~otions
of truth and reality are largely (at least m the literary
world) considered to be inadequate. If I were to i~dulge
in a criticism of McWilliam's novels I would say, simply,
that there are not enough of them!
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Travels with a camera
ESCAPADES
by Daniel Parson

Bloomsbury
Toby Scott
DANIEL PARSON has led
the sort of life that would
.
.
make most of us envious If we
were to stop for long enough
to take it all in. Dragged
around most of the more
interesting parts of Europe
by his foreign correspondent
father and long-suffering
mother, as a man he continued in much the same
vein. A photographer and
freelance journalist, he has

travelled from here to
Australia and back, stopping
off at most points in between,
including Turkey, Transylvania and the Blasket Islands
of the west ~oast of Ireland.
Fars.on w~tte~ of th.e JOY of
travelhng bemg m the dtfferences
to be found, and you can share his
horror at discovering an English
package tour sharing his route
through central Turkey. None of
this is ~ew, of ~ourse, and ~r.uce
Chatwm ~as wntten more vtvtdly
?f the thnl~ of travel, b~t Farson
mfuses hts text wtth such
enthusiasm that no-one could
really avoid enjoying at least one
trip through this book.
Escapades is really a collection

of self-contained short pieces
which span most of the globe and
most of Farson's life, too. This
makes it ·good book for dipping
into but the lack of an overall
structure is sometimes telling and
the longer chapters, such as his
account of sailing around the
world as a steward on an ocean
liner, seem so long as to unbalance the rest.
Farson's photographs, which
punctuate the text, are something
of a disappointment given that he
, has as much of a reputation as a
photographer as a writer. He has a
keen eye for ordinary people, but
the quality of the photographs is
poor and their main interest lies in
having been taken in another
·country some years ago.

Attenborough, the book is
filled with fascinating anecdotes about both rare and
common animals alike. And

abused: without horses, Attenborough claims, the Roman
Empire would have been quite
different. Amongst other topics
discussed are the ancient animal
gods of Egypt, Crete and Rome,
mediaeval bestiaries, Islamic gardens and the devastation of the
French vineyards in 1863. And
Attenborough attributes blame,
for the "current health crisis" of
the ·Mediterranean to factors as
diverse as religion, empire-building, sun-bathing and witchcraft.
Some of his connections, such as
the ecological impact of the
crusades, are tenuous, and his
knowledge of history can be
patch.Y·. Bu~ he ~xcels ~hen
descnbmg mterestmg ammals
such as the Egyptian fruit bat and
the pigmy elephant. Overall the
book must be described as a fascinating tale of the evolution of
the Mediterranean.

.

THE FIRST EDEN
David Attenborough

Fontana Perdita Fraser
'THE FIRST EDEN' was
originally intended to constitute a survey of that most
lived-in of landscapes, the
Mediterranean world. However David Attenborough
d ll
fi d
h·
If
~ra U~ Y
n s
Imse
mcludmg more ~nd more
archaeology and history; and
he himself, introduces the
book as "an attempt to
describe how our attitude to
the natural world, and our
t
t
t f ·t h
h
d
rea men
I ' . as c ange
over the centun~s. and has
produced the hvmg cornmunities we see today." As
we have come to expect from

°

again,
predictably,
the
photographs are superlative.
In contrast to the author's ~revious such works, human kmd
plays r~ther a p~ominent rol~ i.n
The Ftrst Eden : although 1t IS
seen in terms of plants and animals. For example: the Roman
Empire merits the best part of ten
pages in the book, but it is used,
unexpectedly, to illustrate early
views of the natural world- that tt
could be plundered ?nd r~vish~d
as much as man demed smce 1ts
resources were "self-renewing
and inexhaustible". And yet, at
the same time, the Roman
Empire itself depended on the
very animal kingdom that it
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catalogue of rare flowers he brings
forward a very good case for
conservation, something for
which Diana Fossey, whom he
briefly mentions, fought.
Hamish Hamilton
The narrative has its ups and
Peter Bailey
downs. It is a perceptive piece of
writing but at times it is too
FAR FROM the Africa of dramatic, in the vein of Indiana
TV and camera Guy Yeoman Jones, comically contrasting with
passages in which he is picking
g ives us a personal account of flowers.
On the other hand,
his times in the Zwenzori through a combination of his
Mountain range and at the personal reflections and anxieties,
source of the Nile on the acute observations and overUganda-Zaire border.
whelming knowledge, the story
The
diary-style ·narrative comes alive as the char(lcter of the
presents a host of topics: it is the author seeps to the surface and we
past and present record of a great see what he sees, hear what he
explorer; the catalogue of many hears in
a totally
alien
rare flowers; an anthropological . environment. His descriptions of
insight into the life of the natives mundane occurrences evoke a far
he came to love and know so well; greater sense of mystery than is
and it also serves to bring this part immediately apparent
the
of Africa to the attention of the relationship between man and
public, for he is unable to sit back nature as well as the psychology
and watch the "ecological suicide" of Westerner and African
together in adverse conditions.
of people and nature at odds.
An example of this is the
Guy Yeoman sets off on his description of Sirasi (the tree
adventure with four women on climber for their party) : "his dusty
what might have turned out to be pastel skin pronounced man a true
a 'Carry on' affair up the jungle, object of beauty. But I was
but he av_oids any jokes at their petrified." Yeoman raises the
expense, keeping his humour for question of the Westerner and the
cross-cultural mishaps or anac- misapplication of his world on
hronisms; for instance the ladies another: "it should be ·realised
toilet tent set up in the middle of that we Europeans simply do not
nowhere.
have ready solutions for problems
Through the book he hopes to that we ourselves have largely
bring Africa home in the minutest created. This is a bitter pill to
of detail, using illustrations, and swallow ... "
also to give a sense of the size,
Although the book ends on this
using photographs. He wants to note , it doesn't overshadow the
emphasise ·the wonder of this brilliant illustrations by Christabel
. Garden of Eden and the danger it King, which were the main
faces. The source of the problem purpose of the expedition.
is as difficult to find as the source
It
is an anthology of
of the Nile, but he has a positive information,
useful
for
a
proposal: to make the whole area reference to this part of the world ,
into a National Park. It is this he and also an epic adventure by a
wishes to promote and through a passionate and modest man.
AFRICA'S MOUNTAINS
OFTHEMOON
Guy Yeoman

overly subjective. In
although the author
entirely refrain from imperial
O.U.P
talgia, ,she prefers to highlight
Simon Horrocks.
humorous aspects of the
·T he author's history of the reg- abroad. A final section, discussing
ion,
which forms the first section the wealth of Kashmiri arts
WHEN
BRIGID
of
the
book, is simultaneously and crafts, concludes a
KEENAN
travelled
to
informal and informative. Some interesting book.
kashmir, she apparently had ·
times
the
academics would do well to note · At
no intention of writing this · how Keenan, a self--confessed enthusiasm for her
book. Indeed, she refers to non-historian, maintains the almost unbridled;
her literary ambitions as reader's interest with a subtle every other paragraph co1ntac~ns
being merely confined to pro- combination of fact and anecdote. exultation of the kashmiri
ducing a booklet on the A survey of travellers' views on·. scape or its culture. This book is,
kashmiri art of finely-painted Kashmir, which follows on, is no by the authm;'s own admission ,
less engaging.
'hotch-potch', but herein lies
papier mache. However, she
Being "one ofthe last daughters · success. Neither just a work of
was so taken with the rich oftheBritishRaj" ; onemightsus- tory, nor of travel
·
heritage and natural beauty pect that Keenan's accoupt of the· 'Travels in Kashmir' is a "'"'"u•w
of Kashmir ir that she was British in Kashmir would be guide book ar excellence.
and across t e or er into rebel
The many small ironies of being
- BORDERLINES
held Burma. It becomes a a "farang"- a foreigner- in ThaiCharles Nicholl
roll?ance , a love story of gre~t 'land are captured in his crisp,
Picador
dehcacy an? subtlety, a beautt- vivid prose. This is also true of the
fully deta1led and colourful· 'Fruit Palace'. Wherever this man
SharonKirk
account of his travels , a history travels as a ~simple witness", his
THIS PAPERBACK issue of
book and a life's road book, for writings will lead the rest of us to a
Charles Nicholl's second Nicholl is a deft and sensitive better understanding of the way
travelogue, must surely be traveller who writes the magic and things are.
eagerly awaited by anyone the allure into his accounts. What
who read his first - 'Fruit gives· 'Borderlines' it's peculiar
Palace' set in the drugs allure is the collection of baroque
characters that he stumbles across
underworld of Columbia.
and throughout the whole book
Both are thoroughly bril- the 'story' is a vivid appendage to
liant.
the unfolding of his complex
Watching television one night relationships with them - espehe hears a Buddhist monk speak cially Katai. It is also an unfoldiof a forest temple: "Y.our mind ing of himself as he questions and
will become still like a pool in the · seeks answers.
forest". Thus begins his journey in
Presented almost as a novel , we
Thailand and Burma, but his main 'live" everything with Nicholl, he'
pupose, that of visiting the tem- , seldom anticipates events and the
ple, takes second place to his .whole thing moves along beautiadventures with Harry, a french fully from beginning to end. He
gem trader, and his beautiful and .talks of the history and traditions
haunting friend Katai. He goes ofthe peoples he meets , all with a
throug.h the backstreets of clarity' compassion, gentleness: .
Bangkok, along the banks of the ironic seriousness that come from
Mekong river, into the "mongrel a deep sympathy with the culture
country" of the Golderi
he describes.
TRAVELS IN KASHMIR
by Brigid Keenan

to wnte something a little more substan- '
tial; 'Travels in Kashmir
is the result.
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Write or Wrong?
COMMERCIAL WRITING isn't creative.
Write or wrong? It was terrible. There is no
doubt about it. My first play was such
monumental crap, it left a permanent brown
stain on my ego that no amount of New
Under-Rim Spray Top Vortex could ever
remove. Thankfully it was a sinker and I
managed to flush it away before it stank out my
entire chosen career.
·
My second play was worse. The directions were bad,
the charar.ters were cliched, the plot corny and the
dialogue verbose. It won an award, was performed in the
West End, got rave reviews, toured, was revived in fringe
theatre and published.
Funny old world isn't it. Or is it? What happened?
My writing was no better. After my first failure I didn't
go off and study writing. I was 19 and confident I knew
everything. My writing was perfect. Like all creative
struggling teenagers, I was also desperately cynical. All
that had happened was that I had applied the first rule of
commerciality.
"KNOW YOUR MARKET"
Case in example: Theatre.
Or, more specifically, Fringe Theatre, since as a new
writer I could hardly expect to get my first works on in
the West End. A little analysis of successful fringe
requirements resulted in this shopping list:
One word punchy title.
Economy of Set/s.
Economy of Actor/s.
Minimum of props.
Social Comment.
Sex (or comment on).
Violence (or comment on).
also very popular were plays about young people and
racial incidents.
Out of this desire to write the perfect fringe play came
the plot for FRIKZHAN (a sort of phonetic spelling of
the jamaican patois for 'friction'). Basically set in a
sparse dole office and sparse council flat, it is a battle of
words, and sometimes fists, between two actors. A black
dole officer investigating a white racist ex-policeman,
thrown out of the force for un-necessary violence, as to

whether he is co-habiting with a middle-class wife who
has left him. And so I played on the reversed power
situations.
.
Although I knew the characters and the situation well,
the plot had nothing to do with what I really wan~ed to
write about. After the award, after the applause, m the
silence that followed I realised that all I had done was
write an exercise in marketing. Only the tiny details, the
fill-ins, for the plot, were mine, of me, by me, from me.
The main body was what 'they' wanted to see; the
darkened auditorium, the ticket-buyers, the market.
The experience of working so hard to create something
so seemingly potent, but actually soulless, was
emotionally devastating. I had pulled the carpet out from
under all those professionals and found I had left myself
nothing to stand on. Not only had I destroyed their very
willingness to believe in my play, I had destroyed my
own belief in it.
Creativity and art are as undefinable, unprovable, as
God. Belief is having knowle~ge of something without
having any need of proof. Art has to be believed in. I
was young snotty, clever and incredibly stupid. I actually
thought art was commercial. l.never wrote another play.
I sold up shop and moved into more obviously
commercial writing. Journalism.
Altho11gh expense-account advertising executives will
disagree. Commerciality is the dearth and death of true
creativity. Michelangelo wanted to paint men. He liked
men. The Vatican, his commercial sponsors, said they
wanted him to paint women as weH on their ceiling. So
he compromised. He painted men with long hair, breasts
and no penis. He died a wealthy man. Van Gogh painted
what he liked. He never compromis~d, spent his entire
lite miserably poor and m and out ot mental mstitutions,
cut his ear, wrote depressing-letters to his brother; shot
himself and missed, and finally died in agony days later,
having painted some of the most stunning pictures in the
history of Art. He died destitute.
If James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and Thomas Hardy
clubbed together, they still could not outsell Barbara
Cartland. The Times, The Guardian, and the
Independent's daily collective sales don't even come
close to those of the fabulous tearaway 'GOTCHA'
Sun. Commerciality relies on popularity and popularity

relies on
to the very base of human instincts:
greed, charity, lust etc.,. This appeal may_ not be
'on-creative' but it.can only be treated in a general sense.
What makes us all individuals is our sense of the
particular. Creativity is most true as a part of the
individual.
Even published poetry has commercial values and is
in its essence only mildly creative. Think how often
you've enjoyed a poem that seemed to express what you
felt. That poem has been directed at you. It wants you
to like it . It wants you to buy the book, purchase the
poet. The poet may have been thinking of himself when
he wrote it, but he was also thinking of you. The poem
came less from his essence as an individual, more from
his acting as a tap on the collective subconscious. Most
of us: 'kill the thing we love'; most of us have felt
melancholy and reflective while looking at a 'break break
breaking'sea·; most of us have stood in bus queues for
hours in the rain; Wilde, Tennyson and McGough are .
all popular poets ·but how creative are they?
A poem of mine published in Cosmopolitan was about
an event that was true to me but also, I knew, quite a
common one in life. It was about giving my number to
a girl I really liked, on the back of a Malboro pack and
then realising that after she had smoked them she would
throw it away. Paranoia. We all get it. It appealed to
many people's own sense of the particular. They were
probably glad to be able to relate to something on the
printed page as their own experience, maybe even to
breathe a sigh of relief that their fear is shared. This
'relating' is the essence of good commercial writi'ng.
The best writers I have ever read remain unpublished
or are very old. The old ones have sometimes followed a
career of writing what others wanted until they were rich
enough to write what they wanted. Even so, they remain
jaded by their sell-out lives. Better to follow another
career l}nd start writing, from experience, when you're
solvent. Career writing and writing what you want are
poles apart.
Fuelled by a sense of survival, greed, charity, and lust
etc., I continue to compromise and write commercially.
Still, now I'm writing a childrens' book in my spare time .
Children have fewer expectations and far more vivid
imaginations. We are all born creative individuals and,
the older we get, the more conformist we grow. Maybe
THEY will appreciate truly creative writing. It is a
shame that it is the grown-ups who buy the books for
them. Well maybe if I include enough dwarves and
giants, princesses and nose-pickings it will pass for· a
'proper' childrens' book and be published. And bought.
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From
aryhill
to

Bloomsbury
I<iswegian journalist and novelist
Barry Graham believes 'that horror
needs to be built on a solid base of
familiar reality: "If you want to disturb people, the only way to do it is to bring it
right into the kitchen sink , the everyday world of
doing the dishes". This is precisely what he does
_in his first novel "Of Darkness and Light"
(Bloomsbury _1989) in which the characters operate in the sordid , but realistic, world of Glasgow's Maryhill. Gary Scott, Glasgow's hottest
magazine editor tells the story of his encounter
with a series of bizarre and sinister murders.
Although Scott is "a man with his own personal
demons", this is no study of insanity as critics
would have us believe. Terse and bare in its
narrative style, the novel is essentially a
down-to-earth account of "a rational-man'~
descent into panic".

G

We sat down to a drink in the Antiquary Pub on St. . ·
Stephen's Street (not Negociant's- "too posh" Graham
had said on the telephone) and over a pint Graham
proceeded to tell me about his former career in boxing.
"I left school at 16 and became a professional boxer but
I was allergic to being punched, to the cuts and bruises."
Looking at him I was not surprised. With his thin frame,
gold-rimmed sp~ctacles and neat stripey tie he looked
more like a figure in a Stephen Conroy painting than a
man accustomed to defending himself in the brutal
atmosphere of the ring.
But despite his intellectual air Graham was all but
illiterate until about 12 years ago. Undeterred by his
lack of formal education , he attended adult literacy
dasses in Glasgow and devoted his evenings to reading
whatever he could get his hands on in the Mitchell
library. He discovered Orwell , Sartre, Hemingway,
Marquez; and he discovered that he too was capable of
writing fiction: "After I quit boozing I fancied myself as
a writer. I sent articles to trashy magazines in Glasgow,
some published them, more often they didn't. They
were terrible articles, I mean I could barely read or
write. But then somewhere along the line my writing
became a bit competent so I joined Glasgow's Inside
Out Magazine and became deputy editor. Sergio Casei.
the editor, to whom the book's dedicated, encouraged
me to start writing fiction so 1 wrote a really terrible
novel about boxing, it was really chronically bad."
"And did you send it off?"
· "Yeah, I sent it to one publisher who did me the
kindness of telling me how bad it was."
It was before moving to Edinburgh- "you don't move
from Glasgow to Edinburgh you emigrate, y'know it's
another country" - that Graham wrote 'Of Darkness
and Light.' "I was very depressed and had to move and
I think that comes across in the narrative. When I
finished the book I hated it. Post-natal depr~ssion. So I
threw half the copies out. .Then I moved to Edinburgh
· and, as I .was unpac~ing , I _reread it and thought:'This

In the gloom of the Antiquary,
Casilda Grigg met Barry
Graham to talk about his first
· novel Of Darkness and Light
and pf his life as a writer.
has got its moments'. So I had a writer's handbook
somewhere and Bloofl!sbury was the first publisher I
came across. I was determined not to send it to ·any
Scottish publishers."
For Graham this was to be the big bread he had been
waiting for. " A week after , I'll never forget that, instead
of the manuscript through my door it was just a letter
with the Bloomsbury logo on the outside. I said to
myself:'Don't get excited, I expected to find Dear Mr
Graham I'm sorry we've lost your manuscript', but it
was a letter from the editor saying that he found the
characters intruiging and would like to publish it."
A man who does not mince words, Graham makes no
show of concealing his opinion of Scottish publishers,
who he describes as "wankers wearing tweed jackets
and smoking pipes." He is no more admiring of Scottish
authors: "I think Scottish writers are a race of pygmies.
I mean I'm not saying this to be bitchy, but honestly I
can't name a single Scottish writer I have a trace of
respect for. They seem to want to lump me in this Kelman/Gray pack and I just don't want that."
For someone who has lived in Scotland all his life
. Graham's rejection of any Scottish identity seems fairly
extraordinary. But never prone to nostalgia Graham
hasn't forgotten what it was like to be brought up in
Glasgow's Maryhill. I asked him what he felt about
Glasgow having been named cultural capital of Europe:
"I don'tsee any Scottish literary or any other Renaissance. This year of culture drivel will just be one long
party for those fat bastards in the city council and it will
benefit nobody outside the square mile. They talk about
the new Glasgow but all they've done is put a lick of
paint on it. They seem to be trying to turn the square
mile around the centre into a yuppie showcase but what
about artists and writers in Drumchapel and Maryhill?
It's a farce, they're talking about this Paris in the clouds.
I mean I don't want to toe this working class hero routine
but when I lived in Maryhill there was no hot water and
no bath- room, just a toilet. They did do something
about that but do they really think they change things
that much just by giving people baths?"
His preoccupatiOns more social than artistic, Graham
confesses himself to be haunted by his childhood in
. Maryhill, just as Gary is haunted by the Bogey Close in
the novel. "Certainly the way that Gary feels about "'
Maryhill is the way I feel about it." He nevertheless
dodges any question's about his personal life preferring
instead to discuss Gary's. "I .mean, like Gary said in

'Darkness and Light', I had parents once but ·I forgot
what I did with them. I don't want to go into that too
much."
The parallels between Graham's own life and that of
his fictional character Gary are too obvious to be dismissed but Graham vigorously denies any attempt at
autobiography. "If there's any autobiography it's very
slight. It's a novel about a man who's got his own personal demons. I've got my own personal demons but
they're not Gary's. People make too much of what they
imagine to be autobiographical fiction."
Savagely individualistic in his views, even when I
asked him which writers had influenced him most
Graham maintained this same independence of thought:
"There's a difference between admiring and being
influenced by a writer. Though admitting no affection
for Hemingway- "I think Ernest Hemingway's ideas are
disgusting, I found his books absolutely repulsive", he
nevertheless recognizes his stylistic genius: "Had
Hemingway written 'Mein Kampf, it would have been
considered a great book but Hitler wrote it so it isn't."
I asked Graham about the relation between drink and
writing, notorious in Scotland as well as North America.
· "All over the world writers like to project themselves as
the doomed artist. You wouldn't say it was a Scottish
.. phenomenon. I think probably less so than in America
where there's a great Hemingway myth if you don't
screw around and go through a bottle of whisky a day
you can't write properly."
Graham insists on the incompatibility of the bottle
. with literature. "The sheer emotional punishment you
take in writing a novel, you just couldn't do it if you had
· a drink. The great figure-head of that myth, Hemingway, wrote his best stuff when he was stone cold sober,
when he was reallly on the wagon ... Hemingway really
became a pathetic figure in later life when be couldn't
write, as did Kerouac. But these days their lives are seen
as intellectually trendy."
I turned to drugs, and mentioned the French poet
Rim baud, thought to have written some of his poetry
while hallucinating. "Yeah, but I think his stuffs terribly
self-indulgent. I don't think you have to have a drug
problem or an alcohol problem to write, I think that any
experience good or bad is beneficial, it's all grist to the
writer's mill."
Clearly Graham's experiences have been pretty
unusual, but he has never found writing easy. "I have to
force it. I don't think there's much inspiration involved.
It's mostly just hard work." With a second book in the
pipeline, 'The Emperor's New Clothes', about a boxer
who becomes a writer, I asked Graham whether he
found it difficult- to make aliving as a writer: "Oh yeah,
·you're kidding, yes, very difficult particularly in Scotland. Although based in Edinburgh, Graham is currently working on a paper in Inverness in order to supplement his income and gain experience of newspaper
journalism. Unsentimental aboutthe world he lives in:
"It's a horrible, cruel, stupid world", Graham is not a
writer who seeks refuge in other- worldliness. Unlike
the romantic outsiders of existentialist novels Barry
Graham only wants to "live his life".
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The Revenge of If
F

or the last eight years Steve Beil's 'If ,

strip has provided a much needed touch
of acid at the back of the cosy bland
Guardian; a brief respite of scurrilous
satire admist the woolly muesli-crunching
agonising.
The butts of 'If are "essentially Tories and reactionaries" according to Steve. He actually goes a bit
further than this, encompassing those who pay any lip
service to the tragic farce of British politics in the
eighties. His style is crude, bludgeoning, often hilarious,
occasionally too didactic, always imbued with a healthy
air of disgust and contempt for the ever more outlandish
schemes of our leaders.
Steve now contributes to several publications but all
of his work is fuelled by this perspective on politics. It's
all rather different from his beginnings. "My first paid
work was for Woopee Comic doing children's strips,"he
admits. "I'd done cartoons all through art college, and
I'd worked on on Birmingham Broadside, a listings
magazine. In 1979, just after Thatcher got in for the first
time, I started doing Maggie's Farm for Time Out."
After the Time Out strike io1981 Steve took the Maggie's Farm strip to the newly-formed City Limits, and
around the same time began doing 'If for the Guardian:
"On a trial basis at first but it seems to have worked out."

without any editorial freedom. He wrote another one a
few weeks later, calling us lying scum. He's just a cornplete prat, but I get the feeling that Maxwell is just using
him to express his own anger. The whole thing does
demonstrate a lot of what's wrong with the press. You've
got these people like Haines who are just lackeys for
their owners."
It is unfortunate that his present book doesn't include
Steve's beautiful pastiches of famous works of art, the
piece de resistance being a nude Maxwell as the Rokeby
Venus. "That had Haines in it as well, incidentally, as a
little cherub holding up a mirror. It's a bit of light relief,
that sort of thing, just having a laugh with somebody's
face ..or somebody's body in Maxwell's case."
His caricatures of Thatcher and her ever-changing
Cabinet have developed their monstrosity to such an
extent that his cutting edge is in danger of being dulled.
A more realist and pointed approach to his attacks on
the Labour Party seems to stem from a more personal
frustration. It is not a criticism that he is willing to
acknowledge. "I draw Thatcher straight, without all this
stretching her nose and suchlike. It's just that what
they're doing is so preposterous that the s.trips seem so
extreme. I was looking at some old 'Ifs' and each story
had a different proposition: 'If God were made of rubber, If the Borgias ran British Leyland' that sort of thing,
and one of them was 'If they privatised the water sup-

' ply'. I'd just done it as a ludicrous thing, extrapolating
mad Tory policy as an insane possibility, and they've
done it." .
Nevertheless, Steve's depiction ofNeil Kinnock wrapping himself in great clouds of welsh waffle seems a more
focussed and .damaging caricature than constant images
of Thatcher as a kind of Gothic dominafrix. Although he
hopes the Labour Party will be elected, their policy U·
turns are an obvious source of material. "I sometimes
despair when Labour is posturing over nuclear weapons,
and the stand, or non-stand, they are taking. That was a
central strand of their policy - Kinnock was there on
CND demos. But you have to put all that in perspective.
With the La~our Party it's an intellectual argument
about the way forward, but the Tories are here and now,
getting more savage by the hour. Things like the Poll Tax
are bloody unbelievable. Ten years ago no one would
have believed it."
According to the polls (and, more significantly, Wiiliam Hills) there seems to be a real possibility of a
Labour government at the next election. Whatever their
failures and weaknesses may be, Steve Bell will be there
to point them them out, and won't be pulling any
punches. As he says: "It's an attacking medium. If you
try to be positive, you end up being dull , pompous, and
boring."

'Ifs' de~iberate viciousness sits a little uneasily
alongside the Guardian's well-bred niceness. It begs the
question as to how much leeway Steve is allowed: "I do
all my own editing, and what they get is the finished product, That's not to say we don't negotiate the bdd bubble
now and then if it's close to being libellous. It has happened but only occasionally."
While politicians are regarded as fair game and adopt
a lofty attitude to scurrilous cartoonists, Steve has managed to arouse the retaliation of Joe Haines, Daily Mirror columnist and faithful lieutenant of Robert Maxwell .
"I do this strip for. the NUJ newspaper called the Owners, and I showed Haines being given the sack for sitting
on Maxwell's private toilet. The next thing I knew ,
Haines was sounding off in his Daily Mirror column, calling me and the editor scum. It was a very stupid thing to
do, because it just showed him up for the lackey he is,
description. Scarfe speaks so THE UN AD ULTERATED be~oming yet another book which
eloquently through his chosen CAT
reh~s on the fa~t that people find
medium, the cartoon, that
their pets amusmg anyway.
The unadulterated cat emerges·
describing the caricatures would Terry Pratchett.
be superfluous. To make a general Galloway
a lovable and certainly a laughable
character
throughout ,
point, one can say that they are Jane Sowerby.
full of variety and work on many CAN YOU RECOGNISE although it has to be said that ·
levels, bringing out the quirks of ·
a Pratchett's words are much funboth the physiognomy and real, unadulterated cat when~ nier than Gray Joliffe's cartoons,
personality of his prey. He is a you see one ? Or have you which
bear
an
uncanny
master of the economy of line · too grown used to the boring resemblance to the "Wicked Wilneeded to create a true ~aricature, massed-produced cats the lie" sketches, which must by now
rather than_ a h_um?roU6 sketch. advertising adores ? These be ver~ much last year'_s joke.
The text IS hdanous, full of
th
f
T
Unhke most five mmute won- ·
groan-worthy puns, crazy Iatin. are
e ques tons
erry der books which miraculously
names, and remarks that sum up· I Prachet~ poses, and helps to appear on the shelves before
the subjects in four lines flat answer m THE UNADULT- l Christmas, here's one which is
Scarfe manages to do with words ERATED CAT,
, actually worth reading. ··
what he d<;>es with drawings, • The cat in history, The Real Cat THE UNADULTERATED •
In SCARFELAND, he preexaggerate the extremes and yet" and children, Schrodinger cats CAT is a must then, for anyone
sents us with a modern bestiary of
conveying the whole.
and the future ofth((Real Cats are . who has owned a cat, looked after politcians and royalty, pops tars
It is guaranteed that once you all examined by Pratchett's witty one or even looked at one. A good
and hacks. Seen as strange
for
feline
fanciers'
have read SCARFELAND, you· eye, adding a variety and a new giggle
creatures in a mysterious and
will never be able to look at hia slant to this book the danger of ,everywhere.
polluted landscape, their habitats
.victims again, without seeing
e Other entertaining book's are the awkward moments of dog·
and cnes are documented and f--__;~IC!I!IIrL...--3-IIIIIIII!:;........t them as they appear in this book.
easy to come by this Christmas. ownership and adds fantasy to this.
PURE POSY
acute and witty observations does all the work, to the frustrated · Ideal for loo reading or for when in his cotton-wool drawings. A
by Posy Simmonds
of liberal(with a small '1') secretary who daydreams of _you're slobbed out after glutting must for dog-lovers, dog-haters
Methuen
middle-class life in the ' swopping with her boss: ("Oh, yourself on turkey, is 'It's an Ill and anyone who enjoys Bond's
eighties Sh
f ·1
b*gg*niion! Mrs Truscott gone: Wind' by Dermot Hyde. The vigorous and hilariously warped
Rachel Toporofski
· . .
·
~ never. at s to out to lunch, has she, dear? Be a cover proclaims 'For overgrown vision.
IN THIS th · t t
eh~Ilt a reabctiOn, be lt a wry good boy, first run across the road schoolboys everywhere' and the The season wouldn't be
.
IS 1~ es co11 ec- smt e o~ a urst of laughter.
and give her this, would you contents do nothing to belie this. complete without at least one
hon of her stnp cartoons
Covenng such areas as diverse <1ear'!'')The patronised male sec- Through "anecdotes, poems book designed for the festivities.
from the Guardian, Harpers• asfearsaboutBelinda'sunwanted retary is wolf-whistled by work- · prophecies and predictions" we Sandra Boynton's 'ChristmasMagazine , and the Sunday· pre9"an~y and choosin~ to send women as he passes: "Hello, are given the Compleat Fart. The 'time' is just that book. Her
Times, Posy triumphs again. one~ children t~ _pubhc ~chool,, Ballsy!"
text is peppered with limericks - expressive l.ittle drawings of
Nothing could be further despite ones political ~ebefs ("I
Even when dealing with such the literary genre that seems most animals are already well-known
from Stev€ Bell's brand of ~~~dn .. you ~A ~E tfdthmk ofthe well-covered topics as Aids, the appropriate for the subject from her classic greetings cards
satire, but her quiet voice is ~h~:e~~~eJ ~o~u ou;e p~~~i~ , gentrification of architecture, matter! - and there are copious and her masterpiece on that most
1
rful f
Americans in your Local or high- illustrations of Rip, a bright pink crucial of topics, 'Chocolate' .
no ess powe
or a11 that, ples?"),she captures perfectly the •. lighting racial prejudice in the fart, doing all the things I've never Here she tells us what we all know
and rings out as true as it did attitudes and conversation of the Police Force, she is original as·. seen a fart do (skiing, taking a but are loath to admit: Christmas
in the Bear series that Weber
family:
wellaswitty,findingnewanglesof bath etc.)If you like this kind of can be more frustrating than fun.
launched her career. Her
approach. She 1aJso avoids being toilet humour, then this is She chronicles the hellish run-up
delicious drawings cannot fat'l edge
Posyas never
looses
·her
cutting
cruel
· · th at so definitely the boo k to mak e you t o th e B.Ig rT WI'th ft as hes of
a feminist,_without the
' perha p . recogmsmg
to please ('Fred' and ',Lulu'
d f
many of the elements that she· lau~h , despite Christmas with the sardonic hu~our. A faoulous
and the angels' are two of her nee, or cropped hair or button · pokes fun at are to be found in family.
present, it will be a great source
badges to prove it. She highlights herself and countless numbers of
More cruel than crupe, Simon of amusement long after the
other recent successes) and ~~e ~bsurdity of ahwomats po~i- her readers. This is why she will Bond, author of '101 Uses of a pine-needles have been gouged
they are coupled with her IOn m so many sp eres, rom t e. continue to amuse us for a long Dead Cat' has come up with 'Odd out of your carpet.
'liberated' housewife who still -. time to come.
· · Dogs'. His wicked eye picks out

SCARFELAND
Scarfe passes his own comment on
b G Id S
these fantastical but strangely
Y era
carfe
familiar beasts. As he remarks in
Hamish Hamilton.
the prologue: "L cannot say
Rachel Topc)rofski
. exactly where this world is, only
THESE DAYS universally that~t i~ nea~e~ than we think."
known for his cartoon at the . This IS defmlt~ly one of those
· ·
.
, .books that v1rtually defies
begmnmg
o f 'Yes M'mister
and the magnificent anima- r---:::-:::::-:--------"1
tion of Pink Floyd's 'The ·
Wall', Gerald Scarfe has one
of the most distinctive styles
around. If anyone carrie.s on
·the great tradition of British
cartoonists, in the vein of
Cruickshank, then he is
definitely the man.

-

-~~~:~S~~~P~7~F~~:f:~:~S~~=---;J::;oh:n~V;:e:rn:9n:7.Lo:r;d,-:a:-s: w:el~la:s~THE~~Y~~~~~d~G~SA~R~T~IS~T~~-:R=HYM====E=s=T=E=w=C=h=r~i~S~t~!;~:!~t~~g~Sw:is~~=:~~~t~;~e:pe:}:le~S;h
James Michie and
y
L d
Johnn ernon or

illustrating the book, chose the by Thomas Locker
fables, and took some lesser-·
known ones that he felt were Jonathan Cape
particularly sharp or immediate. Guy Oliver

· '·

knows ,
The Child composer Mozar
Jonathan Cape
doesn't shy
]onathon Cape
Sharon Kirk
·rom making full use of this gifted
Rachel Toporofski
- - - - - - - - - - guy
A BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSand neither does Shakespeare, ·
TRATED children's book by n i s review of mine, well I the bard.
the highly acclaimed artist
thought I oughter, ·
(Gosh, this is getting awfully
ANOTHER EDITION of
will be written in the style of the h d )
Thomas Locker, it tells the author.
ar ·
· Aesop's fables! But this one
story of a young boy called I ,
f h h"
R Id
One word of advise before I go·,is fabulous. Put aside images
t s one o t et mgs oa Dahl Buy this book and then you'll
Adrian with a natural ability does best
know
of ·goody-goody cautionary
painting.
He
is and 1 think you'll all be most what a perfect Christmas present
tales with insipid illustra- The result is ·a mixture of the for
it is
tions, given to you by some familiar and the new, so that the apprenticed to an older and impressed,
familiar fables (the boy who cried
distant
relative.
James wolf, the fish that leapt out of the more experienced master and · as its such· a brilliant book, you for your cousin, niece, nephew or
·
d
see'
little sis.
Michie is one of the finest frying pan into the fire etc.) are over time pro uces his own a_n d It
· has ma d e sue h an Impres·
It'll never collect dust on a shelf.
classical scholars translators revitalized, since one comes to style. More than anything sion on me
,
.
While y~u're at it buy one for
yourself!
around. His Catullus and them armed with the same else, he prefers to paint that I really _can. t resist ~ut tell
Horace
are
racy
and curiosity as one does to the landscapes but soon discovers (though I wdl, If the Editor plays The illustrations by Quentin
that many an artist's bread merry hell) .
Blake
readable, and this is no less . unknown ones.
. the pleasure of reading such and butter lies in portraits.
what makes It well worth the (do this duo ever make a mistake?
true of these verses.
clear, modern renderings when all
News of Adrian's talent spreads money :
.
are an absolute delight to see
and ~hy Its so downnght funny· and fit the text quite perfectly.
He lias avoided setting neat ' too often the fables have been
little· morals at the end of each written in 'ye olde english', is to the palace after he completes a· But I ve probably got the rhyme So go on Dahl fans and the as yet
un-coverted
· piece, letting the allegories speak . enqanced by the woodblock picture of a member of the royal scheme wrong,
is
summoned
by
the
king
so
its
just
a~
well
it
can't~~
long!
··take
the plu~ge! He's not half as
staff.
He
for themselves. . You'll be illustrations. Lord chose to set ·
surprised, as I was, to re-read such them in his Sussex home town and and asked to paint portraits of the Anyway, I d better get It under perverted
way'
.or twisted as folk make him out to
a familiar text and discover how this accessible backdrop brings entire court.
.be.
or I'll be here 'till break of day.
much· truth lies within. Like the tales even nearer to the
Dahl· has taken famous tales, I'm sure you'll find that in no time
. proverbs, you can hear them a experience of the reader. They are
some of women, some of males, at all
.
hundred times before you realise also very beautiful. Vernon Lord
.
which are part of our traditional you'll be walking out into the hall,
· what they mean, or acknowledge is an accomplished artist with an
lore,
knocking on your flatmate's door
eye for detail and a great talent
the wisdo_m of th:em.
and has added just a touch of and the tears of laughter down
. for capturing the animals he
your cheeks will pour.
depicts.
Adri~n has to face a dilem~a; gore.
•
he only wants to paint the truth A pinch of naughtiness suffices
Small vignettes dotted ~but the courtiers want flattering and doesn't detract from the nicearound the book bring the pages interpretations of their appear- ness.
. together. It is a most satisfying ances or Adrian will lose his head. I think you'll discover as you turn i
bo,£k to l_ook at and read.
·He befriends the pretty princess, the pages
an eminently sensible thing to do · that it's the best "children's" book
in such a situation, and there is a for ages.
Give away your old copy of the
fables. This one makes you
happy ending, though not perhaps The inverted commas are there
ecause I think its only fair
. understand why they became such
what you might expect.
to
warn you that this book might
classics in the first place.
not be
Definitely a good bedtime read ·exactly the sort of thing young
l
for a child and a wonderful children should see.
Christmas present.
~
When reading aloud to them at
night in bed
interest in contemporary first Czech ever to understand a there are some moments when it OI! GET OFF
THE BUNBURY's BUN
cricketing
personalities, if maiden over." His pictures of the will be said:
OUR TRAIN
NOEL
not the finer points of the sporting rabbits bring such "What does that mean Mummy?'' John Burningham
Text by David English
characters as Golden Hare Gower A question which makes grown- Jonathon Cape
game.
Pictur_e s by Jan Brychta
Bun Noel is the fifth in the and John Emberbunny to life.
ups blush.
.
Sharon Kirk
Fontana Col/ins 3.99
Between them, English and To which they usually answer 1..;..:.:.:.;:..:..:.:....;;=:.=...------series, which has already seen the
NEITHER THE the title nor
Mike Sewell
team from Bun bury Green star all Brychta have realised that they "Hush!"
are
onto
a
good
thing,
A
response
children
have
always
the
cover of this book
THIS MAY not be the ideal over the world- and at home, most guaranteeing readers by offering
hated,
appealed
to me when I first
recently,
we
are
told,
in
the
match
gift for your American cousin
the chance to join The Bunbury
but to which, it seems, they are saw it . Then I read the
against
'Mike
Catting's
Whiskerthis Christmas : He or she
eternall¥ fated.)
_
dedication:
town in the Bunson and Hedges Young Cricketers Association,
would
be
unlikely
to Cat West Final.'
but also including enough wit to But r~ally what else can one say,
"To Chici Men des who
appreciate quite . who Ian · The Bun bury stories are rapidly encourage a chuckle from the · especially at the end of a long,
. d
h d
h
tne so ar to save t e
hard day,
Buntham and Viv Radish becoming something of an older reader.
The American cousin might not to explain the antics behind the rainforest of Brazil."
might be , let alone such institution, helped by the support
appreciate
it, but anyone who bedroom doors
The little boy goes to bed and
characters
as
Graham from the players themselves; this knows why Mike Gatting was
along the Ritz Hotel's plush cor- dreams that he and his
is
introduced
by
Ian
book
D ilbunny and Philip de Fruit
pyjama-case dog are on his train.
forced to resign from the England ridors?
Bun. But David English's Boatham, of England, Worcester- Captaincy, can understand why The doors Ali Baba opens up with Each time they stop to "throw
shire andBunbury Cricket Club.
snowballs" or to "muck about
story should prove to be
The stories' success owes much Mike Gatting, on his trip to the
glee
with umbrellas" an animal tries to
attractive to any child, and to to the excellent illustrations · by dog-racing at Catford with such
simply by saying "Open Sesame!"
Graham
Pooch
might
have
. How to explain to a young child climb aboard and seek refuge
any adult with a passing J a11-Brychta who claims to be "the
puffed, "Bloomin' dogs, wish something, relatively meek and from a cruel world. And who
- - .
- . ..
' they'd keep. their traps shut."
mild, like:
could resist the elephant being
• The problem with grown-ups' books is that they don't
In this book, the Bunbury team "I made a grab. 1 caught the chased for its tusks or the polar
have any pictures, as Alice realised. But if you !Jave an
goes out to try to save the day in mouse, now right inside my knic- bear trying to save its hide,
excuse to buy childrens' books, there is an enormous
Bunnybados when the island is kers. a mouse my foot! It was a literally. A modern-day version of
·selection of fabulously illustrated classics and new titles '
thre11tened by Hurricane Roary.
HAND! Great Scott! It was the Noah's Ark, the train carries them
around .
The Brg Question is whether they vicar's !" And you won't be all safely back to the boy's house,
One of the greatest pleasures of reading books to
where a kindly mother discovers
can do that, get the pitch dry for offended by the word "bum"
sprogs, is that the joke is often directed at the adults and
them the next morning.
be
the
match
against
Tobungo
and
not at the children. 'Cupid' by Babette Cole is the ultimate
· not if you have a sense of fun,
The text is rather dull and
back
in
time
for
a
Bun
Noel.
I
o~ its kind. Cupid comes to earth with his parents and
. with which this book is ov.erflow- repetitive, although the cry of
cannot
tell
you
everything,
but
discovers that .he can wreak havoc with his bow and
"and soon there'll be none of us
their result is a happier one than ing.
arrows. He pings the most unlikely couples and things
1 really should be left" from each of the animals
(Oh
help!
the Engl~md team are likely to
start to get really out hand ... The book is an absolute joy; .
works well. Some of the
achieve when they tour the West • going).
Cole's illustrations are hilarious, every page bubbles over
J~sf
o~e
exampie
is
the-story
~t
illustrations
are rather night· Indies after Christmas. If only
with exuberant humour. Children will love it for being
Aladdin
marish;
hellish
trains screaming
they
could
go
like
the
Bunbury
colourful and cute but adults will appreciate the wit.
bribed by his "uncle' McFaddin
through murky industrial city
rabbits
on
the
field,
rather
than
'Loppylugs' is a rabbit with long, floppy, grey ears. One
to go into a cave cold and damp landscapes. Yet, despite it's flaws.
off it, they might fare considerably
night Rosie leaves his cage door open and he lollops off
to fetch out for him the magic his book . is charming and
better:
Perhaps
it's
just
as
well
to join the wild rabbits in the woods. I shan't give away
aluable. The message it is putting
.that Mike Gatting is off to South · lamp.
any more of the plot (!), but I shall tell you about the
Now McFaddin's a half Chinese, across is undoubtedly of great
Mrica
instead.
drawings. They are full of character and charm, in soft
·m porta nee to all generations and
half Scottish chap,
tones that capture the atmosphere of a snowy night and
well I don't see anything wr-ong ·t manages to target two, if not
all the nostalgic feelings we have for childhood. If you
with that
hree, at once - the child, the
don't have a child around to give this to, I'm sure one of
and Dahl doesn't even go too far parent and the grandparent. Then
your friends would love it!!
when he puts Aladdin into a jar. again, few of us have mothers
Following the success of 'The Snowman', Raymond
(Actually it was a lamp, I hope who'd respond so placidly to
Briggs brings us two novelties this Christmas. the first is
you don't mind;
finding the house littered with
·a miniature edition of the original work, a perfect
words that rhyme with lamp are wild animals: "Is it anything to do
stockingfiller for old and young,' the second is a snowman
rather hard to find.)
with you?" as the little boy's
advent calendar in the cheerful pastel coloprs of the
And spinning off round the world mother does. Not even an
original illustrations. Far prettier than the gaudy tinsel
he goes
exclamation mark.
calendars that abound.
Roald Dahl
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16 christmas 1989

Everythmg is ~ arranged in
chronological order and if you
read that way you'll see emerge a
confident and coherent person
whose understanding of the world
and of the people in it continues to
expand with the years. A woman ,
an "ugly, black woman" (her own
words) who is first and foremost a
human being. She talks about
black identity and self-image, her
romantic imagination and the.
inspirations for her writing, about
her personal commitment to the
civil rights movement , and about
her tenacious optimism. She also
talks about her life, past, present
and of her hopefulness for the
future. Through it all her anger,
joy, disgust, gratitude and beauty
shine through .
THE TONGUE SET FREE.

basis of this volume ,
autobiography may be an
even greater work.
Canetti does not attempt to be
systematic or in any sense complete, rather he recounts his
memories in striking images
which piece together to give
vivid account of his qhildhood.
These are written with a candour
that 1·s at times almost shockin g
and the book is filled with welldrawn portatis of the fantastic
characters he encountered.
This volume covers the period
up to 1921 when Canetti was sixteen and opens with his earliest
memory: his nursemaid's lover
threatening to cut out his tongue
to keep him silent. Speech as the
the book , time activist and filmmaker and
door into the adult world is then
well spent.
this intensely full life has sixteen.
established as the dominant
Capote had a writer's life of made her one of the world's
What Maya Angelou does best
theme from the start; when his
love (lost and found), addiction , most admired black women·, is talk. Here in this book we have
father dies when he is seven, his
rejection
and
even
split
the evidence. The interviews and Elias Canetti.
mother forces him to learn German by rote at astonishing speed
personality. During the forties he recently she was awarded a articles from America and Britain Stephen Alien.
was on the crest of the literary life-time appointment as have been gathered together by 'THE
TONGUE
SET so that she can continue to use the
of
American J. M.EIIiot, himself a Professor at
language of her intimacy. Thus
wave only to fall from favour with Professor
his readers and his closest friends. Studies at Wake Forest North
Carolina
Central FREE' is not the first volume begins a most intensely Oedipal
Clark.e is not afraid of telling University. Not bad for a University. What bubbles from, of Elias Canetti's autobiog- relationship which only begins to
the truth, he is not in awe of little girl from Stamps, the page is a woman of great raphical trilogy. Canetti won weaken at the end off the book.
Capote although he was to Arkansas, raped at eight, strength of character; sensual, the 1981 Nobel prize for LitDuring this period the family
become his friend during the
strong, "sassy" and acutely aware erature for his brilliant novel ·moved frequently : from Bulgaria
of research. The story consequently mute for five · of the sufferings that racism and 'Auto-de-Fe' but on the to Manchester, whence to Vienna
~~~~~~w~r~it~te~n~it~se~ILf:w~h~ic~h~~~~·~a~n~d~~a~~m~o~th~;e~r·~a~t~~~~~~~~----------------------------~·-------, andfinallytoZurich,and the turmoil of the First World War is
evocatively described from both
sides. However history is never
allowed to intrude too much and
Canetti avoids the trap of namedropping which many writers fall
into; Lenin and Bilsoni are briefly
'encountered but only casually
men..tioned. .
.
Occasionally Canetti mentions
an inspiration or an influence on
Auto-da-Fe but never attempts to
explain his work through his life (a
questionable activity in any case !)
No review can hope to capture
the vividness and power of this
book; I can only urge you to read
it for yourself.
is a compliment to Clarke .
This book is not for prudes,
moralists, happy ending lovers, or
even Capote lovers. The man's
Cardinal Press
entire life is portrayed in all it's
WHILE THIS book is by nq unattractive and beautiful detail.
means easy to get into, the CO NVERSA TI 0 NS WITH
rewards for persevering are MAYA ANGELOU
great. The story is detailed Edited by
beyond
belief,
from Jeffrey M. Elliot
Truman's simple but wealthy
Virago
childhood in Troy, Alabama, Sharon Kirk
to his tours of Europe as a MA YA ANGELOU does
h
young man, a homosexual
who in many ways had left many things well. She as
the real world. Clarke had been a successful singer,
dancer, poet, composer,
spent
twelve
years teacher,
actress,
black
CAPOTE:
BIOGRAPHY
Gerald Clarke

•

·the worm

McCARTNEY: THE
BIOGRAPHY
by Chet Flippo

Fontana pb 4.50
Maxton Walker

*
B.o okhere
fOra Happy
Christmas

THE BIOGRAPHY ambiti
ously proclaims the title
the latest passenger on
Beatles gravy train, and , if
were the definitive rock
raphy, then peraps it
be justified. Chet £;']; ~.~..,•
.(Chet Flippo) , mind you ,
·all the necessary
ments to write a rock bio:
stupid name an unttn!ttf!real
adulation of his subject
-ter, and a history of ......itinol
for Rolling Stone.
What I always find hard
understand is why anybody finds
necessary to write a biography
Macca at all, since 98% of all
things that he did that were
ally interesting were done in
company of the other three
tles, regardless of how much
was in control at the time.
result is another re-hash,
clumsily structured, of all the
tles anecdotes with a long and
chapter tagged on at the end,
tled 'Alone', which
amounts to musical no:st-Jmonem
The best part of the rest of
book is when Flippb covers
Sergeant Pepper cerebral
years where he does u1"·""';"
·convincing reconstructioR
S.O.L. In general,
despite the impressive
(some of which is probably
.stantial myth by now,
McCartney provides little
that another handful of nuggets
information for Beatlebores
impress each other with at
and adds little new material to
Beatles

